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ABSTRACT " 
Interstation Rayleigh ~ and Love wave phase and group velocities 
have been determined for seismic recording stations In East Afr ica . 
Single station group velocities have also been determined f o r events 
i n ^ f r i c a n continent. The phase velocities cover the period range of 
15 - 60 sec and the group velocities extend from 12 - 5 0 sec. The most 
characteristic feature of th is set of Rayleigh wave phase velocity curves 
is that there i s a def ini te merging of phase velocities from longer to 
shorter periods. The spread at 60 sec period is 0.33 km/sec whereas at 
20 sec period this i s reduced to 0.1 km/sec* 
^Fourier analysis method is used to determine the phase velocities 
and Multiple f i l t e r techniques to determine the group veloci t ies . 
A number of non-linear optimization techniques have been developed 
to derive the shear velocity - depth structure of the crust and upper 
mantle from surface wave dispersion data. These techniques have a 
number of advantages over Least Square Inversion techniquesJWsNon-
uniqueness problem i s investigated i n deta i l ; and a method i s proposed 
to determine the order of magnitude of the thickness of the layers to 
overcome suohtiproblem. 
The structural models derived show that the t o t a l thickness of the 
crustal layers is roughly the same throughout East Afr ica , and i s between 
34 to 42 km, except along the centre of the eastern r i f t valley where 
crustal thinning is indicated by refract ion and gravity studies ( G r i f f i t h s 
et a l , 1971). There is some indication of modification of the lower 
crustal layer higher shear velocity along the flanks of the eastern 
A 
r i f t valley system,, 
The upper mantle structure beneath the eastern r i f t valley system 
is similar to that beneath Iceland; further^this structure extends to 
( i i i ) 
a greater distance south of Nairobi. I t seems the eastern and the 
western r i f t valley system&are separated by a shield type structure 
at Lake Victor ia . P = delay at Addis Ababa and Nairobi i s found to 
be nearly the same as that fo r stations i n western United States and 
Iceland. P - delay at Lwiro is about half as that at Nairobi. 
The r i f t valley system i n East Afr ioa has not yet developed to 
a stage comparable to Mid-ocean ridges, _ 
( iv) 
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CHAPTER 1 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
( l o i ) Ganaral Geology 
The r i f t system i n East Afr ica extends some 2 , 3 0 0 miles, from the 
neighbourhood of the Limpopo r iver i n the South to the Red Sea i n the 
North. ( P i g . l o ) 
The most obvious expression of the r i f t system is i n the topography0 
An extensive swell oooupies eastern Afr ica , forming a plateau some 1 , 0 0 0 km 
wide and reaching heights of 1 to 2 km above sea leve l 0 This swell, i s 
dissected by the r i f t zones which comprise narrow depressions, forming the 
r i f t valleys, with neighbouring regions of even greater u p l i f t . Here the 
r i f t shoulders reach heights of 2 to 3 km above sea level . The r i f t valleys 
are typical ly 2 5 to 6 0 km wide and the f l oo r may have been displaced as much 
as 6 km relat ive to the shoulders, although i n f i l l i n g with sediments and 
volcanics has reduced the depth to about 1 km i n most places (Dixey, 1 9 5 6 ; 
Freud, 1 9 6 5 ) . The r i f t valleys show greater variations i n a l t i tude, but 
the fac t that elevations and depressions of the f l oo r are matched by 
corresponding elevations and depressions of the shoulders shows that the 
overall displacementsare everywhere of the same general order. 
The r i f t zone is not continuous, nor i s i t everywhere equally 
developed. They are trains of long narrow tectonic troughs, bordered by 
f au l t s . Almost a l l the fau l t s which border the r i f t and oocur wi thin them 
are narrow fau l t s (Freud, 1 9 6 5 ) . Their dips range from 4 - 5 ° to almost 
ver t ica l , but most oommonly 5 5 - 7 0 ° . Reverse and Transverse fau l t s are 
very rare. R i f t s are not bordered by large single fau l t s , but rather they 
are outlined by sets of steep blocks, and the faul ts that diverge : ^ one 
A 
another i n an en echelon manner, so that they make a zig-zag pattern. I t 
i s common far one side of a r i f t to be much more elevated than the other, 
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2 
and the main fau l t may be missing on one side c The most remarkable 
feature of the r i f t is the down faulted block within the r i f t , shattered 
by numerous faul ts into small horsts and grabens and the almost complete 
absence of faul ts outside0 The subsiding grabens, ascending shoulders, 
seismic ac t iv i ty , recent volcanism and many hot springs demonstrate that 
the taphrogenic ac t iv i ty is s t i l l i n progress. 
Both the general trend and the details of r i f t fau l t ing are closely 
determined by older, mostljPre-cambrian structures. These structures are, 
however, widely diverse i n age and kind. 
I t seems clear that the bifurcation of the system into an Eastern 
and a Western r i f t is the result of deflection of the fracture systems 
around the Tanganyika "Shield" or Gratonj this consists of a gneissic 
complex and meta-sedimentary or meta-volcanic systems with prevalently 
east-west trends. 
Although the most characteristic r i f t i n g i s of Tertiary and later 
age, a similar pattern of fau l t ing i s recognisable in several sectors 
dating back to late Karroo or early Jurassic times. The fac t that there 
are no older crustal structures or lineaments i n this great belt of such 
magnitude and persistence suggests that the system has been determined 
by a major deep-seated crustal or sub-crustal mechanism. The occurrence 
of dis t inct ive volcanic associations along many parts of the r i f t system 
is also i n accord with th is conclusion. 
(a) The Eastern R i f t s -
The Eastern or Gregory r i f t valley i n Kenya approximates i n many 
places, to a classic grabsnj i t s N-S trends and general regularity are 
evidently related to the equally regular structures of the Mozambique 
bel t . Northwards towards the Ethiopian border, however, i t splays out, 
again apparently largely controlled by older structures, to form a broad 
3 
zone up to about 200 miles i n width, within which only a narrow and rela-
t i ve ly insignif icant though passes from the southern end of Lake Rudolf 
and by way of Lake Stephanie to l i n k with the great r i f t valley of Ethiopja0 
Southwards i n Tanzania the eastern r i f t rapidly "degenerates" into a broad 
zone of faul t8 of varying persistence and trends which define a series of 
t i l t e d blocks (James, 1 9 5 6 ; Dundas, 1 9 6 5 ; Fa l l i s te r , 1 9 6 5 ) . Control by older 
structures i s , however, s t i l l evident0 
« 
The extensive Tertiary to recent lava f i e ld s i n Ethiopa are generally 
recorded as being predominantly basaltic but this may well be a convenient 
generalization because to the south, i n Kenya, although basalts (often 
basarites according to Kent, 1944) are widespread, phonolite is very 
cemmon and i s perhaps the predominant lava throughout the eastern r i f t and 
in adjacent areas such as the Uasin Gishu plateau, the Aberdare mountains 
and Mount Kenya. Trachytes, nephelinites, and a l k a l i rhyolites are also 
well represented i n these f i e l d s . Further south, i n Tanzania, the lava f i e ld s 
give way to central voloanoes bu i l t largely by fragmental materials, mainly 
nephelinites and phonolites along the eastern r i f t and trachytes and 
phonolites to the east i n the Kllimanyaro range. In eastern Uganda a 
chain of Tertiary volcanoes, largely composed of fragmental nephelinites, 
stretches northward from Mount Elgon (Davies, 1952)^  one of these, Napale 
(King, 1 9 4 9 ) » having an exposed i j o l i t e carbonatite core. Further to the 
south and west l i e the pre-Tertiary oarbonatite centres of Torora, Sekulu 
and Bukusu (Bailey, 1 9 6 4 ) . 
(b) The Western R i f t s -
I n Lake Albert d r i l l i n g and Geophysical work have established a max-
imum thickness of some 8,000 f t of sediments. The faul t s are mostly N-E 
to S-W, but have an en echelon pattern which relays the movements north-
wards. Pleistocene faul t ing i s evident where sediments are thrown against 
basement. 
Further south is the o f f s e t Lake Edward trough, which is shallow 
at i t s N~E end but deepens towards the Rwanda border$ from Lake George i t 
is defined by a series of Faults which form an en echelon pattern. 
The culmination of the floor of the western r i f t is Lake Kiwi which. 
to the Congo. South of Lake Kiuu there are lava fields largely composed of 
alkali (Olivine) basalts and baaanites, but trachytes and trachyande^sites 
are also represented0 
Southwards from Lake Kiuu the western r i f t swings into the 4 0 0 mile 
north-north-west to south-south-east belt oooupied by Lake Tanganyika,, 
The structures here have not as yet been closely studied^ but appear to be 
relatively simple,. The lake is not comparable to Lake Albert for i t has 
a negligible sedimentary i r u f i l l and i t s floor is well below sea level 0 
The lake i t se l f occupies sub-parallel graben defined by various pairs of 
faults and, towards i t s southern end, v. 1 r i f t structures extend over a 
width of about 1 0 0 miles, involving parallel graben and horsts, into the 
rejuvenated post Karroo Rukwa trough,. 
I n the north, the western r i f t terminates abruptly against the 
strongly marked N-W to S~E trends of the Madi series of the Sudan border 
and parallel structures of the Aswa shear, belt of Northern Uganda. 
(1.2) Previous Geophysical Work 
(1.2.1.) Surface Wave Dispersions 
Press, Ewing and Oliver (1956) using Raylelgh wave group velocities 
in the period range 10 to 70 sec, for the event in northern Algeria 
(36° 17' N 1° 28' E) recorded at Pietermaritzburg (South Africa) deduced 
the average thickness of the crust along this path to be 35 km0 Further* 
as a result of a volcanic accident, drains Tanganyika into Lake and thence 
Presa, Ewing and Oliver (1956) 
t 
35km V>= 3.51 km/see 
I _ _ _ 
= 4.68 km/sec 
oC = 8.18 km/seo 
@2 a 1.25ei 
Table* l a 
Oliver, Darman and Sutton (1959) 
H km o(,km/s9c "^ km/eec ^gm/oo 
2 . 2 2 2 5 . 2 3 . 0 0 2 . 5 5 
17.778 6 . 3 2 3 o 6 5 2.817 
2 0 . 0 0 0 6 . 5 8 3.80 2.922 
8 . U 4.70 3 . 3 0 0 
TattU l b 
5 
i t is concluded that Africa and North America are identical i n oruatal 
structure (Table l a ) s 
Oliver, Dorman and Sutton ( 1 9 5 9 ) using the second Bhear mode of 
continental Raylaigh wave for the event in Belgian Congo ( 9 « 5 ° S 
_ . Una 
2 7 o 5 ° E) recorded at Fietermaritzburg| deduced^thickness of the crust 
to be about Ifi km.Shear velocity depth structure is same as for typical 
shield area, (Table lb)„ 
Ooal ( 1 9 6 5 ) from the Love - and Rayleigh - wave group velocities i n 
the period range 2 8 to 7 6 seo for the event Agadir earthquake ( 3 0 , 5 N 
9 o 6 W) recorded at Lwiro and Skopje earthquake ( 4 2 . 1 N 2 1 . 5 E) recorded 
at Pretoria and Windhoek,,shown that the average thickness of the crust 
ft 
in Africa is thinner than i n Europe and the thickness indirection of 
Skopje to Pretoria is more than that from Agadir to Lwiro. 
Blochp Hales and Landisman ( 1 9 6 9 ) have \t\- '• determined Rayleigh 
wave phase velocities from an array of stations located near Johannesburg; 
South Africa, and from the World Wide Standard Seismic Network stations 
at Pretoria, Bulawayo and Windhoek,, Multi-mode Rayleigh - and Love -
wave group velocities have also been found from the records of a number 
of earthquakes originating near the Kariba Dam, and i n southern Malawi, 
The phase velocities cover the period range 2 0 - 1 0 0 sec and the group 
velocities extend from 2 - / f i sec for the fundamental mode and 2 = 1 2 seo for 
the higher modes0 The multi-mode dispersion obtained indicates that the 
crustal and Upper mantle velocities to the east of a line through 
Pretoria and Bulawayo are higher than those to the west* The phase 
velocities for the array area confirm the high sub-crustal shear velocities 
previously determined from refraction studies (Gane, Atkins, Sellschop 
and Seligman, 1 9 5 6 ; Hales and Sacks, 1959)0 The phase - and group -
velocity curves obtained for the Kariba - Pretoria path are similar to 
those for other shield areas. The central United States, eastern 
Australia and the western part of southern Africa have very similar 
H km od km/sec .^km/sec egm/co 
8 o 0 5o7 3.50 2.70 
1 2 » 0 6 . 2 3 . 6 4 2 . 9 0 
8 .0 6 . 7 3 . 8 4 2 . 9 5 
8 . 0 6 . 9 3 » 9 7 3 . 0 0 
9 . 0 7 . 3 4 . 2 4 3 . 2 0 
25»0 8 . 1 4 . 6 7 3o30 
5 0 . 0 8 . 3 4»80 3 . 3 7 
1 5 0 . 0 7 . 8 4 . 5 0 3 . 3 7 
8 . 3 4.80 3.40 
AFRIC MODEL 
Gumper and Pomeroyr (1970) 
H km o6km/sec ^ km/sec egm/cc 
7.0 5.90 3.35 2.70 
10.5 6.15 3.55 2.80 
18.7 6.60 3.72 2.85 
80.0 8.05 4 .63 3 .30 
100.0 8.20 4.78 3.44 
100.0 8 .30 4.65 3.53 
80.0 8.70 4.85 3.70 
9.20 5.25 3.76 
Table 2b 
6 
Rayleigh-wave phase velocities, which are lower than those for the 
shield areas (Table 2a)„ 
Gumper and Pomeroy (1970) determined phase = and group - velocities 
{^fundamental mode Rayleigh waves; Group velocities of fundamental mode 
Love waves and higher mode Rayleigh waves| and group velocities for 
sedimentary layer Rayleigh waves, for the African continent,, Rayleigh 
wave phase velocities range from approximately 3<>90 to 4*20 km/sec in 
the period range of 30o0 to 63,0 sec. Group velocities of fundamental 
mode Love and Rayleigh waves in the period range of 10.0 to 60,0 sec 
range from 3<>35 to 4,15 km/sec and 3.00 to 3„95 km/sec respectively,, 
As expected, for the shorter periods the velocities depend strongly 
upon regional structure0 Group velocities of sedimentary Rayleigh 
waves and of higher mode Rayleigh waves have also been determined;. 
Short period body-wave velocities were determined for this region as 
follows* P n = 8,06 km/sec, Sn = 4*55 — 4,72 km/sec, and Lg = 3.48 — 
3.60 km/sec. The observed surface wave velocities are similar to those 
reported for the Baltic shield and differ somewhat from those velocities 
found for the Canadian shield. A theoretical model that accounts for 
the observed velocities is derived for the African continent (Table 2W)0 
(1.2.2) Bpfly WStYfi MrftfttafttH 
Willmore, Hales and Gane (1952); and Gane, Atkins, Sellschop 
and Seligman (1956) have used local earth tremors within 500 km of the 
seismic stations and studied the crustal structure of western Transvaal 
(Table 3«t). The velocity values found s 
P-^  = 6.18 km/sec Pn = 8.27 km/seo 
Si = 3<>66 km/sec Sn = 4.73 km/sec 
Crustal thickness from P and S data, 35*1 and 33.3 km respectively. 
These depths include about l e 3 km of superficial material of lower 
Willmore, Hales and Gane (1952) 
Gane, Atkins, Scllschop, Selligman (1956) 
Single Layer Crust 
km/sec di km/sec 
West 
3c69 
4.83 
H 38o3km 
6.23 
8.24 
H 35.5km 
South 
3.68 
4.78 
H 34.0km 
6 o09 
8o42 
H 34.7km 
East 
3.63 
4.66 
H 31.6km 
6.20 
8o01 
H 34.1km 
North 
3.64 
4.60 
H 30.0km 
6 o20 
8.21 
H 3606km 
A 11 
3.66 
4.73 
H 33.6km 
6.10 
8c 27 
H 35.4km 
Hales, Sacks (1958) 
Two Layer Crust 
East ^ km/sec 06 km/sec 
Layer 1 
3.62 
H x 24.8km 
6.03 
Hi 28.2km 
Layer 2 
Layer 2"^" 
4.04 7.19 
H 2 8.4km 
6.71 
H2 14.7km 
Layer 3 
Depth to 
7.96 
4oho 36.6km 
Table 
7 
velocity,. 
There is evidence of a phase corresponding to an intermediate 
layerg^P - velocity 6.83 km/sec$ the inclusion of which brings the 
total depth to 39 km. 
Hales and Sacks (1959) using the same procedure as WilLnore et 
al (1952)j studied crustal structure in the eastern Transvaal. 
I t is considered that the most satisfactory interpretation is 
that the crust is two-layeredo The velocities in the granitic layer 
are 6 0 0 and 3<>6 km/sec for P and S waves respectively. In the inters 
mediate layer the P velocity lies between 6„7 and 7.2 km/seop and the 
S velocity between 3,95 and 4*15 km/sec. The Pn velocity was found to 
be 7o9 km/sec and the crustal thickness 3 6 . 6 km (Table 3b)0 
Dopp (1964-) has used small earthquakes within 100 km of the seismio 
stations Uvira, Lwiro, and Rumangabo, in the Western r i f t , to form 
seismio refraction profiles along the r i f t . He found a Pg-velocity 
of 5.57 km/sec in the upper part of the crust. Below this was a layer 
with P- wave velocity 6.76 + 0.06 km/sec, which was separated from the 
upper (5.57 km/sec) layer by an interface striking N-S and dipping 15° 
to the west. The depths of the interface were 17, 33 and 27 km at 
Rumangabo, Lwiro and Uvira respectively. 
The refraction work ( A r t i f i c i a l explosion) between Lake Rudolf 
and Lake Hannington, along the axis of the Gregory r i f t by Griff i ths , 
King, Khan and Blundall (1971) show a layer of about 20 km thickness 
with P- velocity of 60A km/sec and S- velocity of 3.5 km/sec underlying 
a surface layer of about 3 km thick and P- velocity of 3.0 km/sec 
(8 =1.8 km/sec). The velocity and thickness of this surface layer 
is assumed in the Interpretation. The layer beneath the 6 . 4 . km/sec 
i 1 r T 
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layer ia found to have a P= velocity of 7 „ 5 km/sec and S-» velocity of 
4 o 5 3 km/sec. 
(lo2<>3) Spectral Response Ratio - Phlnney's Methods 
Grustal response ratios within the East African r i f t system are 
determined by spectral analysis of long period P wave, dominant period 
of 1 0 sec, from two Hindu Kush earthquakes observed at stations in Addis 
Ababa, Nairobi and Lwiro (fionjer, Fuohs and Kohlenberg, 1 9 6 9 ) 0 The spectral 
response showsP- velocity of 6 o 0 km/sec for the upper orustal layer and 
6 o 7 km/sec for the lower crustal layer. The thickness of the crust is 
found to be 3 9 km at Addis Ababa, 4 3 km at Nairobi and 3 5 km at Lwiro 
(Fig. 2 ) o 
( l o 2 o 4 ) Sn- Wave 8 
The following observations have been made from the study of the 
propogation of Sn phase, Sn- is a short period seismic shear wave trav-
elling in the uppermost part of the mantle, by Molnar and Oliver ( 1 9 6 9 ) J 
and Qumper and Pomeroy ( 1 9 7 0 ) . 
(a) Sn is observed over a l l paths less than 3 , 0 0 0 km in length that 
do not cross either the African r i f t zone or the Red sea r i f t o 
(b) Sn does propogate across the southern part of the r i f t zone 
below approximately 1 0 ° S, butAhowever, between these two regions the 
data are mixed, with Sn propogating along some paths and not along other 
nearby pathSo 
I t has been concluded that the above observations indicate that 
under the northern part of the r i f t zone there exists a gap in the mantle 
portion of the lithosphere which closes toward the southern part of the 
zonep 
9 
(102.5) Seismicitv t 
Fairhead (1968) has made a study of the seismicity of East Africa 
using the Joint Epicentral determination technique (Douglas , 1967) <> He 
relocated earthquake epicentres for the period 1955 through 1968, showing 
that the epicentres do tend to f a l l on known faults<> Two focal mechanisms 
were also obtained,, one of which indicated normal faulting and the other 
strike-slip faultingo 
Sykes (1967)j and Banghar and Sykes (1969) have shown normal and 
strike-slip faulting in four other East African earthquakes ( in the 
western r i f t ) 0 
Tobin and others (1969) have made a detailed study of the micro 
seismicity of the Gregory r i f t . They showed that the greatest activity 
occurs not along the marginal faults, which are relatively quiet, but at 
the centre of the r i f t in the zone of recent, intense faulting. 
Wbhlenberg (1970)\ and Molnar and Aggarwal (1971) studying micro 
earthquakes over Gregory rift^shown that there is a region in this part 
of the r i f t , from 1° S, 3 6 ° E up to Lake Rudolf where no epicentres of 
earthquakes with magnitude M ^ 4 - oould be localized. Further the number 
of observed micro earthquakes in a time •= unit decreases from south to 
north beginning at the frontier of Tanzania and Kenya in the south to 
nearly 200 km in the north of Nairobi. 
For a l l earthquakes in East Africa, the depthsof focus were shallow -
less than 15 km in Kenya (Molnar and Aggarwa, 1971) and less than 75 km 
in the western r i f t (Wbhlenberg, 1970). 
(1.2.6) Gravity 8 
Gravity anomaly studies over the region of r i f t valley system by 
1 0 
Kohlschu'ttere (1899 = 1900) and Bullard (1936) shows that ; except 
the oentre of the r i f t valleys, African plateau, in general, in 
isostatic equilibrium and floor of the r i f t valley is associated with 
high negative Bouguer anomaly0 
She most Important findings of the Gravity traverses in Ethiopia 
by Mohr and Gouin (1968,, 1967) can be enumerated as followss ( l ) There 
is a definite gravity low over the main Ethiopian r i f t compared with 
the adjacent plateau. The cause of the r i f t "low" is tentatively 
identified with underlying s i l ic ic magma chambers and their extensive 
volcanic effluvia (welded-tuffs, Lavas, pumite), and with thick 
lacustrine sediments, a l l deposited in the subsiding proto=rift, pre-
middle Pleistocene trough. 
(2) Free-air anomaly values of between 0 and - 5 0 mgal QT€: 
determined for the r i f t floor,, 
(3) The gravity 'high 1 over the Wonji fault belt is confirmed. 
The 'high* is attributed to basaltic injection into a thin crust 
affected by tension. 
Similar gravity studies in Kenya across main r i f t valley system from 
east to west, by Sowerbutts (1969); Girdler, Falrhead, Searle and 
Sower butt8 (1969); Searle (1970 a,b)j Baker and VFohlenberg (1971) 
suggest j the possibility of thinning of crustal material beneath the 
r i f t valley system (Gregory r i f t ) with overall reduction i n thickness 
of the llthosphere in the upper mantle over a broader area. This 
reduction is due to upwelling of the low velooity channel near Moho. 
Further i t is found that the volcanoes on the r i f t f loor are associated 
with a positive Bouguer anomaly; this anomaly can be interpreted as 
being due to a basic intrusion, i n the sialic crust, of about 20 km 
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wide and reaching to within 1 km of the surface (F ig„3) 0 
Khan and Mansfield ( 1 9 7 1 ) suggested slightly different type of crust 
and Upper mantle structure for the E~W profile across the Gregory r i f t , 
near equator (Fig. 4), From the regional map of Bouguer anomaly we oan 
see clearly the presence of lateral variation in gravity anomaly, even 
along the axis of the r i f t , with locally very low values at few places 
( F i g o 5 ) o 
(b) M a f f J W a »~ 
Measurements by J.M. Brown i n Uganda; and by Smith and Andrew ( 1 9 6 0 ) 
in Tanzania have shown negative Bouguer anomalies associated with much 
of the western r i f t and with the Eyasi and Rukwa troughs in Tanzania., 
The gradient and magnitude of the Bouguer anomaly i n the Albert r i f t 
show that the top of the mass-deficiency causing i t must be within 1 km 
of the surface. Girdler ( 1 9 6 3 ) found that 2 to 3 km of sediment would 
account for this anomaly, and such a thickness has been found in a 
borehole in Uganda section of the western r i f t (Davies, 1 9 5 1 ) • 
Sutton and Grow (1969) found that the regional Bouguer gravity 
anomalies over the r i f t valleys surrounding Lakes Albert, Edward, Kiuu 
and Tanganyika range between - 1 0 0 and -14-0 mgal„ The residual Bouguer 
gravity anomalies over the r i f t valleys are sharply defined, ranging 
between - 7 0 and - 8 0 mgal. They interpreted these anomalies in terms 
of a sediment or breooia - f i l l e d graben about 30 km wide bounded by 
high-angle normal faults 6 0 ° or steeper in dip penetrating to the mantle. 
The sharpness of the negative anomaly over the r i f t valleys suggests 
that the source of the anomaly is within the upper 5 km of the graben 
floor and is due to deficiency created by the density contrast between 
the sediments ( 2 . 1 7 gm/cc) and the basement rock ( 2 . 6 7 gm/oc). The Moho 
discontinuity beneath the entire region is probably at relatively 
o 
CM 
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uniform depths (36 - 39 km) and that the underlying mantle has normal 
density of 3.4 gm/co (Fig„6) 0 
( l 0 2 o 7 ) Magnetic Studies « 
Hunter ( 1 9 6 5 ) has reviewed previous Geomagnetic work i n East Africa 0 
The only work significant to r i f t valley studies has been two surveys 
carried out by MLtham and Hoge ( l 9 6 l ) 0 One of these was a tra>-verse 
from Toroto to Mombassa which crossed the Gregory r i f t valley between 
Eldoret and Nairobi (Hoge and tti.thams 1 9 6 2 ) „ Vertical and horizontal 
f i e l d components were measured at intervals of 3 and 6 km respectively^ 
I t was impossible to deduce anything concerning the structure of the 
r i f t , indeed the r i f t margins apparently caused no anomaly. The only 
major feature to appear on the profile was the contact between the 
crystalline basement and the Tertiary volcanic rocks of the r i f t zone, 
the magnetic f i e l d undergoing much more rapid variation over the volcanic 
than over the basement. The second survey, a tradverse between Vol and 
Ngorongora, also failed to find any major anomaly associated with the r i f t 
valley0 
ARecent magnetic survey along the E-W prof i l e , across Lake Magadi, 
by Wohlenberg ( 1 9 7 1 ) indicate the possibility of presence of normal and 
reverse magnetization<> Preliminary interpretation shows no lineation i n 
magnetization which o®uld be due to opening of the r i f t system,, 
( l . 2 o 8 ) Heat Flow 8 
Twenty measurements of heat flow through the floor of deep Lake 
Malawi (central Africa) gave values ranging from 0 . 1 5 to 2 » 8 8 mcal/cm2 see 
A systematic areal distribution of the values indicated regions of low 
heat flow at the northern and southern ends of the lake (average = 0 . 5 4 -
and 0 „ 7 0 ucal/om2 sec respectively), separated by a central region of 
high heat flow (average = 2»3 ucal/cm2 sec). The var i a b i l i t y implies 
local heat sources within a few tens of km of the earth*s surface and/or 
1 3 
disturbance from the local environment,, 
( l o 2 o 9 ) Pole of Rotation 8 
Robert (1969) and McKenzie ( 1 9 7 0 ) determine the relative motion 
between the plates on each side of the East African r i f t valley system 
•\v by f i t t i n g the coast lines of the Red sea and the Gulf of Aden 
and determining the respective pole of r o t a t i o n 
From RobertsWdrk, pole of rotation of East African r i f t valley 
system(*at 30° N 4 7 ° E and E=W extension across the Ethiopian r i f t i s 
at a rate of 0 o 7 cm/year per limbo This rate would produce 1 4 0 km of 
widening of the Ethiopian r i f t during the last 1 0 myr, an amount 
approximately twice the width of this r l f t c 
TH&Pole of rotation suggested for East African r i f t valley system by 
McKenzie i s at 8 . 5 ° S 3 1 o 0 ° E, with a rotation angle of 1 . 9 ° . The 
opening on the r i f t that has taken place varies from 65 km i n northern 
Ethiopia to 30 km i n Kenya. 
There are number of geological evidence against the pole position 
and the amount of opening suggested i n the above two works (Mohr, 1 9 7 0 ; 
Baker, 1 9 & 9 ) . From geology the crustal separation i n Kenya r i f t valley 
could be only about 1 0 km, 
( . 1 . 2 . 1 0 ) The State of Stress I n the Upper part of the Earth's Crust« 
These measurements are being performed i n conjunction with the 
excavation of tunnels i n the area of the underground power station at 
Kafue Gorgej, 4 ® km from the confluence of the Kafue and Zambesi rivers 
(Hast, 1 9 6 9)o 
The results of thes^neasurement show not a tensile but a horizontal 
compressive stress f i e l d of large magnitude. I t i s interesting to note 
1 4 
that the direction of the fault lines of the depression areas of Lake 
Nyasa (or Malawi) and Lake Tanganyika i s about the same as the direction 
of T.max i n area around Kafue Gorge« 
( 1 „ 3 ) Theories of R i f t Formation 
fiullard ( 1 9 3 6 ) interpreted gravity anomaly over East Afrioan 
r i f t and Plateau i n terms of compression. Wright ( 1 9 7 0 ) suggested 
that the doming movements and related vulcanism could be originated 
beoause of lat e r a l compression, induced by sea=floor spreading movements 
in the Atlantic and Indian ocaan0 
TVieCcmpression theory for the development of East Afrioan r i f t valley 
system i s not accept@d for several reasons? F i r s t , the results of 
earthquake focal mechanism studied have f a i l e d to show reverse fault 
movements i n the r i f t zones (Fairhead, 1 9 6 8 ; Sykes and Landisman, 1 9 6 4 ; 
Wohlenberg, 1 9 6 8 ) . Second, detailed interpretation of Bouguer anomaly 
across the r i f t valley system (Heiskanen and Vening Meinesa, 1 9 5 8 ) need 
normal f a u l t type structure. Third, the lack of evidence of oompress-
ional foroe on a large scale led many geologists to doubt the theory 
there are local areas showing compressional features, but these can be 
accounted for as results of small strike-slip movements. Furthermore, 
there was the d i f f i c u l t y of explaining the great differences between 
the r i f t system and the mountain chains of the world i f both were 
supposed to result from compressive forces. Finally, when the continuity 
of the East African r i f t system and the World r i f t system has been 
recognised (Rothe, 1 9 5 4 ; Girdler, 1 9 5 8 $ Swing and Heeaen, 1 9 5 6 ) and the 
phenomenon of sea floor spreading had been accepted (Vine, 1 9 6 6 ) , i t 
seemed certain that both the oceanic and the continental r i f t s should 
be the result of tensional forces. 
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I t i s generally thought that the process taking place under East 
African r i f t valley system must be very similar to that under Mid-ocean 
ridges ( l i l i e s , 1970; Wright, 1970; Oliver, Sykes and Isoks, 1969)o That 
i s , there is an upward convection current beneath the centre of the r i f t 
Is 
and the r i f t as a wholeAone continuous system,. The only difference is that 
the East African r i f t valley system is i n an embryonic stage (Girdler et 
a l , 1969; Harris, 1970; Wilson, 1969). One evidence based on pole of 
rotation of Ethiopian r i f t (McKenzie, 1970) shows crustal spreading is 
already taking place. 
Structure of r i f t and Petro-chemistry of lava flows leads most 
geologists to doubts on the similarity i n mechanism; and therefore 
structure, between the East African r i f t and Mid-ocean ridge* They are; 
(1) The voloanism associated with oceanic r i f t i n g is dominantly basaltic 
and t h o l e i i t i o . I t occurs along an essentially linear system which pro-
duces the Mid-ocean ridges such as those of Garlsberg and the Mid-Atlantic, 
and is associated with the development of tectonic plate and with continental 
d r i f t . Transverse faulting, tensional phenomena and the abundance of 
dykes also characterize this association (Irvine, 1966; Bullard, Gann and 
Matthews, 1969; McConnel, 1970; Murray, 1970). 
In strong contrast, the volcanism associated with continental r i f t 
valleys is characteristically per-alkaline (that i s , nepheline and acmite 
normative) with abundant alkaline basaltic rocks. Further, these per-
alkaline igneous rocks group together i n provinces i n regions of crustal 
swelling (Holmes, 1965) or large domes which are often about 1,000 km i n 
diameter (For example, East Africa, Lake Baikal) or sometimes smaller = 
about 500 km (For example, Rhine, Chilwa-Zambesi, Maimecha - Kotui) s 
Transverse faults and dykes are rare, and despite the normal character 
of the r i f t faults none of the continental r i f t valleys show any sign 
of significant and continued opening (according to Harris, 1970; this 
16 
absence of any large horizontal movement of the East African r i f t walls 
away from each other is due to inward pressure towards Africa from the 
Mid-Atlantic and Mid-Indian ocean conveotive upwells) 0 Further, over 
most of the lengths of the r i f t valleys, the volcanics are erupted i n 
relatively small volume from single vents 0 
(8) The suggestion that the Ethiopla-Kenya-Tanzania-^Malavi r i f t 
valleys form an essentially single fault structure is not accepted for 
several reasons, (a) Many of these are physically discontinuous, even 
the postulate of a structural feature joining the southern end of the 
Ethiopian r i f t valley with the northern end of the Kenya r i f t valley is 
not straight forward. Furthermore, Baker and Kohlenberg (1971) have shown 
that the Kenya r i f t valley i s a physical unit with a dilation of about 
10 km i n the centre, decreasing to about 3 km or less at the northern 
and southern extremities, (b) The periods of r i f t i n g differ from 
province to province. The northern province r i f t e d at different times 
i n the Cainzoio; the more southerly ones chiefly i n the Mesozoio. 
(c) Most of the r i f t valleys of eastern Africa have a West-South 
orientation as they are superimposed on the Mozambique belt which has a 
North-South "grain"; many of the other r i f t valleys also show orient-
ations which reflect the"grain" of the basement, (d) Most of the r i f t 
valleys are seen i n fact to be formed essentially from the centre of 
three or more branches which radiate from the centre of the province 
(For example, the t r i p a r t i t e r i f t s of Ethiopia, Kenya and the Rhine) or 
bifurcate from the main r i f t structures toward their ends (For examples 
in North Tanzania and Lake Baikal). 
(3) I t seems that the heat flow i n the r i f t valley s^Von Herzen 
and Vaoquier, 1967) is similar to that i n the adjacent shield areas, 
except far local high values associated with current volcanic a c t i v i t y . 
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(4) With a single upwell i t i s d i f f i c u l t to see how the change 
from a double to a single r i f t zone, both north and south of East 
Africa, can be accommodated. Other d i f f i c u l t i e s arise i f separate 
upwells are postulated beneath East African r i f t zonee 
A Number of new theories : been put forward; the theory most 
popular among geologists (Gass, 1970; Bailey, 1964; Baker and Woblenberg, 
1971) is8 Since coeval volcanism and r i f t i n g i n East Africa are 
associated with major updoming, i t i s tentatively suggested that the 
African r i f t system may be the combined result of a number of l i t h o -
thermal systems, each with i t s own regional updoming and resultant 
asial fracturing which coalesces or overlaps at the dome margins. The 
mechanism for the formation of doming is the one of "Vertical tectonics" 
suggested by Magnitsky and Kalashrikova (1970); who show that a phase 
change from a dense to a less dense mineralogical assemblage can give 
vertical movement of the correct magnitude. Degassing of the mantle 
could also be associated with this phenomena. 
(1.4) The Present Study 
I t i s generally thought that the East African r i f t valley i s an 
extension of Mid-ocean ridge into a continent and i s i n an embryonic 
state of ocean formation. 
The study of the crust and upper mantle structure beneath this 
area should help us to understand the difference between the eastern •= 
and western - r i f t valley and to verify the similarity between the Mid-
ocean ridges and the r i f t valley system. 
So far there is no geo-physical work undertaken to study the broad 
structure over this area, although there has been geo-physloal work to 
study the local structures. With this view, analysis of surface - wave 
dispersion over this area is undertaken . This became possible, because 
since 1964 there has been a number of permanent World Wide Standard 
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Seismic stations and few local stations i n operation i n African continent. 
This thesis presents results based on the dispersion of fundamental 
mode Rayleigh- and Love- waves. Both phase and Group velocity measurements 
w i l l be presented. I t can be shown that Rayleigh wave dispersion is i n 
some ways more sensitive than Love wave dispersion to Upper-mantle structure, 
especially anomalous region. 
To determine the phase Velocity Fourier analysis method and to 
determine the group velocity, both multiple f i l t e r techniques, and Peak 
and Trough methods are used0 
Problem of Non-Uniqueness has been investigated i n greater detail and 
found that, i n addition to the error of observation, i t is due to the 
interaction of one layers parameter a with t h 6 r i : .<« Non-Uniqueness can 
be overcome to a certain degree, when we are looking for mean structure 
over a depth,by oorreotly choosing the thickness of the layers and the 
active param&ers. 
Extensive use has been made of Non-Linear optimization techniques for 
inverting the surface wave dispersion. The crust and Upper mantle shear 
velocity models w i l l be presented. 
P- and S- wave delay times at Addis Ababa, Nairobi, Lwiro and Bulawayo 
are computed. 
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CHAPTER 2 
S U R F A C E WAVES 
( 2 o l ) Review 
Seismographic records of moderately distant earthquakes reveal 
many groups of waves. However, these individual groups normally f a l l 
into three more general time intervals which strike the eye at once i n 
looking at a record. The f i r s t interval i s occupied by waves of pre-
dominantly longitudrinal character, the seoond mostly by transverse waves 
and the t h i r d by surface waves of large amplitude. This last set of waves 
usually runs for several minutes and the rate of decrease of period i n 
the early part of the t r a i n is f a i r l y large. Later i n the records, the 
character of the surface wave changes to a series of wave trains (Coda 
Wave) separated from each other by waves of smaller amplitude and shorter 
periodo 
There are two types of surface waves. Fi r s t , Rayleigh waves, whose 
particle motion i s confined to the vertical plane containing the direction 
of propagation and describes a retrograde ellipse} I n general the major 
axis of the ellipse i s i n the vertical direction. This type of wave is 
recorded by*vertical and * horizontal seismographs (Fig. 7 ) . Second, Love 
waves, whose particle motion is entirely i n the direction perpendicular 
to the direction of propagation and therefore recorded by a horizontal 
seismograph alMgned i n a direction perpendicular to the direction of 
propagation. In faot Love waves areequivalent to SH waves reflected up 
and down within the upper layers with associated movement i n the lower 
layer of the type that always arises i n t o t a l reflexion,. 
The problem of the generation of Rayleigh waves from a source at 
a f i n i t e depth was studied by Lamb (1904). I t i s necessary that they 
should be generated in order to provide zero stress over the free surfaoej 
this oondition cannot be f u l f i l l e d i n any other way when the incident 
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wave front is curved. Rayleigh waves may be considered to be generated 
by the interaction of P or S waves with the free surface at some 
distance, X , from the epicentre. The distance, X , is governed by the 
depths of the source, H , according to the equation 
X = C r H / n * ^ c ? . 
where Cr i s the Rayleigh wave velocity and 7f i s either the P~ wave or 
the S~ wave velocity. However, the travel times of the Rayleigh waves are 
the same whether they are considered to be generated at the epicentre or 
at X o The amplitudes of the generated waves depend on the depth of the 
source and on the wavelengths of the wave components. The expression for 
the amplitudes contains a factor of the form exp ( = sH ) , where ^  
is the wavelength and s is a constant which depends on the nature of 
the source, that i s , whether i t i s shear or oompressional (Jeffreys, 1962), 
(This is analogous to the way i n which the components of the Rayleigh wave 
penetrate according to their wavelengths). Thus the generated waves oontaia 
proportionally less high-frequency energy as the focal depth increases 
(Jeffreys, 1962). 
The depth of propagation of surface waves i n a homogeneous medium 
remains effectively the same however, far the wave travels and the energy 
i s spread over an area proportional to r $ therefore amplitude i s pro-
portional to i/fF (whereas -w body wave amplitude is proportional to 
Gutenberg was the f i r s t to attempt to infer crustal structure from 
observed surface wave dispersion i n 1924- (Gutenberg, 1959)o The early 
observations were very scattered and because of the complex theory the 
structural models calculated were very simple and unrealistic 0 The 
application of surface waves to studies of crustal and upper mantle 
structure has developed rapidly since the pioneering work of Ewing, Press 
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and their oo-workers (Ewing, Jardetzky and Press, 1 9 5 7 ) . The f u l l 
potential of surface wave studies, however, began to be realized only 
after the advent of the electronic d i g i t a l computer0 Theoretical dis-
persion curves for re a l i s t i c models of the earth could now be calculatedo 
The Thompson - Haskell matrix iteration theory (Haskell, 1 9 5 3 ) and the 
numerical methods developed by Altefman, Jarosch and Pekeris ( 1 9 6 1 ) have 
n 
become the methods most widely accepted for computing surface wave dis-
persion,, Computers have also made d i g i t a l analysis of seismograms much 
more convenient,. The development of instrumentation with improved long-
period response was also an important factor, which contributed to the 
advance i n knowledge from surface wave studies 0 
Two important results of the early interpretation of earth structure 
deduced from surface wave dispersion were the confirmation: of the low 
velocity channel i n the upper mantle^ as has been suggested by Gutenberg 
( 1 9 2 6 , 1 9 5 4 and 1 9 5 5 ) and Lehmann ( 1 9 5 5 ) from body wave studies, and of 
the sharp velocity increase at a depth of about 400 km corresponding to 
the Jeffreys 2 0 ° discontinuity 0 The f i r s t inference from surface wave 
studies of the low velocity channel came from a comparison of the 4 « 4 
km/sec 0 - wave velocity (the G wave i s a long period non-dispersive 
portion of the fundamental oceanic Love mode, and is pulse l i k e i n 
character) with the 4 . 7 km/sec sub- Moho velocity obtained from re-
fraction studies. Press and Ewing ( 1 9 5 6 ) , Landiaman and Sato ( 1 9 5 8 ) , 
and Press ( 1 9 5 9 ) suggested that this indicated a low-velocity channel 
i n the upper mantle. A comparison of Rayleigh wave dispersion calculated 
for r e a l i s t i c earth models with the data of Ewing and Press ( 1 9 5 4 a,b) 
was made by Takeuohi, Press and Kobayashi ( 1 9 5 9 ) • They suggested that 
both the upper mantle low velocity channel and the sharp increase i n 
velocity at about 400 km were indicated. Dor man, Ewing and Oliver ( 1 9 6 0 ) 
came to similar conclusions from comparisons of Rayleigh wave data with 
dispersion calculated from r e a l i s t i c models. Landisman, Sat6 and Ewing 
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(1959) and Dear man, Swing and Oliver (1960) suggested also that the low 
velocity channel occurred at shallowffdepths beneath the oceans than 
under the continents,, The early interpretations were based on f l a t 
earth models. Numerous later investigations with improved observational 
data, and using spherioal earth or spherically corrected (Alterman, 
Jarosch and Pekeris, 1961; Bolt and Dorman, 1961| Kovach and Anderson, 
1962; Anderson and Toksoz, 1963) f l a t earth models mads the early inter-
pretations more secure; these have been comprehensively summarised by 
N u t t l i (1963); Bolt (1964), Kovach (1965) and Anderson (1965 and 1967). 
Some of the principal advanoes of the later investigations were, the 
introduction of perturbation parameters (Jeffreys, 1961; Dorman and Swing, 
1962) which greatly facilated the computations of earth models, the 
increased quantity and quality of data permitted more detailed inters 
pretations, the extension of the data to longer periods and the use of 
free oscillations making possible interpretations to very great depths 
i n the mantle. An earth model with two upper mantle discontinuities at 
depths of about 36O and 700 km, was derived from Love wave and Torsional 
oscillation data by Anderson and Toksoz (1963) and has since been confirmed 
by body wave studies (Niazi and Anderson, 1965; Johnson, 1967; Green and 
Hales, 1968; Julian and Anderson, 1968 and others). Differences i n 
-to 
velocity distribution among shield, technic and oceanic areas were con-
firmed by Brune and Dorman (1963)I Toksoz and Anderson (1966), Toksoz, 
Ghinnery and Anderson (1967) and others* 
The quality of dispersion curves determined from surface wave 
recordings has increased largely because of new and improved techniques 
for the d i g i t a l analysis°4elsmograms. The peak and trough method which 
was used i n the early studies of surface wave dispersion does not exploit 
much of the information contained i n the surface wave t r a i n . I t i s 
obviously desirable that a large proportion of the available information 
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should be used0 Sato (1955) pioneered the use of Fourier analysis i n 
a series of studies, Sato (1955; 195° a,b; 1958) and showed how partic-
ularly useful the method was i n studying the non-dispersive 6 wave. 
The early higher mode studies (Oliver and Ewing, 1957 and 1958; 
Bruce and Dorman, 1963; Bath and Grampin, 1964; Grampin, 1964a, 1964b, 1966; 
Kovaoh and Anderson, 1964) used the peak and trough method on seisino-
grams where i t was possible to separate the modes visually,, The main 
d i f f i c u l t y i n studying higher modes is i n delineating the various modes0 
Oliver's summary of observed dispersions indicates the d i f f i c u l t y i n 
separating the different modes of propagation (Oliver, 1962)„ The 
various modes have different periods which travel at the same velocity 
and furthermore the same mode has different periods which also arrive at 
the recording station at the same time,, Alexander (1963) introduced a 
number of d i g i t a l methods of processing surface wave records i n which i t 
was possible to use more of the wave t r a i n i n the analysis than the peak 
and trough method allowed,. He was one of the f i r s t to use d i g i t a l f i l t e r s 
for mode delineation. Landisman, Dzlewonski and Sat& (1969) introduced 
a new teohnique oalled "Moving Window Analysis 1 1, for the determination 
of group velocity, which appears to be superior to either the peak and 
trough or Alexander's method. An improvement i n data processing was made 
possible by the introduction of the time - variant d i g i t a l f i l t e r s 
(Pliant and Knopoff, 1964) • The combinations of Fourier Analysis and 
time variant f i l t e r i n g of seismograms was used for the determination of 
phase velocity dispersion i n limited geological regions m. Knopoff, 
Muellefand Pliant (1966) and Berry and Knopoff (1967). Similar methods 
have been applied i n the study of large scale structures by Toksoz and An&QS 
son (1966)« 
I t i s worth noting some of the important advantages associated with 
surface wave methods as compared to body wave techniques. A single 
recording of surface waves, i n principle, contains sufficient information 
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for a detailed structural interpretation. Group velocities from earth-
quake source to recording station, or phase velocities for waves circum-
scribing the earth (Brune, Benioff and Ewing, 1961; Toksoz and Anderson, 
1966 and Others) can be studied. Body wave refraction or reflection 
studies., i n gens ral^requir enlarge number of recording stations,. Further-
more, aseismic regions can be studied by phase velocity methods while 
inaccessible regions can be studied with recording stations on their 
outskirts. Surface wave dispersion studies also have advantages over 
body wave studies for certain types of structures. For example, the 
existence of low velocity channels, velocity gradients or abrupt 
increases i n velocities are i n some oases d i f f i c u l t to establish by 
refraction and reflection. As surface waves samples the entire vertical 
profile, these types of structures do not ordinarily introduoe complic-
ations into the analysis. They, i n fact, introduce features into the 
phase and group velocity curves which are easily recognizable. 
Crustal and Upper mantle shear velocity distributions have, i n 
general, been very poorly determined by body wave travel time studies. 
Since the dispersion of surface waves i s to a large degree controlled by 
shear velocity, one of t h e i r most important uses is 1A determining the 
shear velocity distribution. Surface wave dispersion is dependant on 
the density, and the compressional and shear velocities and therefore, 
one oan directly infer density i f the shear and oompressional velocities 
known. Density distributions for the earth have been determined i n t h i s 
manner by Anderson (I964), and Landisman, Satd and Nafe (1965). 
The most d i f f i c u l t part i n the interpretation of surface wave dis-
persion is the estimation of errors. The propagation of errors i n com-
plicated d i g i t a l processing and f i l t e r i n g operations, i n a b i l i t y to 
estimate the effects of l a t e r a l refraction, and lateral changes i n the 
structure, and errors caused by instrumental phase shifts a l l contribute 
to the overall measurement error i n varying and often unknown amounts. 
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Interstation 
distance - km Azimuth degree 
NAI - AAE 1158.61 10.75 
BUL = NAI 2267.31 202.62 
LWI - BUL 1978.69 180.57 
AAE - LWI 1664.09 222.04 
NAI - LWI 895.93 263.05 
PRE - BUL 621.97 3.47 
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Further, because of the l i m i t a t i o n s of the dafca, readings f o r few 
modes w i t h i n certain period range, there i s always a certain lack of 
uniqueness^but i t seems possible, nevertheless, t o specify a mean 
structure and establish p r a c t i c a l boundaries t o t h i s structure. 
(202) Station Locations 
The stations used i n t h i s study are shown on the outline map i n 
Fig.8. Four of the f i v e stations used i n t h i s study are World Wide 
standard seismic Network observatories. The f i f t h s t a t i o n , Lwiro, i s 
run by Lamont - Doherty geological observatory (U,S 0A 0) e At each 
station, there are s i x seismographs i n operations,, Three of them are 
long period instruments and the rest short period instruments 0 Of the 
three - long and three - short period instruments, one i s a v e r t i c a l 
seismograph and the other two are horizontal seismographs, aligned i n 
E - W ••<, N = S directions (Table 4 ) . 
(2»3) Instrumentation 
The instrumentation of the World Wide Standard Seismic Network 
Observatories i s w e l l known (Handbook t World Wide Standard Seismic 
Network) and requires l i t t l e description,. From the time of i n s t a l l a t i o n 
of these stations i n I963 u n t i l the middle of 1965* the natural periods 
of the seismometers were adjusted to be 30 sec and the galvanometer 
period were 100 sec I n 1965 the seismometer periods of the e n t i r e 
network were reduced to 15 sec, the galvanometer periods were unchangede 
The recording was photographic at a rate of 30 mm/minp with instrumental 
c a l i b r a t i o n pulses at the beginning and end of each twenty four hour 
recordo The recorded clock time was checked d a i l y with transmitted 
time (G.M.T.), and i n general was accurate t o a few milliseconds„ 
Lwiro s t a t i o n - the natural period of the seismometer i s 15 sec 
and t h a t of galvanometer i s 75 sec. There i s no c a l i b r a t i o n pulse 
Earthquakes Used i n I n t e r a t a t i o n Study 
Location Date 
Origin Time 
Coordinates 
(Degrees) 
Station 
Pairs 
Data 
H M S 
South A f r i c a 5 Jan 1964 23 46 10.7 52.26s 28.3E NAI AAE- Rayleigh 
BUL LWI- Love 
South Persia 19 Jan 1964 09 13 5315 26.79N 54o0GE NAI - BtJL Rayleigh 
AAE LWI Rayleigh 
Sunda S t r a i t 10 Feb 1964 17 27 58.2 6.15S 104.1TE NAI - LWI Rayleigt 
Prince Edward 25 Feb 1964 00 34 32.0 44.60S 37.3$ NAI AAE Rayleigh 
Islands 
S.W.Atlantic 29 Apr 1964 17 37 43.1 58.6S 16.2W BUL - NAI Rayleigh 
Central MA. 28 Jun 1964 17 27 59.8 4.26N 32.56W LWI NAI Rayleigh 
Ridge 
Carlsberge 18 Oct 1964 09 06 26.0 3.11N 65.87E NAI _ LWI Rayleigh 
Ridge 
Southern 22 Dec 1964 04 36 34*7 28.20N 56.93E AAE - LWI Rayleigh 
Persia 
South A f r i c a 19 Mar I966 14 51 49.4 52.70S 19.8E PRE BUL Rayleigh 
BUL - NAI Rayleigh 
19 Mar 1966 16 
NAI - AAE Rayleigh 
17 4O.9 52.7 S 19.9E BUL - NAI Rayleigh 
NAI - AAE Rayleigh 
Southern I r a n 20 Apr 1966 16 42 3.7 41.7N 48.2E AAE - NAI Rayleigh 
Love 
Turkey 26 J u l 1967 18 53 1.3 39.5N 40.4E AAE NAI Love 
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or clock error indication i n the record. The recording was on a paper at 
rate of about 20 mm/min0 
(2<,4) Data Selection 
Knopoff, Mueller and P l i a n t (1966) showed that provided the angle 
between the earthquake and i n t e r - s t a t i o n paths was small, the disturbance 
i n azimuth, a r i s i n g ^ f o r example from r e f r a c t i o n at continental margins, 
would introduce only second order errors i n phase v e l o c i t y . I f the angle 
between the earthquake and i n t e r - s t a t i o n paths was large, errors i n phase 
velocity could also arise because of possible variations of the i n i t i a l 
phase at the source with azimuths. I n addition, the d i f f e r e n t souroe t o 
st a t i o n paths are l i k e l y to have d i f f e r e n t phase v e l o c i t i e s . 
I n the Brune and Dorman (1963) study of the Canadian shield, angles 
between the earthquake paths and the Great c i r c l e between the stations of 
up t o 7° were used i n i t i a l l y | but the f i n a l analysis was r e s t r i c t e d t o 
those earthquakes f o r which t h i s angle was less than 4°» 
I n the preBent study, shallow focus earthquake records of the years 
1964 - 1968 have been used. These records come from Long period instrum-
ents i n operation at Addis Ababa, Nairobi, Bulawayo, Pretoria and Lwiro 
(Table 5). Earthquakes which have magnitudes greater than 5»5 and epi-
centres on or near t o the i n t e r s t a t i o n path between any two stations are 
chosen f o r i n i t i a l analysis 0 A computer program i s used t o plot Great 
c i r c l e path from an epicentre to the reoording stations. Since most of 
the events used i n t h i s study are from Mid-ocean ridges, they t r a v e l l e d 
p a r t l y through oceanic areas. Therefore i n addition to the azimuths of 
the earthquake t o the pair of stations whioh do not d i f f e r by more than 
few degrees (and to the Great e i r c l e path joi n i n g the stations), the 
length of the path t r a v e l l e d through oceans should be same along either 
path (Fig.8). The Jeffreys - Bullen t r a v e l time table has been used t o 
Earthquakes used i n Single Station Group Velocity 
Location Date 
Origin Time 
Coordinates 
Degrees Station Data 
H M S 
Tanzania 26 Feb 1964. 02 32 23.7 7.60S 39.60E BUL Rayleigh 
Coast 
Uganda 17 May 1966 07 03 33.3 0.76N 29.95E NAI Rayleigh 
AAE Rayleigh 
Sudan 09 Oct 1966 10 28 27 08 12.60N 31.4CE AAE Rayleigh 
Red Sea 15 May 1968 07 51 17.4 15.89S 25.94E AAE Rayleigh 
Zambia 13 Mar 1967 19 22 15.4 19.7 S 38.85E AAE Love 
HAI 
Rayleigh 
Gulf of 6 July 1967 18 58 39o7 13.4 N 50.8 E Rayleigh 
Aden 
Table 6 
I n i t i a l Model f o r P a r t i a l Derivatives 
H km ot km/sec f&m/sec ^gm/co 
7.0 5.90 3.35 2.67 
10.5 6.15 3.55 2.77 
18.7 6.60 3.72 2.98 
30.0 7.4- 4-. 3 3.24 
50.0 7.4 4.3 3.24 
100.0 7.4- 4.3 3.30 
100.0 8.30 4.65 3.53 
oO 8.70 4.85 3.70 
Tabja 7 
3 0 
A A 
LWI 
BUL 
3 0 STATION 
EPICETRE 
N 
6 0 
30 3 0 6 0 
F I G . 9 
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calculate the expected a r r i v a l time of Rayleigh - and Love - waves« Then 
the q u a l i t y of records was ca r e f u l l y studied and only those records which 
show w e l l dispersed surface wave free from noise were selected,, When 
studying i n t e r s t a t i o n structure the general characteristic of the wave 
t r a i n should be almost the same i n either recordo 
To make sure that the f i r s t long- period waves recorded are Rayleigh 
waves and are not mixed with long period SV - wave r e f l e c t i o n s , the phase 
difference between the v e r t i c a l and l o n g i t u d i n a l components are measured 
and found to be of the order of 90° and described a retrograde e l l i p s e . 
Although f o r some angles of incidence, SV - waves produce retrograde 
e l l i p t i c a l o r b i t s f o r simple p a r t i c l e s , the c r i t e r i a of t r a v e l time, 
orderly dispersion, duration and amplitudes leave no doubt t h a t the waves 
measured are Rayleigh waves. Love waves arrive se^veral minutes before 
the on-set of Rayleigh waves and th e i r p a r t i c l e motion ^ usually horizontal 
and transverse. The contamination of the Love wave by Rayleigh wave i s 
a major problem i n calculating Love wave dispersion curve„ 
Events i n African continent. (Table 6) recorded at stations w i t h i n 
a few hundred t o a few thousand km from the epiaentre were selected t o 
study regional group v e l o c i t i e s f o r fundamental and higher modes; by 
single s t a t i o n method (Fig . 9 ) . 
Knopoff and Schwab (1966) showed that the i n i t i a l phase of a point 
source depends on the angle of i n c l i n a t i o n of the source t o the v e r t i c a l 
aid that the e f f e c t i s frequency dependent. They pointed out t h a t 
corrections f o r t h i s effect were important f o r source - t o - st a t i o n 
phase ve l o c i t y determination. The ef f e c t on the group v e l o c i t y i s less 
s i g n i f i c a n t „ 
A N A L Y S I S O F S E I S M O G R A M S 
(3ol) ,:. Techniques f o r the determination of Group Velocities ... 
Most of the early surface wave studies were concerned wi t h 
measurement of Group ve l o c i t y . There are number of methods of deter-
mining Group Velocity from a seismogram0 They ares-
(3olol~) Peak and Trough method (Ewing and Press, 1952)» 
The a r r i v a l times of peaks and troughs of surface waves are read 
from the seismogram and the a r r i v a l time i s p l o t t e d against the number 
of waves counted from an a r b i t r a r y chosen wave. A smooth curve i s 
drawn through the points and the period of the a r r i v a l i s given by 
the slope of t h i s curve at that a r r i v a l time. 
The group v e l o c i t y (U) at any par t i c u l a r period (T) i s A t h e epi-
cantral distance divided by the t r a v e l time f o r that period (T). 
The peak and trough method often f a i l s i n group ve l o c i t y studies 
at non-dispersive portions of the seiemograms, when the signal - t o -
noise r a t i o decays or when the signal i s contaminated by other a r r i v a l s . 
D i f f i c u l t i e s are also encountered with seismograms containing both 
normally and inversely dispersed surface wave t r a i n s . 
(3.1.2) Foiirlar Mathodi 
The Group delay curve can be computed from the phase-delay curve 
r e s u l t i n g from a f o u r i e r analysis of the d i g i t i z e d surface wave t r a i n 
using the equation 
Td = 
df 
where Td i s the group - delay time with respect t o the time of the f i r s t 
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d i g i t a l sample, $ i s the spectral phase i n c i r c l e s and f the 
frequency,. This method of determining group v e l o c i t i e s has some of 
the same d i f f i c u l t i e s encountered with the peak and trough method. 
Contamination of the signal by noise and non ~ least •= time path 
a r r i v a l s often cause the phase delay curve derived from the records 
to be irregu l a r (Pliant and Knopoff, 1964)* jumps of up to half a 
oyole being common0 Different modes of propagation are d i f f i c u l t t o 
delineate and modes of v i b r a t i o n other than the one of inte r e s t can 
be considered as contributing t o the noise. 
D i g i t a l methods have been used previously i n group v e l o c i t y 
studies, such as the investigation by Alexander (1963), who used 
frequency and v e l o c i t y windows to i s o l a t e portions of the observed 
modes. Crampin and Bath (1965) employed d i g i t a l band-pass technique 
using the Fejer Kernel of B a r t l e t t (1948) as described by Jansson (1964). 
(3.1.3) Moving Mlndou A n a l y s i s 5 
Landisman, Dziewonski and Sato (1969) describe a d i g i t a l computer 
contouring technique which they have called "Moving Window Analysis' 1. 
This technique produces a display of amplitudes and/or phases as 
functions of period and group v e l o c i t y , and i s i n essenoe equivalent 
to the e l e c t r i c a l analog method used by Ewing, Mueller, Landisman and 
Sato (1959). Similar d i g i t a l computer techniques f o r producing 
frequenoy - v e l o c i t y - energy diagrams, were used by Pfoffer and Zarichny 
(1963) and Iyer (1964). The moving window method allows the separation 
of d i f f e r e n t modes and can resolve transients of several d i f f e r e n t 
frequencies a r r i v i n g simultaneously at the recording station,, 
This moving window process involves the m u l t i p l i c a t i o n of the 
d i g i t i s e d data time series by half a wave of a moving COS* Window 
centered at times corresponding t o a series of steps i n group v e l o c i t y . 
At eaoh step i n group v e l o c i t y the windowed data i s Fourier analysed 
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and displa-ed as a matrix giving the amplitude as a function of group 
velo c i t y and Period. 
Due to the time-band width involved i n Fourier analysis, the longer 
the COS^  window i s , the narrower the contours w i l l be along the period 
axis (Frequency resolution)„ However, the longer the window the broader 
the contours w i l l be along the v e l o c i t y axis (time resolution) „ The 
optimum number of window lengths was found to be between 4 and 5 times 
the period of i n t e r e s t . A window length of 4.5 times each period of 
interest was generally used. Using a window length which varies but has 
a f i x e d r e l a t i o n t o the period analysed r e s u l t s i n a constant r e a l i s t i c 
frequency resolution at a l l periods. A Gaussian function window, which 
should t h e o r e t i c a l l y have no side lobes a f t e r Fourier transformation 
from one domain to the other gives results almost exactly the same as 
the COS^  window does. 
A decided disadvantage of the moving window analysis method, which 
must be c a r e f u l l y taken into consideration when applying t h i s technique, 
i s the d i s t o r t i o n introduced due t o the truncation and modulation of 
the time series by the windowing function. Windowing the time series 
i s equivalent t o convolution of t h e i r frequency spectra, and r e s u l t i n 
a change of the o r i g i n a l time series spectrum«, The amount of error 
introduced depends on the type and time length of the windowing 
function (Bloch, 1969). 
(3.1.4) Multiple F i l t e r Techniques g 
A new method f o r the determination of group v e l o c i t y has been 
developed by Dziewonski, Bloch and Landisman (1969) J(. i s called the 
ft 
"Multiple F i l t e r Technique". This technique does not have the i n t r i n s i c 
period s h i f t noted f o r the moving window analysis method, and the 
results are obtained w i t h a much smaller expenditure of computer time. 
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Results produced by the multiple f i l t e r technique often show greater 
resolution, when compared with those calculated by the moving window 
process. The output of t h i s method i s similar t o that of the "Moving 
Window Analysis" method, and i s a p l o t of either l i n e a r or decibel 
amplitude as a function of group v e l o c i t y and period. As i n the 
moving window analysis method the multiple f i l t e r technique can resolve 
complex transient signals composed of several dominant periods t h a t 
arrive at the recording station almost simultaneously. 
The"multiple f i l t e r technique" requires the f i l t r a t i o n s of the 
seismogram by a set of narrow- band f i l t e r s and the determination of 
the amplitude envelopes of the r e s u l t i n g set of time series. Instant-
aneous spectral amplitudes, presented i n either a l i n e a r or db scale 
may be interpreted i n terms of multi-mode group v e l o o i t y 0 
A f u l l description of the multiple f i l t e r process i s as follows8= 
1) A seismogram d i g i t i z e d at a constant r a t e i s entered i n t o 
the computer and i t s mean and l i n e a r trend are removed. The d i g i t i z a t i o n 
rate must be s u f f i c i e n t t o prevent aliasing by the highest frequencies 
present i n the seismogram. 
2) The observed time series i s expanded to a suitable power 
of 2, a requirement f o r Fast Fourier transform, by adding an appropriate 
number of zeros. The length of the expanded series i s primarily deter-
mined by the r e q u i s i t e frequency resolution. The time function i s then 
converted i n t o a sine and a cosine series using the Cooley-Tukey 
algorithm f o r Fast Fourier transformation (1965) • 
3) Instrumental d i s t o r t i o n of phase and amplitude may be removed 
i n the complex domain at t h i s stage, by correcting f o r the r e a l and 
imaginary parts of the instrumental delays. 
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4) The array of centre frequencies, which are related by a 
constant r a t i o , i s evaluated f o r the f i l t e r s which w i l l be used i n a 
l a t e r stage of processing 0 The periods which are used to labe l columns 
i n the matrix output (Fig»10) correspond t o the array of frequencies. 
The length of the time series and the sampling rate determine the 
frequency of the harmonic components obtained from the Fourier series 0 
I t i s usually impossible t o f i n d the exact counterparts of the elements 
of the array among those harmonies. The peak of the Gaussian function 
may not, therefore, coincide with any of the Fourier c o e f f i c i e n t s . 
I n general the maximum deviation of the harmonies from peak frequencies 
was always less that 1.5%o 
5) An array of times i s found f o r the presented values of group 
ve l o c i t y ( Row i n Fig. 10) „ 
6) F i l t r a t i o n i s accomplished by windowing the seismic spectrum 
mettle. w i t h a f i l t e r function which i s sym: „'•' about the current centre A 
frequency. 
7) The quadrature spectrum i s formed f o r calculation of the 
instantaneous spectral amplitude and phase. 
8) The inverse Fourier transforms of the in-phaae and quadrature 
spectra are computed with the same algorithm f o r Fast Fourier trans-
formation, which was used i n Step 2. 
9) Instantaneous spectral amplitudes and phases are computed 
f o r each of the group a r r i v a l times. 
The procedure described i n points 6 through 9 must be repeated 
f o r each centre frequency. 
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(3.2) Techniques f o r the determination of Phase Velooitias ; 
(3o2.l) PQAW ftnd Trough Correlation Method t 
Press (1956) was the f i r s t person to use phase v e l o c i t i e s t o 
determine the thickness of the crust 0 He determined the phase 
ve l o c i t y together with the di r e c t i o n of propagation, from the difference 
i n a r r i v a l times of indi v i d u a l crests and troughs recorded at three 
seismographs arranged i n a triangular array. 
I t i s important that the linear dimensions of the array be of 
the order of a wave length. I f the separation i s much smaller the 
a r r i v a l time difference cannot be determined w i t h s u f f i c i e n t precision. 
A consequence of dispersion i s the gradual increase of the period (hence 
phase velocity) associated w i t h crest and trough. Therefore, i f the 
separation of the elements of an array much exceeds a wave length the 
phase ve l o c i t y cannot be considered uniform w i t h i n the array. Another 
d i f f i c u l t y of large separation i s the problem of i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of 
given crests and troughs at each of the stations. 
A modified version of the above method i s proposed by Brune 
(I960j 1961); 
The a r r i v a l times of peaks and troughs of a dispersed wave t r a i n 
are recorded at a given s t a t i o n . Periods are assigned t o each peak 
and trough by measuring the slope of a peak and trough number versus 
a r r i v a l time p l o t . A similar procedure i s carried out at another 
s t a t i o n very nearly along the same d i r e c t i o n of propagation from the 
source. Each peak and trough at one sta t i o n i s correlated with a 
peak or trough of nearly the same period at the other station, and 
phase ve l o c i t y calculated from the formula, 
0 = X j n = 4>b -4>a + N 
t-nT 2~tf 
where o i s the phase v e l o c i t y , X the distance £b - Xa , t the difference 
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i n time, t b - t a , T the average period and N i s an integer which must 
be determined. $ b =4>a i s the phase difference between the times on 
the two wave t r a i n s used i n the correlation. For smooth, w e l l d i s -
persed wave t r a i n s t h i s method i s experimentally equivalent t o phase 
correlation of Fourier Analysis. 
(3.2.2) Fmir-W Analysis Method g 
Phase v e l o c i t i e s can be determined by the Fourier analysis method, 
where the difference between the phase spectra of records at two 
di f f e r e n t epioentral distances i s used to determine the time delay of 
the phase. This method was introduced by Valle (1949) and Sato (1955) 
and applied by Sato (1955» 1956 a, b, 1958)o 
Fourier phase technique has the advantage of being applicable t o 
the less w e l l dispersed, or more impulsive, wave t r a i n s , where the time 
domain approximation i s not s a t i s f i e d . 
Let us consider a c y l i n d r i c a l ^ spreading wave, originated from 
an earthquake focus. As the signal spreads out on i t s way t o the 
recording stations, i t s spectrum i s modified by a number of faotors, 
such as attenuation, geometrical spreading and dispersion. 
Since, i n the 2 - D propagation, the wave f r o n t increases pro-
p o r t i o n a l l y to the epicentre! distance, f ( t , r ) must involve a factor 
1/ r , where r i s the epicentral distance. Consequently, i f some wave 
t r a i n , whose amplitude at r = r^ i s A, i s propagated and arrives at 
a point r = r^t i t s amplitude becomes A J r i A 2 ° 
Let us assume at f i r s t the movement at point r = r 0 which i s 
situated near the o r i g i n can be expressed by 8 
f ( t , r 0 ) = 1/ J2fi \ f * ( p , r 0 ) exp ( i p t ) d p ( l ) 
i n which complex amplitude spectrum 
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00 
f ^ ( p , r 0 ) = 1/J2T* ) f Oc,r0) exp (-ipt)dT (2) 
- o O 
I f a wave A exp ( i p t ) i s propagated by the v e l o c i t y C(p), i t takes 
the form A exp i p ( t - r/C(p)) at a distance r« Then the movement 
at a distance r , i n time, becomes (Earthquake record at distance r ) 
f ( t , r ) = 1 / {2TT \ \ro7r f * ( p , r 0 ) exp i p ( t - r^ro) dp 
_ -I* cTpT) 
exp(ipt)dp *» (3) 
(4) 
= 1 / j p f * ( p , r 0 ) e x p ^ - i p 
Now the Fourier transform (Complex Amplitude Spectrum) 
of t h i s function i s 8 
cO 
f * ( p , r ) = 1 / ( 2 1 ^ f (*»r) (-iP*) d t y 
— DO 
Substitute f o r f('B.r) from equation (3) _ 
f * (p,r) s 1 / |2ir J exp(-ipt) d^- l / [ 2 ^ " J Jro/r-f* ( p ^ r o ) 
— «£> — o O 
exp ^ - i p 1 ( r ^ o ) Q exp ( i p 1 * ) dp 1 
= j r o / r f * (p,ro) exp ^ - i p r-ro ^ (5) 
Since f ( t , r ) i s the wave-form observed at r = r the function f s (p,r) 
can be calculated from the selsmogram of t h a t s t a t i o n , namely (from 
equo 4) ^ 
f * (p,r) = 1/ j 2 T \ f (-C,r) Cos (p,t) dtr -
— oO 
= C(p,r) - i S(p,r) 
, f° 
where C(p,r) = l / [ZK ) f ( t , r ) Cos (p t) dt 
and S(p,r) = 1 / | 2 f ] f ( t , r ) Sin (p t ) dt 
— o O 
i f f * (p,ro) = F ( p ) . exp (- i p( p ) ) 
F(p) the amplitude, and^> (p) the phase angle of the Fourier component 
p at r = ro. 
Then f * (p,r) = F (p) exp (-i*?>(p) exp (-ip r°ro ) 
C(p) 
F ( p , r ) 2 = C ( p , r ) 2 * S ( p p r ) 2 
and phase § (p) = - arg f a (p,r) 
= arc tan ^  S ( p , r ) / C(p,r)] 
= f (p) • Po (r-ro) / C(p) (7) 
oO 
f ( t , r ) S i n ( p t ) d l ! 
— o O (6) 
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I n general, seismographs introduce phase s h i f t to each Fourier component„ 
I f we can express intrumental phase s h i f t by Q ( p ) , then, 
<^(p) = > ( p ) * B * (p) *P - r - rp 
G(p) 
Let us consider two recording stations at a distance of r ^ , r 2 f r o m a n 
eplcentree r i , r 2 , do not d i f f e r by more than h a l f the circumference 
of the earth (No polar phase shift)« Then « 
^ r i ( p ) - ^ ( p ) *&>L(p) * P (r-ro)/C(p) 
*2 (p) • P (3P2-ro)/°(p) 
Therefore, difference i n phase angle 
* r 2 (p) - <fcr! (p) = \p r 2 (p) ~9 *X (p)] * p. ( r 2 - r i ) 
The above equation c l e a r l y shows that analysis of records at two 
distances yields a unique solution without assumption of the phases 
at the origin,, 
I f the seismographs at the two stations are i d e n t i c a l i n behaviour, 
Then 
9 i l (p) = § r 2 (p) 
and 4> r 2 (p) - § r j , (p) = p ( r 2 - r x ) / C(p) 
c p r 2 ^p; - c p r i {ip) 
C (p) = p ( r ? - n ) 
(p»*l) Arc tan ^ C ( p , r 2 ) J ™ Arc tan |^C(p,ri) 
I n practice, we must introduce a term 2 m i n the denominator, 
which arises from the multi-valued nature of the trigonometric 
function (where m i s an integer and a function of p ) 0 
C(p) = , . p(?a - r i ) 
\ St Do r OJ 
Arc tan i C(p,r - Arc t a n j OTp,ri)(+ 2Mp w 
To add a correct number, Mp^of whole wavelength t o the phase s h i f t 
from Fourier analysis, Mp was f i r s t set at long periods, where i t s 
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effec t i s so large that only one of I t s valuesgive: reasonable v e l o c i t i e s 
A 
(withinfcgeologlcally plausible region). When transf e r r i n g t o short periods 
Mp was adjusted so that the phase v e l o c i t i e s changed continuously,, 
The value of Mp can also be determined using group v e l o c i t y values 
teK© 
f o r the same pair of station*and value of the phase v e l o c i t y at the 
longest period. 
Suppose we Fourier Analyse each record with respect t o a d i f f e r e n t 
i n i t i a l p o i n t j say t i and tg< 
where N i s an integer. I n other words, 2N~E~ i s an i n t e g r a l m u l t i p l e 
of periodo 
Computation of C(p) as a function of period, 2 T / p , leads t o a 
discrete set of possible phase v e l o c i t y curves, according t o the value 
of N, one of which must be correct. When station pairs Aseparated by 
a distance less than few thousand km, only, one curve f a l l s w i t h i n a 
geologically plausible region. 
Since the spacing between possible i n t e r s t a t i o n phase v e l o c i t y 
curves, according to the value of N, i s strongly dependent on the s t a t i o n 
spacing, the foregoing ambiguity may be resolved i f data from additional 
s t a t i o n pairs i s available. 
For a f i x e d reoord length, the problem of aliasing can be sub-
s t a n t i a l l y reduced by increasing the sampling r a t e 0 Therefore, i t i s 
necessary t o d i g i t a l l y sample with a time i n t e r v a l , *ts such that the 
Nyquist frequency l/2At i s at least as high as the highest frequency 
containing any energy i n the records. 
G(p) 
- Arc tan [ S 
p 
p 
I t i s important t o detrend the data since a non zero average or 
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a linear trend would Introduce errors i n the spectral analysis<> A non-
zero average or a linear trend oould be Introduced i n t o the data by very 
long period signals, barometric or thermal instrumental noise or i n the 
d i g i t i z i n g process. I t i s in t e r e s t i n g to note that the amount of 
information ve are able to obtain by d i g i t a l analysis i s always equal 
t o or smaller than the number of d i g i t i z e d samples we fed i n at the onset 0 
(3«2o3) fforrelation Techniques 8 
A number of new correlation techniques have been developed (Blooh 
and Hales, 1968) far idle determination of i n t e r s t a t i o n phase v e l o c i t i e s 
from the d i g i t i z e d seismogram f o r a pair of stations. 
One of these techniques i s t o Fourier analyse the sum or difference 
of the two seismograms from earthquake recording stations a f t e r time 
s h i f t i n g i n two steps to correspond t o steps i n phase velocity,, The 
amplitude of the summed seismogram i s a maximum f o r a given period when 
both seismograms are i n phase f o r that period (T)„ Simi l a r l y , on sub-
t r a c t i n g , the amplitude i s a minimum when the two waves are i n phase0 
Suppose t i mark on one seismogram coincides with t% mark on the 
second seismogram. Then, the phase v e l o c i t y at period (T) i s given by 
Or s ( r 2 - rx) / ( t 2 - t i A NT) 
Another method i s to pass both seismograms through a narrow - band 
pass d i g i t a l f i l t e r centered at various periods and " the cross pro-
A 
duct of the f i l t e r e d seismograms, a f t e r time s h i f t i n g 0 The average of 
the resultant time series i s a maximum, when the two signals are i n 
phaseo 
The computer output i s a matrix consisting of amplitudes or averages, 
as a function of phase velooity and period. The phase v e l o c i t y dispersion 
i s determined from the contoured matrix. 
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The p r a c t i c a l significance of the cross-correlation method 
(Landisman, Dzie#enski and Sato, 1969); as applied t o seismograms con-
taminated by noise, i s related t o the f a c t that only a f r a c t i o n of 
the entire oross-oorrelogram i s needed f o r evaluation of the i n t e r -
s t a t i o n phase delay curve 0 The i n t e r - s t a t i o n separation i s always 
smaller than the epioentral distance to the further s t a t i o n , and i t 
usually i s also less than the distance to the closer one* The cross-
correlogram then exhibits less dispersion than either of the i n d i v i d u a l 
recordings. The signal = t o - noise r a t i o of the correlogram can always 
be greater than that which results from the summary e f f e c t of the noise 
contained i n the i n d i v i d u a l recordings, i f the time l i m i t s of cross-
c o r r e l a t i o n are properly chosen,, The improved signal - to - noise r a t i o 
results from the f a c t that the ent i r e signal i s correlated while only 
a portion of noise energy enters the cross-correlograra 0 
Phase v e l o c i t i e s determined from seismograms conta ed w i t h noise 
A 
have been found to be more r e l i a b l e i f the cross-oorrelogram i s smoothly 
windowed before Fourier transformation, because the noise usually i s 
widely d i s t r i b u t e d i n apparent i n t e r - s t a t i o n velocity,. The window 
function i s designed to enhance the signal - t o - noise r a t i o by 
emphasizing those portions of correlogram associated w i t h the signal 
at the expense of portions contaminated with noise. 
The spread of the lags used i n the cross-correlogram operation 
should be chosen such that the temporal length of the correlogram i s 
about f i v e times as great as the longest period of interest,, Also, f o r 
best r e s u l t s the signal should be looated near the centre of the cross-
correlogram. The requirements represent an attempt to minimize the 
distortions introduced by modulation of the signal. 
(3.3) Data, Reduction 
(a) The records are d i g i t i z e d over a t o t a l time length which 
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include the s i g n i f i c a n t part of the Rayleigh (or Love) wave-train 0 
To get adequate frequency resolution the t o t a l length of records 
d i g i t i z e d should be about f i v e times the longest period i n the 
seisinogram and sampling i n t e r v a l should be as short as possibleo But 
at the back; we should t r y and avoid any multiple arrivals„ 
A piece of transparent graph paper, i n few cases a Fen-follower, 
graduated i n mm i s used f o r the purpose of d i g i t i z a t i o n . The base l i n e 
should be symmetrical about the wave t r a i n and p a r a l l e l to the time 
axis. The f i r s t and the l a s t d i g i t i z e d data points should be on the 
base l i n e . Since the trace on a record i s about a mm thickness, one 
side of the trace i s always followed i n taking the amplitude but i t may 
introduce an error by increasing the sharpness of negative peaks i n 
comparison w i t h positive peaks or visa versa,, 
To understand the exact frequency content of the surface-wave a 
portion of record equal i n length t o the above case, i t s f i r s t d i g i t i z e d 
data same as l a s t d i g i t i z e d data of the f i r s t set, has been d i g i t i z e d 
(there should be no new a r r i v a l s i n t h i s portion) and Amplitude spectrum 
f o r these two cases i s compared (Fig.11). 
The behaviour of the record f o r the same earthquake from the 
seoond station i s studied carefully and a portion i d e n t i c a l i n frequency 
oontent t o the f i r s t record i s chosen f o r d i g i t i z a t i o n (that i s , same 
packet of energy i s correlated). 
The wave form i s traced using the d i g i t i z e d data, the traced wave 
form i s then compared with the o r i g i n a l record. 
To study the phase and group delay introduced by the seismographs, 
the c a l i b r a t i o n pulses on both records were compared v i s u a l l y . I f 
there was any difference, then corrections f o r instrumental distortions 
of phase were evaluated a f t e r determining the seismograph constants, by 
a comparison of the recorded c a l i b r a t i o n pulses w i t h a set of th e o r e t i c a l 
pulseso The following steps are to be observed with care 8 
(1) When the experimental transient i s traced on a piece of paper 
obtain a good zero-line (DC li n e ) at the beginning and at the end of the 
transient,, 
(2) When superimposing the traced, experimental transient of the 
standard, set the zero-line of the farmer t o the l a t t e r , 
(3) Observe and compare the locations of the maximum amplitude of 
the experimental transient with that of the standard,, I f the experimental 
transient has the maximum amplitude to the r i g h t or t o the l e f t of the 
standard i t w i l l indicate t h a t the chosen case ( f o r the standard) i s not 
the proper one. Try another case. 
(4) When the location of the maximum amplitude of the experimental 
transient f a l l s close to that of the standard transient one should check 
the slope of the r i s i n g (beginning) part of the experimental transient 
and the slope of the decaying part of the corresponding slopes of the 
standard transient. I f the r i s i n g slope matches, but the decaying part 
does not, one should t r y another case which has similar period of seis-
mometer and galvanometer but with d i f f e r e n t ho or hg. Repeat the l a s t 
step u n t i l a closer f i t i s obtained. 
A computer program i s used to calculate the phase delay introduce 
by the seismograph from Kfree kperiod Kseismometer galvanometer^damping 
constants and coupling fa c t o r . 
I n t e r - s t a t i o n group v e l o c i t y values ': determined using both Peak 
and Trough Mathod and Multiple F i l t e r Technique (SWAP - Blacknest). 
A simple harmonic analysis i s performed on a d i g i t i z e d data, using 
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Fast Fourier analysis (Cooley-Tuvlcey alogrithm) computer program, 
re s u l t i n g i n a preliminary energy density and phase spectrum,, 
A computer program i s used t o calculate the phase angle and phase 
velo c i t y from the observed group v e l o c i t y spectrum and phase v e l o c i t y 
at the longest period 0 The mathematics behind t h i s program i s 8 
The group Velocity, U, i s related t o the phase ve l o c i t y , 0, by 
the equation 
U = Q - dfi. > 
dX 
where >\ i s the wave length and "A = GT (T - period) 
(dC/dT) T = GT.(GT - UT) 
UT 
I f the v a r i a t i o n i n phase v e l o c i t y with period i s very gentle. Then 
CT . i = CT - (4Gj 
UTJT 
and phase angle ^ T - 1 = ~ *) ' 2 l T j A 
The phase angle from the above computer program i s used to assign 
integer number of cycles t o i n t e r s t a t i o n phase angle t o achieve a smooth 
v a r i a t i o n i n phase with period. 
The smoothness of the phase angle (that i s , value of Mp) i s further 
checked by co r r e l a t i o n techniques. 
I t can be shown very c l e a r l y that t o get a very slow v a r i a t i o n i n 
the phase angle with period, the f i r s t d i g i t i z e d data points should 
coincide w i t h the a r r i v a l time of the longest psriod i n the record. 
Further, epicentral distance should not be too great. 
High frequency i r r e g u l a r i t i e s i n the i n t e r s t a t i o n phase spectrum 
are smoothed out by f i t t i n g a polynomial of degree f i v e with the aid 
of a computer. The r e l i a b i l i t y of the smoothed phase spectrum i s 
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checked by d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g with respect to frequency and comparing the 
result with the group vel o c i t y obtained from Multiple F i l t e r Techniques. 
F i n a l l y the phase spectrum i s used to determine the phase vel o c i t y 
spectrum from equation (8)„ 
( 3 o 4 ) Errors 
(a) The e f f e c t of l a t e r a l r e f r a c t i o n due to d i f f e r e n t phase 
ve l o c i t i e s i n continental, oceanic or other types of orust may introduce 
error i n t o a phase velocity measurement, because the wave-fronts may not 
have t r a v e l l e d along a Great c i r c l e path between the source and the 
receiver. Such errors w i l l usually cause the i n t e r s t a t i o n phase v e l o c i t i e s 
to be too h i g h o 
Evernden ( 1 9 5 3 ) and Capon ( 1 9 7 0 ) observed that the multi-path 
propagation i n the period range 2 0 - t o 40- sec i s caused pr i m a r i l y by 
the phase - ve l o c i t y contrast between the oceanic and the continental 
region,, Consideration of the r a t i o of oceanic t o continental phase 
ve l o c i t i e s shows that the biggest r a t i o occurs at 2 0 sec period f o r 
both Love - and Rayleigh - waves and i s about 1 . 1 5 . The corresponding 
change i n the angle of incidence i s about 6 ° , f o r t h i s angle which 
introduces an error of about 0 . 0 2 km/sec. At longer periods the error 
i s smaller. There could be additional error due t o d i f f e r e n t source t o 
sta t i o n path f o r the pair of stations, i f there i s large v a r i a t i o n i n 
structure. 
I t may be suggested th a t t h i s problem could be overcome by using 
the t r i p a r t i t e method. But, with the set of stations we used i n t h i s study 
we cannot use the t r i p a r t i t e method. Because the separationsbetween the 
stations are very much greater than the wavelength of the wave under 
consideration and i t i s known from regional gravity anomaly map 
(Wohlenberg, 1 9 7 0 j Khan and Mansfield, 1 9 7 1 ) that there i s large 
v a r i a t i o n i n the crust and Upper mantle structure ' • •• East A f r i c a . 
A 
u 
(b) Errorsin the epicentre and o r i g i n time should not a f f e c t 
i n t e r s t a t i o n phase - and group - v e l o c i t y measurement, because of the 
wag we selected the events. But i t w i l l c e rtainly have some ef f e c t 
on the single s t a t i o n group velocity measurement. 
This error i n the observation of epicentral distance i s between 
10 - 20 km and i n the o r i g i n time i s between 0.5 = 1.5 sec. Therefore 
error i n the single station group vel o c i t y measurement i s * ^ l 5 t km/sec 
Where A i s the epicentral distance and t i s the t r a v e l time f o r a given 
period. 
(c) The average distance between the two adjacent minute marks 
on the record i s about 42 mm and the minute mark, i t s e l f , i s about a 
mm i n length. Therefore, error i n the time of the f i r s t d i g i t i z e d data 
could be about - 0 o71 sec. 
When studying i n t e r s t a t i o n phase - and group - v e l o c i t y , t h i s error 
can be reduoed t o a great extent by always taking one end of the minute 
mark as time corresponds t o that mark. 
For the reasons mentioned i n the above case, there could also be 
an error i n the value assumed f o r sampling i n t e r v a l . This error can be 
reduced to a very great extent by measuring the length of the record 
cover longer time length; provided no f l u c t u a t i o n i n the speed of the 
drum. I t i s d i f f i c u l t to estimate the percentage of error introduced 
i n the phase angle measurement due to error i n the sampling intervale 
But i t i s c e r t a i n that t h i s error i s large at long periods and becomes 
negligible at the short period end of the spectrum,, 
(d) M i t c h e l l and Landisman (l969)^asnown by comparison of c a l -
i b r a t i o n pulses from several instruments of the World Wide - Standard 
Seismic Network of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey that 
4 5 
there are differences i n phase and amplitude response between instruments, 
sometimes even at the same station. This may r e s u l t from deviation of 
any of the Instrumental constants from standard value?. Values f o r the 
free period of the seismograph are usually l i s t e d on the seismogram. 
Further^they have found that the galvanometer period d i f f e r e d from i t s 
l i s t e d value by almost 5 sec. Departures of instrumental parameters 
from t h e i r assumed values can cause errors i n corrections f o r i n s t r u -
mental phase delay, group delay and magnification. 
We have used i n our study, a l i s t of standard curves t o determine 
the constants of the seismograph. When using standard curve i t has been 
observed that the dbamping constants of galvanometer and seismometer can 
be determined w i t h i n * 0.2 and the free period of the galvanometer and 
the seismometer can be determined w i t h i n - 2 sec. Therefore the corres-
ponding error i n the phase delay i s about 1.2 sec. 
(e) I n the oase of Love waves, i f the d i r e c t i o n of propagation does 
not coincide with either N - S or E - W di r e c t i o n , then there can be an 
error due to interference of Rayleigh waves. 
I f Fourier amplitudes and phases obtained from Fourier analysis of 
the North and East components of motion i s designated by the symbol 
AN, C^)N> AE, andc^E, then theXongitude and transverse, amplitudes and 
phases may be expressed i n terms of these quantities and the great c i r c l e 
azimuth 9 from the receiver to the source as s 
I n a l l the events considered i n t h i s study, AE ^  AN fo r a l l period T. The 
(<*>N - 4>EF IAE2 Sin2© + AN Cos 2e + 2AE AN SineOosQCos AL 
i r O l = t a n " 1 A* S i n k Sine + Aw SinW GosQ 
AE COS^E Sine + AN Cos4>N Cos 6 
(<foj - t e n * UE2 cos 2e + AN2 Sin*e + 8AE AN SinQCosGCos AT 3 d)T = t a n " 1 1 AE Sin^E AN Sin<PN Sine Cose AE Cos d)E Cos6 AN CosfoN SinQ 
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largest error that occur at the longest period, 60 sec, i s 2.0 sec, 
corresponds t o © = 12„5°. 
Taking i n t o consideration a l l the errors mentioned above, the 
overall error i n the Rayleigh wave phase v e l o c i t y measurement i s about 
0.03 km/sec and i n the group v e l o c i t y about 0.04 km/sec. Love wave 
velooity w i l l have l i t t l e greater error, depending on the value of 8 . 
CHAPTER U 
INVERSION OF SURFACE WAVE DISPERSION CURVES 
U'l) Theoretical Study on Inversion problems 
Theoretically i t has been observed that (Knopoff, 1961$ Gilbert 
and Backus, 1967, 1968 a,b) the direot inversion of surface wave d i s -
persion curves into unique density - modulus - depth d i s t r i b u t i o n i s 
impossible; a further r e l a t i o n specifying one or both of these i s 
necessary. I n the absence of such additional information one can only 
construct a suite of i n t e r - r e l a t e d density and modulus perturbations, 
a l l of which exactly y i e l d the same dispersion curve. This set can 
be limited by c e r t a i n physical arguments, such as geologically pjpusible 
range of values. Further, as we accumulate measurements of more gross 
earth data, the i n f i n i t e - dimensional manifold of acceptable earth 
models shrinks. I f there are more data, there are fewer earth models 
which can s a t i s f y them a l l . 
I f the data are admittedly inaccurate, then the number of per-
missible solutions i s augmented by another parameter. This parameter 
describes the latitude that a permissible exact solution be given i n 
view of a known inaccuracy i n the measurement. 
Dziewonski (1970) based on the Auto - correlation function of shear 
velocity p a r t i a l derivatives^shown ' ••. a poor resolution for shear 
velocity i n the f i r s t 350 km of the upper mantle; Further i t i s 
impossible to determine from the Love wave data alone whether there i s 
a low v e l o c i t y channel i n the depth i n t e r v a l from 33 to 240 km and 
therefore, appearance of a double low-velocity channel i n a model 
obtained from the inversion of Love wave data i s a highly non-unique 
feature. 
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Der, Masse and Landisman (1970) by studying the effects of 
observational errors on the resolution of surface waves at Intermediate 
distances made the following conclusions s The p a r t i a l derivatives of 
the observed quantities (phase and group v e l o c i t i e s ) w i t h respect t o the 
parameters of in t e r e s t ( f o r example, shear velocity) i n a layered medium 
can be used i n combination with the errors of observation to estimate 
as 
the resolution of a given set of data a function of depth, as wel l as 
A 
the uncertainty of the resulting v e l o c i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n . The shear wave 
vel o c i t y determinations and the resolution decreases with increase of 
depth and Love wave observations y i e l d much less information about the 
shear-velocity d i s t r i b u t i o n than Rayleigh waves. Further, i f the errors 
of phase - and group - velocity measurements are set equal, the resolution 
gained from phase v e l o c i t y i s found to be i n f e r i o r t o that obtained from 
group v e l o c i t i e s . 
Higher mode observations increase the accuracy and the resolution 
that may be attained. Far regional studies of surface waves based on 
fundamental mode observations that o r d i n a r i l y extend only to periods of 
80 sec, and f o r higher mode data f o r periods below 15 sec, any deductions 
about the upper mantle are apt t o be rather inaccurate. 
Fi l a n t and Knopoff (1970)^shown that there exists an additional degree 
of non-uniqueness i n the inversion of group v e l o c i t y data compared with 
the inversion of phase velocity data, independent of the other points of 
Non-uniqueness that apply uniformally to inversion of dispersion data of 
both types. This i s most easily i l l u s t r a t e d by noting that the group slow-
ness l / u and phase slowness l / c at frequency w are related by the f a m i l i a r 
r e l a t i o n 
1_ = d |w| (1) 
u aw \o) 
Consider two d i f f e r e n t hypothetical structures with corresponding 
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theo r e t i c a l phase slowness dispersion relations l/ci(w) and l/egfw). 
I f these are related by the expression,, 
w = w + A 0 <wa « w < wb (2) 
01 c 2 
over a f i n i t e band of frequencies, w i t h A a constant, then the two 
structures have the same group slowness 
1 = _1. 0 < wa s w s wb 
u i u 2 
over the same band0 
We suppose that data of u(w) are available over t h i s band of 
frequencies excluding w = 0. The conclusion above leads t o the 
following observations, (a) There exists an i n f i n i t e number of 
structures generated by the parameter A, a l l of which have the same 
group v e l o c i t y . The class of solutions t o the inversion of group 
velo c i t y dispersion can be r e s t r i c t e d by determining the parameter A 
by knowing the phase ve l o c i t y at least one frequenoy. (b) I f the 
group v e l o c i t i e s f o r two regions are the same, i t does not follow t h a t 
the two structures are the same, unless the values of A are the same, 
(c) I f the group v e l o c i t i e s f o r two regions are d i f f e r e n t , the two 
structures are d i f f e r e n t . 
I n view of the present accuracy of observations of surface wave 
dispersion data and i n view of the non-uniqueness of the inversion of 
exact dispersion data, i t may be concluded that the f i n e structure of 
the earth's i n t e r i o r as determined from surface waves remains i n doubt. 
(4.2) Methods of Inversion 
(4.2.1) Trial and Error Method t 
Even though t r i a l and error method i s a very old and very subjective 
method of int e r p r e t a t i o n , i t i s s t i l l widely used i n the surface wave 
int e r p r e t a t i o n . I n t h i s method few parameters ( I n general, either p or 
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are selected as active parameters and the values of these parameters 
are varied one by one u n t i l the calculated dispersion curve f o r a 
model f i t s with the observed dispersion curve wi t h i n * c e r t a i n 
reasonable deviation. Then the model i s accepted as representing 
the e l a s t i c wave v e l o c i t y structure of the region under investigation. 
This method of i n t e r p r e t a t i o n becomes very d i f f i c u l t when one t r i e s 
t o i n t e r p r e t more than one aet of dispersion curve. 
(4.2.2) Monte Carlo Inversion 8 
Monte Carlo Inversion method i s a special type of T r i a l and 
Error method. This method (Press; 1964, 1968 a,bj Keilis-Borok and 
Yanovskana, 1967) offer the advantage of exploring the range of 
possible solutions and indicate the degree of uniqueness achievable 
with currently available geophysical data. 
This method uses a high speed d i g i t a l computer t o generate^purely 
at random, l i t e r a l l y millions of structure models, each active parameter 
i s constrained t o l i e w i t h i n a certain bound of physical reasonability. 
For each of the models, surface wave dispersion data and other geo-
physical data are calculated and compared with the observed data. The 
models which s a t i s f y a l l the observed data w i t h i n certain degree of 
accuracy are printed out. 
(4.2.3) h°flPt tqq\V*ress Inversion Techniques t 
I n 1962, Dorman and Ewing interpreted the fundamental mode 
Rayleigh - and Love - wave phase v e l o c i t i e s measured i n the New York -
Pennsylvania area; using the concept of constant p a r t i a l derivative 
of phase v e l o c i t y with respect to layer parameters i n a least square 
inversion scheme. This method i s investigated i n greater d e t a i l by 
Brune and Dorman (1963) when int e r p r e t i n g surface wave dispersion 
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over Canadian shield and by MoEvilly (1964) when studying the crust 
and Upper mantle structure of c e n t r a l United States. The method i s 
as follows* 
I t i s possible to express the difference between the observed 
phase v e l o c i t i e s C and the phase v e l o c i t i e s calculated from a t r i a l 
model (to f i r s t ordei) as follows8 
M 
dC (Tj) Y dO (TJ) . dpi (1) 
where N i s the number of parameters, p i are the physical parameters, 
and dpi are perturbations to the parameters. The period at which the 
phase v e l o c i t i e s have been obtained are T j . 
I f there are more data dC(Tj) than parameters, the redundancy 
can be removed by requiring a l e a s t mean square f i t 8 We choose the 
quantities dpi i n such a way that we minimize 
TWj (dC (Tj) - J dC (Tj) dpi)-* (2) 
il. t , dpi 
Where M i s the number of data points and Wj are weighting functions. 
The weighting functions could be made proportional to the spectral 
amplitudes (or error of observation at T j ) . The r e s u l t of the 
minimization i s 
X I api • ao (^ 1) . ao ( T J ) 
;.-> . j - - ' dpi dpn 
X d c ( T j ) dO (T.I) n = 1, 2, , N, (3) 
This i s a set of N simultaneous equations i n the unknowns dpi of the 
form 
^ A n i dpi = bn n = 1, 2, N 
v.-1 
I n p r i n c i p l e , we can invert equation (3) to solve f o r the values of 
dpi. This inversion can only be made, however, when each of the 
parameters i n the perturbation has a different and measurable effect 
on the phase - veloci t y curve in the range of observation. 
The r e s u l t of the study shows that t h i s method produces r e s u l t s 
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which are exact i n the sense that the earth parameters used i n an 
exact theoretical calculation of dispersion data can be recovered 
from a knowledge of the dispersion data alone; provided the 
structural de ta i l i n the i n i t i a l model should be suff ic ient to give 
a model which w i l l sa t is factor i ly match the observational velocities 
i n the absence of such factors as extreme velocity gradients or 
reverals or anisotropye Further^in interpreting fundamental mode 
data, the use of layers having dis t inct - zones of influence along 
the dispersion curves guided by reasonably va l id additional data 
especially fo r t o t a l crustal thickness, w i l l y ie ld the most unique 
interpretation i n the sense of average properties i n the given zones,, 
The method permits a survey of the possible interpretation of 
a given set of data which is more rapid, precise, and complete than 
can be made by t r i a l and error^ Also, by observing the performance 
of the calculation under various sets of constraining conditions, a 
practical evaluation of the uniqueness question i n each case can be 
madee The number of variables that can be evaluated simultaneously 
depends on the quality of the data. The number of modes observed, 
the breadth of the observed spectrum i n each mode, and the scatter of 
the data points are quality factorswhich strongly af fec t the per-
formance of the calculation. 
With this method, the depth to interfaces between layers where 
the change i n shear velocity i s small could not accurately determined 
and i f the number of layers i n any depth range i s too great, large and 
unreasonable variations i n shear velocity and layer thickness could 
occur, with adjacent layers developing unreasonably low and unreasonably 
high shear velocity„ Further the inversion process becomes unstable 
t£ density and shear velocity are allowed to vary concurrently i n the 
same depth range or compressional velocity is allowed to vary i n any of 
the layers except the upper two„ The comparison of the shape of the 
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density and shear velocity derivatives shows that i n general a small 
increase i n the density of a particular layer can be counteracted by 
a small decrease i n shear velocity i n this layer alone^with a small 
increase i n the shear velocity i n the underlying layer 0 
In many cases i t w i l l be useful to assume that the earth consists 
of n layers of f ixed thickness, compressional velocities and densities 
and to attempt to evaluate layer shear velocities only. The f i n a l 
result depends on the constraints used. They are (a) The number of 
layers chosen f o r the problem (b) The particular division made between 
active and passive parameters, and (c) The f ixed values adopted fo r the 
passive parameters,, 
Berry and Knopoff (1967) questioned the confidence l imi t s that 
should be assigned to the derived shear velocity structure and they put 
forward the following method. 
Assume that the experimental data have been f i t perfectly by the 
model. For physically reasonable data, this i s always possible i f one 
introduces a suff ic ient number of parameters. We now inquire what 
significance a s h i f t dc of the entire phase velocity curve has f o r each 
parameter considered separately. For the purposes of th is assumption, 
we take dpi = o, i = 1,2, , M, i ^ k , where pk is one of the 
parameters i n the set. The function to be minimized is 
X{dc (Tj) - dCjTJ l dpJ. (1) 
The result of the minimization i s ^ v2 
dp k = dC (Tj) . y dO (TJ) / y [ dC(Tj)) (2) 
where we assume that dC (Tj) is a constant fo r a l l T j . Qualitatively from 
equation (2) , we see that the uncertainty i n any parameter is inversely 
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proportional to the area under the (dC/dpi) versus T curve. 
U«3) New Techniques. 
When studying mean velocity - depth structure, the Least squares 
<t 
Inversion techniques have. number of advantages over t r i a l 
K 
and error method. I t provide-: us with information, which enables us 
to separate a l l the parameters into two groups, active and passive. 
Each of the active parameters would be altered according to the par t ia l 
derivative and a l l the active parameters at the same time. Therefore 
time involved i n th is process would be shorter, and is more of objective 
method than t r i a l and error method. But the main weak point of th i s 
method i s that i t uses constant par t ia l derivative, pa r t i a l derivative 
with respect to a set of active parameters f o r an i n i t i a l model, to f i t 
a structural model to the observed dispersion curve. Further, even 
though i n this method i t i s said that layers having dis t inct zones of 
irijjuence along the dispersion curves should be considered fo r alteration, 
i t did not give any objective method of constructing such layered 
structure. The answer to th is last problem is given by Der, Masse and 
Landisman (1970), To overcome constant par t ia l derivative problem, we 
have developed number of Non-linear optimization techniques and i s 
applied fo r the interpretation of surface wave data. 
I t is necessary fo r a l l the techniques we used i n the interpretation, 
to calculate pa r t i a l derivative fo r an i n i t i a l model with respect to 
compressional velocity (od), shear velocity (^>), density (q ) and 
thickness (H) 0 Since the i n i t i a l structure should have a l l the 
characteristics of the f i n a l structure, and the thickness of the layers 
should be as such each layer has dis t inct effect on the dispersion curve 
(resolution) AFRIG model with an anomalous mantle, as indicated by the 
gravity studies, is used f o r this purpose (Table 7)„ 
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Root Mean Square Deviation 
Layer 
Rayleigh Love 
2ft 
-ah -Dh -ah 
1 0.0105 0.0194 0.0125 0.0182 
2 0.0097 0.0186 0.0148 0.0207 
3 0.0048 0.0091 0.0050 O.OO65 
4 0.0002 0.0003 0.0001 0.0002 
5 0.0002 0.0003 0.0001 0.0002 
6 0.0001 0.0003 0.0001 0.0002 
7 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
8 — — — — 
Layer 
Rayleigh Love 
22 "au 
'Ge 
2ft 
1)6 -ae 
1 0.060 0.123 0.033 0.045 
2 0.058 0.111 0.032 0.040 
3 0.063 0.140 0.024 0.051 
4 0.053 0.142 0.030 0.053 
5 O.O65 0.119 0.019 0.027 
6 O.O46 O.O46 0.013 0.010 
7 0.005 0.038 0.003 0.008 
8 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.002 
Root Mean Square Deviation 
Layer 
Rayleigh Love 
DP 
1 0„051 0.089 0.154 0.283 
2 0.112 0.299 0.290 0.486 
3 0.217 0.413 0.286 0.402 
4 0.227 0.400 0.248 0.262 
5 0.241 0.253 0.187 0.125 
6 0.137 0.151 0.116 0.109 
7 0.013 0.047 0.016 O.O44 
8 0.001 0.005 0.001 0.008 
Layer 
Rayleigh 
Dei 
1 0.047 0.080 
2 0.041 0.056 
3 0.036 0.036 
4 0.015 0.006 
5 0.004 0.006 
6 0.000 0.002 
7 0.000 0.000 
8 0.000 0.000 
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Phase as well as group velocity par t ia l derivatives were computed 
for the fundamental Rayleigh and Love waves, for this simplified tect-
onic model ^ is shown in Fig 0ia o The group - and phase - velocities 
for th is model are also shown i n Fig„\3 „ The par t ia l derivatives of 
phase - and group velocity fo r each layer were calculated numerically 
for a span of periods (15 - 62 sec) appropriate to the observations, 
by alternation of the velocity i n each layer by 0 o l km/sec, density by 
Ool gm/cc and thickness by 1 km0 The root mean square deviation 
(RMSD) between the i n i t i a l dispersion curve and the one after altering 
the respective parameters by 1 uni t is also computed (Table 8)» 
The computer program used i n K?^dispersion curvesis Dorman's 
PV7 program,, The earth f la t tening approximation by Bolt and Dorman 
(1961) was used to correct fo r fundamental Rayleigh wave phase velocity 
Cg, f o r the spherical earth is related to that computed fo r a f l a t 
half space, Ch, by 
where T is the periodo 
The corresponding corrected group velocity is given by Knopoff 
and Schwab (1968) as 
Us = Uh. 1 + (0 e000l6 x T) (1 - Un ) 
TJH _ 
For Love waves, Earth - f la t tening calculation of Biswas and Knopoff 
(1970) was used0 
From the par t ia l derivative with respect to shear and. thickness, 
curves shown i n fig«\3, and RMSD values given in Table 8 , the 
following conclusions can be made. The compressional velocity and 
density do not have greater effect on the dispersion curve, when 
compared with that due to shear velocity,, Rayleigh waves are much 
more sensitive to density than Love waves and density has greater 
effect on Rayleigh wave dispersion than compressional velocity 
C s = Ch (1 + 0,00016 * T) 
CO 
Ll I 
Ll I 
I O 
H 
H 
UJ Q 
in o 
H/aSINd 
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(Table 8)„ For the i n i t i a l model we used, the thickness of the crustal 
layers has greater effect on the dispersion curves. Near-surface layers 
have greater effect than deep layers. To a large extent a small variation 
i n thickness of one layer could be compensated bya-corresponding change i n 
the thickness of the neighbouring layer. Therefore i f there is a sedimentary 
layer and i f we do not take in to account i t s presence, then we may end 
up with thicker crust. 
From the par t ia l derivative fo r shear velocity, we can see clearly 
that i n the period range we have considered (15 - 62 sec) the fund-
amental Love mode par t ia l derivative curves ( ^ )j part icularly fo r the 
upper layers, are broader than the corresponding Rayleigh mode curves 
andjtherefore, much more sensitive to crustal shear velodities than 
Rayleigh waves. Rayleigh - mode curves have larger maxima and fo r the 
Uppermost upper mantle shear veloci t ies , i t i s much more sensitive than 
Love waves. The above statement can be quite clearly proved by plot t ing 
(RMSD)/H as a function of the depth to the mid-point of the layers 
(Fig. j j f ) . Increases (or decreases) i n ^ causes only increases (or 
decreases) i n the phase velocity, where as changes i n >^ cause both 
increases and decreases i n group velocity. I t is therefore possible 
to increase ( or decrease) the group velocity by increasing (or decreasing) 
the shear velocity at an appropriate depth by decreasing (or increasing) 
the shear velocity at some other depth i n the model. 
Rayleigh waves at any period are influenced by the shear velocities 
at greater depths than the Love waves f o r the corresponding periods and 
f o r Rayleigh wave the effective depth of penetration is about 0,A5)\ 
and fo r Love wave is about 0.37\« 
For the i n i t i a l model we considered, 15 sec period Love wave w i l l 
have wave length of 56.2 km and therefore have effective depth of 
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penetration of about 16.8 km.ft 62 sec period Rayleigh wave w i l l have 
wavelength of 240o0 km and therefore have effective depth of penetr-
ation of about 108 km. Therefore with the phase and group velocity 
values i n the period range 15 - 62 sec, we can study with the great 
precision the shear velocity - depth structure i n the depth range 
16.8 = 108.0 km. The layers should be constructed i n such a way 
that the boundary of a layer should coincide with the above depth. 
Further layer thickness within this depth range should be selected 
with the knowledge of RMSD value and error of observation to achieve 
about 
a certain accuracy, say^O.l km/sec, i n the shear velocity values; In 
other wards the thickness of the layer as such RMSD value corresponds 
to change i n shear velocity of 0.1 km/sec should be^'equlvalent to error 
of observation. I t has been found that layer thicknesses used i n the 
i n i t i a l model are of the correct order. Further, i f the value of the 
thickness of the layers are of correct order, then the auto correlation 
function of phase and group velocity par t ia l derivative with respect to 
shear velocity should be very low. With the Love wave data alone we can 
determine the shear velocity of second, t h i r d and fourth layers with an 
aocuracy of A 0 . 1 km/sec and with the Rayleigh wave we can determine the 
shear velocity of t h i r d , fourth and f i f t h layers with the same degree of 
aocuracy. 
We can also determine the shear velocity of f i r s t layer using Love 
wave data and that of sixth layer using Rayleigh wave with an accuracy 
of about 0.2 km/seo. 
As a result of information gained from par t i a l derivative, we have 
divided a l l the parameters (°&i, ? i , QL and Hi; i = 1 , 2,3 N, where 
N - number of layers) into two groups active - and passive - parameters. 
The active parameters are the shear velocity of second to sixth layers 
and the thickness of sedimentary and lower crustal layers. 
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(4.° 3.1) .The felternatina Variable Search Method 8 
Each active parameter is considered i n turn and altered u n t i l a 
minimum of the RMSD valuej the value between the observed dispersion 
data and the calculated data for the present model, is located, the 
remaining parameters remained fixed,, The current best point therefore 
moves parallel to each axis i n turn, changing direction when a minimum 
in the current direction of search i s reached. In this present work 
step length is selected to ooincide with the accuracy we are looking 
for each of these active parameters (In case of ^  , step length = 
* 0.1 km/sec)o 
In most oases this method i s extremely inefficient for the 
interpretation of surface wave data, when the number of active parameters 
is large and/or phase - and group - velocity data for Love - and Rayleigh 
wave is used. Inefficient i n the sense that very large number of 
iterations ( i n other words, t r i a l models) and therefore longer computing 
time is required. 
A modification of the above method, using the fact that increases 
(or decreases) i n ^  causes only increases (or decreases) i n the phase 
velocity, can be used to f i t the phase velocity dispersion with an 
improved efficiency. 
In this method, difference i n phase velocity value between the 
observed and the calculated data for an i n i t i a l model at the period 
T-i, where Tt corresponds to the maxima i n the plot of (jdfi ) versus T 
(a|«)T 
curve, divided by the value of (££ ) at 
(d?i) 
is taken as the amount through which active parameter would be 
altered. 
Each active parameter i s considered in turn and the whole 
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procedure is repeated several times u n t i l a theoretical curve f i t s with 
the observed curve within the experimental error„ 
A t h i r d form of th i s method is that the active parameters are 
selected two by two and their values varied by f i x i n g one value 
Iv 
alternately and varying the other by discrete increments, within upper 
and lower bounds defined by geological plausibility. The HMSD value i s 
contoured and the values correspond to a minimum value of RMSD i s taken 
down. This procedure is repeated for a l l combination of active 
parameters, u n t i l we have a minimum for a l l the active parameters. 
This method requires very large number of computations, therefore requires 
longer computer time. Me used this method extensively at the beginning 
of our studies and found that there was always one minimum in the space 
we explored. 
(4.3.2) .The Steepest Descent Method » 
This is the simplest gradient method and is based on a looal 
linearization of the objective function (RMSD) by neglecting the second 
order and higher terms. This method is f i r s t used i n seismology by 
Fekeris (1966) i n the determination of the internal constitution of the 
earth. 
A form of this method we programmed is starting from an i n i t i a l 
model; (RMSD)j is the root mean square deviation between the observed 
data and that for the i n i t i a l model, each active parameter is altered 
i n turn through +0.1 km/sec or •= 0.1 km/sec according to bring the 
RMSD value down that i s , less than (RMSD)i and the ohange i n RMSD 
fete 
value is computed. The active parameter which introduces.largest ohange 
i n RMSD value is ohosen for alteration (Program l ) . 
The value of this active parameter i s altered i n steps (0.05 km/sec) 
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u n t i l a minimum of RMSD value is reached. Then the whole procedure 
is repeated several times u n t i l i t reaches a global minimum (Minimum 
for a l l the active parameters). The confidence l i m i t on each active 
parameter (Berry and Knopoff, 1967) is then determined. 
Theoretical studies using the steepest descent method shows that, 
(a) provided we select the thickness of the layers to satisfy the 
resolution, shear velocity of the layers can be recovered within 
* 0.1 km/sec, whatever the starting model may be. Further this method 
is found to be reasonably fast, (b) For a given dispersion curve, we 
need a structural model with a definite number of layers, depending 
on the shape of the ourve, to satisfy i t . No model can f i t satisfact-
oril y i f the number of layers is reduced below this value, (c) Using 
this method one cannot recover the velocity of a thin layer even i f i t 
is known to exist, (d) I f the number of layers is too great, large and un-
reasonable variations i n shear velocity could occur, with adjacent layers 
developing unreasonably low and unreasonably high shear velocity, 
(A«3o3) Powell - Conjugate direction Method » 
Powell1 s method (Powell, 1964. and 1965) is probably the most 
effective of currently available direct search techniques, with i t s 
convergence being particularly impressive i n the region of the optimum 
where the function can be well approximated by a quadratic. 
Before any detail description of the Powell's method, l e t us f i r s t 
derive the mathematics for the generalized least.square method s 
I t i s required to fi n d X]_, x 2, , XQ, (X, say), to 
I t i s hoped that using a superscript to distinguish the m different 
functions that appear i n the sum of squares w i l l not be found confusing -
minimize 
k) 
> f to F (x) 
2 
m* n (1) 
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derivatives w i l l be written out expl i c i t l y . I n addition the notations 
(k) (k) 
gl (x) = f (x) (2) 
dxi 
and (k) 9 (k) 
Gij (x) = d* f (x) (3) 
dxi dxj 
w i l l be used. 
The method i s iterative, and an iteration requires an approx-
imation 1, to the position of the minimum,. I f the actual minimum i s 
at ( % + S) then, by differentiating ( l ) 
^ (k) (k) 
"2 Si • f (i.+'S) = o j i = l , 2, ,n. U) 
By approximating the l e f t hand side of (4) by the f i r s t two terms of 
the Taylor series i n S about g , equation (5) is obtained. 
* r (k) (k) J}- f (k) (k) (k) (k) 
Z W ( 5 ) o f ( I ) + 1 1 Q±j ( U . f ( g ) * * i U).«j 
(5) 
The least squares method hinges on the further approximation that 
(k) (k) 
the term Gn ( £) f ( can be ignored. This term is of 
J ( k ) 5 (k) 
order ^ i f f ( %) is zero at the minimum, and i t vanishes i f f 
is linear i n the variables. I n a l l other cases the convergence of the 
procedure w i l l be only linear, the correction to ^ being calculated 
by solving 
i f , (k) (k) 1 (k) (k) 
( 5 ) gj ( ? ) V - i g i f ( ^ ) . , 
Note that the matrix of these equations i s i n general positive definite 
so that 
_d F < 0 (7) 
d?i 
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unless a l l the derivatives of F(x) at % are zero. Therefore, unless 
•^happens to be a stationary point of F(x), extending the iteration 
to calculate a positive value of 7\ 9 ~K m say, which minimizes 
F ( f + /^t>), provides a theoretical guarantee that the least squares 
method w i l l converge. Of course ( § + ) is chosen as the new 
approximation to the minimum. 
(k) 
I f the second derivatives Q±A ( f ) are not zero, the quadratic 
J (k) 
convergence depends on the functions f ( i f ) being of the same order 
as the correction S p I n this case numerical estimates of the derivatives 
(k) 
&l ( f , ) i n (6) that are i n error by 5 are acceptable. On the other 
hand, i f the second derivatives are zero, one expects numerical estimates 
of the derivatives to be exact. I t is for these reasons that the pro-
cedure to be described has convergence comparable to the generalized 
least squares method,, 
The procedure without derivatives t 
The new method i s iterative, and at the start of an iteration n 
linearly independent directions i n the space of the variables, d ( l ) , 
d(2), , d(n), say, are required together with estimates of the 
(k) 
derivatives of the f along the directions. The notation that w i l l 
t h 
be used for the estimated derivative of the k function along the i 
direction is l) ( i ) , so 
(k) ^ (k) i = 1, 2, , nj 
"6 (D» > g , (x) . (i)j 
^— 1 J k = 1, 2, , m. 
j = 1 
To equilibrate the matrix of equation (11), the directions should be 
scaled so that 
r — 
2 
= 1 ', i = 1, 2, , n. (9) 
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I t is intentional that the notation does not allow for the dependence 
of TJ ( i ) on x, because the approximation to the derivative is a 
number which is calculated when d(i) is ohosen. I f x is changed by <£> , 
the resultant error inTT ( i ) w i l l be of order S multiplied by a 
second derivative term, and i t has been pointed out that this can be 
tolerated. 
As i n the least squares method, an approximation to the position 
of the minimum, i | , is required and a correction to i t , S , is cal-
culated. The correction i s worked out by substituting the approximate 
derivatives i n (6), i f 
n 
i = 1 
j^L I k=l J k=l 
(k) 
( i ) I 
I t is convenient to define 
^ (k) (k) 
p ( i ) = 1 (D * ( g ) (12) 
k = 1 
The iteration i s extended to find ?\ m to minimize F(i|+/ft>) but, because 
(8) i s an approximation, ?\m i s not necessarily positive. The procedure 
used for finding the minimum along a line i s as follows 1 
' The function is evaluated at a base point x l and at x2 = x l + S, 
S being the step-size, and we suppose that the two function values so 
obtained are f-^ and f g respectively-
The point X3 is chosen to be 
x l + 2S i f f x ^ f 2 
but x l - S I f f 1 < f 2 
The function i s then evaluated at x3 to give a value f3. 
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The optimum xm of the quadratic passing through these three points 
is given by 
xm = £ (x2 2 - x3 2) fn + (x3 2 - x l 2 ) fg • ( x l 2 - x2 2) f? 
(x2 - x3) f l + U3 - xl) f 2 + ( x l - x2)f3 
(13) 
I f xm and whichever of x l , x2 and x3 corresponds to the smallest 
function value diff e r by less than the required accuracy, the 
minimum is assumed to have been located. Otherwise the function is 
evaluated at xm, and one of the three points x l , x2 and x3 is discarded,, 
The discarded point is that which corresponds to the greatest function 
value, unless by discarding some other point, we can achieve a bracket 
on the minimum which would not be obtained otherwise. The process of 
quadratic interpolation i s then continued. 
Two undesirable possibilities exist^however. First , i f too large 
an extrapolated step is allowed, this can introduce a point distant 
from the minimum, which can be detrimental to the search, as for example 
when this wayward point returns to the v i c i n i t y of the minimum only 
slowly. Secondly, the turning point predicted by equation (13) w i l l be 
a maximum instead of a minimum i f 
(x2 - x3) f i + (x3 - xl) f 2 + ( x l - x2)f3 ^ 0 ( x l - x2)(x2 - x3)(x3 - x l j * 
I f either of these circumstances does arise, a specified maximum 
permissible step is taken i n the direction of decreasing f , and the 
point so obtained is used to replace one of x l , x2, and x3 as before. 
In the meantime, the estimates of the derivatives of the function 
(k) 
f i n the direction S are worked out i n the following way ; 
(k) (k) 
The function values f (&,+V*> ) and f ( |+ ^ 2°), k = 1, 
2, .0....oo...m, which yield the lowest and next lowest values of 
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F (g-*^) are noted. These are differenced to provide the 
approximation 
^ GO (k) (k) 
"7)7\ ( 
(k) 
= U (S) 
The approximation i s improved by 
(k) fic) (k) 
v (S) = u (s) - ^ f 
(H) 
(15) 
where m m 
k=l 
(k) (k) f (k) 2 
U (5) o f / ] [ \ f <5+>£> 
k=l (16) 
because i t i s known that the derivative of F(x) along ^  at ST + ZNT^ S 
(k) 
must be zero. Finally VT ('d) and e> are soaled so that the 
Euclidean norm of the derivative vector is unity, i n accordance with 
(9). 
Of course the derivativesalong S have been calculated i n order 
that S may replace one of d ( l ) , d(2) , d(n). d(t) is 
replaced, where t is the integer such that 
p ( t ) . q(t) = max p ( i ) . q(D l s l s t (17) 
^ + ~h£p replaces the original value of |, and then the next iteration 
may be commenced. 
An important point to notice is that, apart from calculating 
function values, the most laborious stage of the iteration is solving 
the equations (11). After each iteration just one row and one column 
of the left-hand side matrix are changed so that, i f the inverse of 
the old matrix is stored, that of the new can be worked out by 
2 3 partitioning i n an n rather than an n process. 
For the f i r s t iteration, d ( l ) , d(2),. ,d(n) are chosen 
to be the coordinate directions. A starting value of f has to be 
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(k) 
provided; and then values of T ( i ) must be worked out. This calcul-
ation requires increments E]_s E2, 00.0.. .0000$ En to be specified which 
w i l l yield reasonable estimates of the f i r s t derivatives. 
They are calculated from 
(k) (k) t r ( k ) 
6 n ) - f ( I ) 
(18) 
where Si is a scaling factor, introduced so that (9) may be satisfied. 
In accordance with (18), for the f i r s t iteration, 
d(i) = (0,0, ,o,si,o, ,0) (19) 
the only non-zero element being the i component. 
The subroutine VAO4A, which contains the Powell Conjugate direction 
methodjis used together with the Dorman's PV7 computer program, to develops 
a new Non-Linear optimization technique. This technique would be used to 
invert the observed surface wave dispersion data (Program 2). 
In such case 
f (x) = (Go - Cc) = £0 
where Go is the observed velocity value at period k; 
Gc is the calculated velocity value at period k for a model; 
x^ is an active parameter; 
n the number of active parameters; 
m the number of data points. 
F (x) = n. (RMSD)2 
Unlike Least square inversion techniques this program has the f a c i l i t y 
of imposing constraints on the active parameters. Constraints i n geophysical 
work are usually some upper - and Lower - bounds on each active parameters 
serving as a guard against the geologically or physically unfeasibility. 
The constraints w i l l , therefore, be of a very simple form 
X s z + (Z - z). s i n 2 Y 
where, 
X is the current value for the active parameter; 
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z the lover bound; 
Z the upper bound; 
and Y the i n i t i a l value; 
Further, the program i s written in suoh a way that we can f i t $ 
i n addition to phase - and group - velocity of Rayleigh - and Love -
wave$5the P- and S- wave delay time as well. After each iteration, 
the best model, i t s dispersion curve together with RMSD value between 
the observed and the calculated dispersion curve would be printed out. 
Theoretical studies using the above method shows that (a) I f we 
fixed the thickness, oompressional velocity and density of the layers, 
then whatever the starting model may be the shear velocities can be 
recovered to within - 0,1 km/sec. Usually the neighbouring layers have 
at-
l / g e r and smaller values than they ought to be. 
A 
I f we assume that there is no experimental error, then shear 
velocities can be recovered to a very great accuracy. But, i t may 
take large number of iterations. 
(b) I f we allow the thickness and the shear velocity of certain 
layers to vary, then we may f a i l to recover the shear velocity with the 
same degree of accuracy as i n the f i r s t case. But this would be com-
pensated by proportional change i n the thickness of the layers. There-
fore i t may be a good idea, to keep the t o t a l thickness of the layer 
parameters fixed but vary the individual thickness of the layers. 
(c) I f the number of layers is too great, large and unreasonable 
variations i n shear velocity could occur, with adjacent layers developing 
unreasonably low and unreasonably high shear velocity. 
(d) This method break down when one t r y to vary shear velocity 
and density at the same time. 
We can see clearly from the facts mentioned i n this chapter that 
IS 
Powell - Conjugate direction method the more powerful and f l e x i b l e 
Events 20 A p r i l 1966 AAR-NAI R a y l e i ^ h Wave 
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method for the interpretation of surface wave data. 
In actual practice, the starting model should have almost a l l 
the characteristics of the f i n a l model. In case such a model 
cannot be constructed because of unavailability of other geophysical 
information then starting from a typical continental structural 
model, a model can be constructed using the information gained from 
the partial derivatives curves; this model is altered i n shear 
velocity, using steepest descent method, to have an optimized model for 
observed dispersion curve. Then this optimized model i s treated as an 
i n i t i a l model and the whole process i s repeated. 
To Investigate the case of having more than one acceptable model 
in the hyperspace, which is formed by a l l the active parameters, A 
computer program i s developed (Program 3) t o take two dimensional 
section of the hyperspaoe. Each section can be varied at w i l l . An 
extensive use of th i s program shows that whatever the section may be 
there is always one minimum! but the shape of this minimum is highly 
variable ( F i g . l S ) . 
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RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION 
(5.1) Reaiilta and Regional Bnmnarlsons 
The interstation Rayleigh wave phase velocities for the various 
station pairs; together with the dispersion curve for the AFRIG model 
((Jumper and Pomeroy, 1970) and that for the path PRE - BUL (Bloch, 
Hales and Landisman, 1969) were shown i n Fig. 16 and interstation 
group velocities for the same station pairs together with that for 
AFRIG, central United States and Mid-Atlantic ridge type model were 
shown i n Fig.17. 
The refraction of surface waves, for example at the continental 
margins, can cause interstation phase velocity determination to be 
too high, i f both the epicentre and a pair of stations are on a great 
circle. As we said earlier^error.arise from this cause i s only about 
0.02 km/sec at 20 sec; at longer periods the error is smaller. There-
fore the low velocity values at longer periods, especially along the 
AAE - NAI path, cannot be explained i n terms of refraction. The other 
phenomenon which could take place between AAE - NAI stations i s that 
of Guided wave (Capon, 1970). Guided along the r i f t valley between the 
tV»e 
two stations. I n such case^ effective path difference between the 
stations become greater; and interstation velocity become almost i n 
line with that of AFRIC model^ Which contradict the very necessary condition 
for the existence of Guided wave. Further, a possible break i n the surface 
r i f t structure near Lake Rudolf:, create problem for the existence of such 
a wave. 
Diffraction phenomena (MoGarr, 1969 a,b) which could take place out-
side the region of interest may introduce some error i n the calculated 
velocity value. But the fact that we had, for several interstation paths, 
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events from either direction and the velocity values for these events 
are found to be the same within the experimental error; shows that 
the measured velocity dispersion does represent the structure beneath 
this path. Since i t i s very unlikely that the region outside,that 
bound the interstation path i s the same on either side 0 
For the path NAI - LWI, the interstation phase and group velocities 
for the event from the west (28 June 1964) were found to be low and have 
energy only i n the period range 20 - 30 sec. For the same path, the 
interstation phase and group velocities for the event from the east 
(18 Oct 1964) were found to be very high, higher than that for the 
AFRIC model. This difference i n the velocities for the paths M I - LWI 
and LWI - NAI could be due to lateral variation i n the structure between 
the two stations (Abe, Suzuki, 1970). Since the record from the event 
28 June 1964 is not a good one and for this event great cirole path 
differ from the interstation path by about 12°, we need to have at least 
one good event from west to verify the theory of late r a l variation along 
the path NAI - LWI (no such record available i n our study). 
We have used only records from the event 18 Oct 1964 to calculate 
the interstation velocities between NAI = LWI, path. The shape of 
the continental margin at which the great cirole path intersected 
(Fig.8) created some doubt on this high velocity values; and indicated 
the possibility of refraction. Using AAE as t h i r d station, we calculated 
the direction of propagation of Bayleigh wave spectrum (Tripartite 
Method) and then the interstation phase - and group velocities. I n 
actual fact, the application of Tripartite method over this area is 
not f u l l y j u s t i f i e d : because we are assuming that the structure i s 
uniform throughout this area (North of East Africa). The calculated 
phase - and group velocities are shown i n Fig. 16 and 17 respectively. 
These velocities now seem to be i n line with that for a shield 
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type area0 
Knopoff (1969) has shown that the phase and group slowness i n 
inhomogeneous media can be represented by 
where c is^the "interstation phase velocity} 
u is the interstation group velocity} 
x l - x2 is the interstation distance} 
c(x) i s the phase velocity at co-ordinate x 
(between the two stations) j 
u(x) i s the group velocity at co-ordinate x. 
I t follows that the apparent phase slowness is the distance average of 
the phase slowness and the apparent group slowness is the distance 
average of the group slowness,, therefore, whatever the deduction we 
make about the structure from the interstation phase and group velocities 
is the mean one. 
For the purpose of regional comparison, phase velocities are more 
suitable than group velocities. Because increase (or decrease) i n 
shear velocity causes only increase (or deorease) i n phase velocities, 
whereas changes i n the shear velocity cause both increase and decrease 
i n group velocities* Therefore higher (or lower) phase velocities over 
a period range, say Tl - T2, would indicate high (or low) shear velocity, 
at certain depth rang4, say HI - H2, appropriate to that period range. 
On the other hand higher (or lower) group velocities over the sane period 
range, Tl - T2, do not necessarily mean higher (or lower) shear velocity 
i n the depth range, HI - H2. I t could be the result of abnormal shear 
velocity at certain other depth range* 
1 
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The most characteristic feature of this set of Rayleigh wave 
phase velocity curves (Fig.16) is that there is a definite merging 
of phase velocities from longer to shorter periods. The spread at 60 
sec period i s 0 .33 km/sec whereas at 20 sec period this i s reduced to 
0.1 km/seco This seems to indicate that there is a large degree of 
later a l inhomogeneity i n the upper mantle under East Africa; maybe i n 
the lower crust as wello The regional gravity map over this area would 
certainly be i n agreement with the above conclusion,, 
Pilant (1967) studied the regional differences i n phase and group 
velocities of long period Rayleigh waves using that portion of the 
network of World Wide Standard Seismic Stations located on the North 
•american continent. Waves have been analyzed that t r a verse the 
continent from many azimuths. One major trend appears s there i s a 
definite merging of phase velocity values as one goes from longer to 
shorter periods, at 50 sec period spread is 0„35 km/sec whereas at 20 
sec period i t is reduced to 0.18 km/sec. 
Rayleigh wave phase velocity determinations for the path ME - MAI 
have the lowest velocity values. For the paths BUL - NAI and AAE - LWI 
the velocity values l i e between those for the AFRIC and for the AAE -
NAI path. From this, i t seems mean upper mantle shear velocity drops 
from south to north along the path PRE - BUL - NAI - AAE. The phase 
velocity values for the path NAI - LWI seem to be, roughly, i n agreement 
with the PRE - BUL dispersion, except the detail characteristic of the 
curve. 
A comparison of Rayleigh - and Love wave phase velocity dispersion 
curves for different areas with that for AAE - NAI i s shown in Fig.18„ 
The curves plotted are those for the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (Francis, 1969) 
and the East - Pacific rise (Knopoff, Schlue and Schwab, 1970) type 
GERMANY MOmi, 
H ALPHA BETA RHO 
Cruet i l o 5 3 . 5 2 . 0 2 . 5 0 
5 . 0 5 o 6 3 o 3 2 o 7 5 
1 3 . 5 6 o 0 3 . 5 2 . 8 5 
1 0 . 0 6 . 7 4 . 0 3 . 0 0 
Mantle t 50 .0 8015 4 . 5 3o30 
1 4 0 . 0 8 . 2 0 4 o l 5 3 . 4 0 
IOOOO 8 . 4 9 4 . 7 7 3 . 5 3 
8 . 7 0 4 . 8 5 3 . 7 0 
CENTRAL UNITED STATES 
H ALPHA BETA RHO 
Crust 8 lloO 6.10 3.50 2.7 
9.0 6 .40 3.68 2.9 
18.0 6.70 3.94 2.9 
Mantle i 24.0 8.15 4.75 3.3 
40.0 8.20 4.61 3.3 
180.0 8.20 4.45 3.3 
on 8=70 4.80 3.6 
EAST PACIFIC RISE 
H ALPHA BETA RHO 
86.0 8.00 4.45 3.44 
46.O 7.95 3.50 3.44 
47.0 8.23 4.54 3.44 
100.0 8.49 4.77 3.53 
0 0 8.81 4.89 3.60 
MID - ATLANTIC RIDGE 
H ALPHA BETA RHO 
240.0 7.4 4.20 3.24 
100.0 8.2 4.50 3.53 
8.7 4.85 3.70 
2afei§_2 
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upper mantle structure with AFRIC crust (Table 9), and that for the 
path between Stuttgart and Oropa, along a continental graben and 
taphrogenic fracture zone, i n S0W0 Germany (Seidl and Knopoff, 1965)„ 
For the station pairs AAE and NAI, the interstation Love wave 
velocity values for the event 26 July 1967 are different from that for 
the event 20 A p r i l 1966e This difference must be due to difference 
i n the interstation pathsj for the event 26 July 1967 about one-half 
to two-third of the interstation path runs along the r i f t valley 
system, whereas for the other event the interstation path on an average 
about 100 km away from the r i f t valley system. Therefore this Love wave 
phase velocity data indicates lateral variation i n the structure across 
the eastern r i f t . 
The East-Pacific rise Love wave phase velocities are closely i n 
agreement with A&E - NAI Love wave phase velocities (black dot)| but 
there is a substantial difference between AAE - NAI Rayteigh wave phase 
velocities and those for the East-Pacific rise i n the period range 25 to 
50 sec. Love - and Rayleigh wave phase velocities for the Germany model 
are higher than ' Y the observed corresponding velocities for periods 
above 20 sec. The shape of the Rayleigh and Love wave phase velocity 
dispersion curves for Mid-Atlantic ridge type model are similar to that 
of the observed data; but have lower values. Since the major difference 
between the three structural models used for comparison is that two of 
those, Germany and East Pacific rise; have higher velocity l i d (upper-
most upper mantle) of about 50 - 86 km thickness above the low velocity 
channel, and that Rayleigh wave phase velocity for Germany and East 
Pacific rise model is higher than that of observed velocity values i n 
the period range 2 5 - 5 0 seo (corresponds to depth range of /fi - 85 km) 
shows that i f a higher velocity l i d exist above the low-velocity channel, 
for the path AAE - NAI, then i t must be f a i r l y thin. The comparison of 
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group velocities for the path AAE - NAI with that for AFRIC model 
would support this conclusion,, 
A comparison of Rayleigh wave phase velocity values for the 
central United States (McEvilly, 1964) and that for the Charters 
Towers - Adelaide path in eastern Australia (Landisman, Dziewonski 
and Sato, 1969) with the Rayleigh wave phase velocities observed for 
the paths BUL - NAI and AAE - LWI are shown i n Fig. 19. 
The difference between the Rayleigh wave phase velocities for the 
central United States and that for the eastern Australia from our 
observed Rayleigh wave velocities for AAE - LWI and BUL - NAI paths are 
less than about 0 . 0 5 km/sec i n the period range 15 - 60 sec. Slightly 
lower velocity values at longer periods may indicate a lower shear 
velocity i n the upper mantle beneath BUL «= NAI and AAE - LWI, when 
compared with that beneath central United States. The comparison of 
group velocity for the BUL - NAI path with that for AFRIC model and 
central United States would support the above conclusion. 
An attempt to interpret the Rayleigh wave phase velocities for the 
BUL - NAI path as a mixed pathj mix^ v eof those for the AAE - NAI path 
and for those for PRE - BUL path (Bloch, Hales and Landisman, 1969) shows 
that i n the period range 20 to 60 sec, the ratio 0 . 4 5 (approximately) of 
the t o t a l interstation path BUL - NAI^equivalent i n dispersive character 
(therefore presumably i n the structure) to AAE - NAI and the rest, 0 . 5 5 , 
equivalent to PRE - BUL. Such division along the BUL - ML path coincide 
with the point of intersection of this path with the western r i f t . The 
regional gravity map (Fig.5) . . •. East Africa would support this finding. 
The application of the same technique for the Rayleigh wave phase 
velocities along the AAE - LWI path} as a combination of AFRIC type and 
AAE - NAI type dispersion, shows i n the period range 28 to 44 sec, 
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corresponds to a depth of 47 - 77 km, the ratio O.4.6 of the t o t a l 
path^equivalent to AAE - M I dispersion and the rest, 0 „ 5 4 , equivalent 
to AFRIC, below 28 sec period this does not holdo 
The combination of thi s finding with the regional gravity map 
(Fig.5) v -:• East africa suggests that a small portion of the path 
near LWI station, about one-sixth, and the rest, about one-third, of 
the path near ME combine to form the rati o O.46 of AAE - NAI path and 
The fact that the phase velocities along the path BUL - LWI are 
almost the same as that for the AFRIC model (Fig.16), which i s a typical 
shield structure, and that about one-third of the interstation path runs 
on an average 150 km westwards of western r i f t shows that, i f there i s 
an anomalous region beneath the western r i f t (as indicated by P- delay 
beneath LWI) then the westward extension of i t must be limited. This 
picture would be i n agreement with regional gravity anomaly over t h i s 
area. 
Single station group velocity measurements for events i n the African 
continent (Fig.9) together with that for AFRIC model are shown i n Fig.20. 
I n computing the group velocities from seismogram oorrection have been 
applied for the instrumental distortion, but no attempt was made to 
correct for source effects. In the case of major earthquakes, the f i n i t e -
ness effect could be significant and i s given by the following expression. 
the portion i n between^ratio 0 . 5 4 , is of AFRIC type. 
1 u 
2 a i Vf 
cos 6, 
where u 
dk 
1 measured from the seismogram. u 
b fault length. 
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Vf = rupture velocity along the f a u l t 
and 6 0 - Azimuth angle0 
For most of the paths3group velocities i n the period range 20 - 30 
sec are higher than that for AFRIC model. These higher values are, prob-
ably, due to higher crustal shear velocities and/or lower velocities at 
a greater depth i n the upper mantle* 
(5.2) I&@£8S£±i±l8£. 
The phase velocity measurements i n our study extend from 15 - 6 2 
sec period. Therefore, as we have shown i n chapter 4 , we can study i n 
greater detail only shear velocity - depth structure in the depth range 
16.8 - 108.0 km. But i t does not mean that phase and group velocity 
values in the period range 15 - 62 sec^independent of elastic wave 
velocities for layers above 16.8 or below 108.0 km. We should either 
give exact value&for those elastic velocities i f available from other 
geophysical studies or must assume certain values with the knowledge of 
geology. The accuracy to which elastic wave velocities -0 be assumed 
decreases as one goes further away from those boundaries, 16.8 and 108.0 
km; this i s clear from the p a r t i a l derivative curves given i n Fig. 12 a, 
b, c and d. But crustal shear velocity has greater effect on the dis-
persion curve than the mantle shear velocity (Fig. 14.). 
I n our study, we dealt with large number of interstation paths and 
these paths run through various geologioal regions. For these paths we 
do not know accurately the elastic wave velocities of the layer beyond 
these boundaries, especially below 108.0 km. Therefore we have decided 
to allow one layer below and one layer above these boundaries to be 
' ' var . As we said i n chapter 4., with the accuracy of our 
velocity data we can determine the elastic velocity of these layers within 
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an accuracy of about 0 o2 km/sec. For the layers below about 200 km, 
and for the upper crustal layer we have assumed elastic wave velocities 
from AFRIC model; which represent the western part of East Africa. 
The density of the layers used i n this study are those used for 
gravity interpretation (R.C. Searle, 1 9 7 0 ) and the following relation 
is used between the shear and the compressional velocity (Anderson, 
1 9 6 5 ) o 
06= l o 7 4 ? > 
McEvilly i n 1964 and others (Ref t Chapter 4 ) show that i f we 
have large number of layers within a certain depth range (that i s , 
t h i n layers), then we may have unreasonable variations i n shear velocity 
with adjacent layers developing unreasonably low and unreasonably high 
shear velocity. Even though this is mainly due to interference (Ref ttian-
Uniqueness)^ that is the change i n the phase and the group velocities 
over the period range due to a change i n the shear velocity i n one layer 
is to a great extent compensated by change i n the shear velocity i n the 
neighbouring layer or layers (within the experimental error). We cannot 
completely deny that such a layered structure could exist i n real earth 
structure. Therefore what we w i l l recover from dispersion curves is a 
mean shear velocity value over the depth range appropriate to each layer, 
further the boundaries of our f i n a l model may not have direct bearing 
on the actual structural boundaries. The importance of a minimum number 
of layers over a depth range appropriate to our observational data, 
required to f i t a dispersion curve within the experimental error should 
be realised. 
( 5.2 . 1 ) Appliftaf.inn nf tha Stftapaat Daannnh Mat.hnd g 
During the early attempt at deriving a shear velocity - depth 
structure ffom dispersion data, a Steepest descent method was employed 
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for a few cases. The application of thi s method to these few real, 
observed cases would show not only that this method works very 
eff i c i e n t l y for such cases, but also helps to verify the structural 
model obtained by the application of other techniques (Powell - con-
jugate, direction method)» 
As we said, i n Chapter 4 , the layer thicknesses are taken according 
to the error of observation and the pa r t i a l derivative to achieve an 
accuracy of about 0 „ 1 ~ 0 o 1 5 km/sec i n the shear velocity for those 
layers i n the depth range appropriate to the period range considered. 
The velocities of the second to the sixth layers are considered as 
active parameters„ 
The shear velocity - depth structures obtained by using Steepest 
descent method for the paths BUL - NAI, NAI - AAE and AAE =. LWI are 
shown in Fig.21. The computed Rayleigh wave phase - and group velocities 
are compared with the observed data i n Fig.22 and^found that the f i t 
between the two is well within the experimental error (The possibility 
of a low velocity sedimentary cover i s not considered and the only 
models used were those having high velocities at the surface) e 
I t i s interesting to note that the model obtained for the path AAE -
NAI shows when compared with the AFRIC model, higher shear velocity for 
the lower crustal layer and substantially lower shear velocity for the 
upper mantle. This higher shear velocity for the lower crustal layer 
may be a real one, because such higher values are observed beneath NAI 
station from Spectral response r a t i o studies (Bonjer, Fuchs and Wohlen-
berg, 1969)1 and the t o t a l thickness of the crustal layers, 3 6 . 2 km, is 
less than that observed beneath NAI, 4.3 km, and beneath AAE, 39 km. 
Since the structural model derived from a dispersion curve i a the 
mean shear velocity over a depth range, i t seems that the upper mantle 
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shear velocity beneath the path AiiE - NAI drops from a normal mantle 
velocity or a low velocity value, greater than 4 . 2 5 km/sec and less 
than 4»63 km/sec, beneath the Moho to an even lower value ( <r 4.05 
km/sec) between the depth of 66 •= 116 km and then increases gradually 
to a normal value. This region of very low velocity may be where the 
formation of magma takes place (An optimized model for the above set 
of dispersion data, which has^ultra - low velocity layer at a depth 
of about-6l km is "shown i n Fig. 2 5 ) « 
For the path BUL - Nti.1, shear velocity of the lower crustal layer 
i s slightly higher than that for AFRIC model. For the same path the 
shear velocity for the f i r s t two uppermost upper mantle layers i s found 
to have almost the same value, 4 . 5 km/sec, therefore i t i s very l i k e l y 
that i n the depth range 36 - 116 km shear velocity of the upper mantle 
is nearly uniform and i s about 4 . 5 * 0 . 1 km/sec. The velocity of the 
layer beneath this (that i s , the sixth layer) i s found to be 4*25 km/sec. 
Which may correspond to the low-velocity channel and can have shear 
velocity value of about 4<>25 * 0 . 2 5 km/sec 
I f we extend the surface wave dispersion studies i n South Africa 
by Bloch, Hales and Landisman ( 1 9 6 9 ) , to the north of East Africa through 
BUL, NAI to AAE, we can see clearly that not only the shear velocity 
values of the low velocity channel and the l i d above i t f a l l , but also 
the low velooity channel rises closer to the Moho discontinuity. This 
is i n agreement with conclusion made from Sn-wave propagation study 
(Molnar and Oliver, 1 9 6 9)0 
I t i s interesting to note that the structural model obtained for the 
AAE - LWI path shows for the t h i r d and the fourth layers the same velocity 
as that for the AAE - NAI path ( T 3 = 3-90 km/sec and = 4 « 2 5 km/sec). 
The f i f t h and the sixth layers have the same velocity and equivalent to 
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4.55 km/sec. The absence of 4.05 km/sec layer beneath this path 
may indicate that there is large lat e r a l variation i n the mantle 
anomaly across the eastern r i f t } because the path AAE ~ NAl i s 
much closer to the eastern r i f t than the path AAE - LWIj and/or more 
is 
mantle anomaly^on the eastern side of the eastern r i f t valley system 
than on the western side 0 
(5*2.2) Application of - t h a PowelL-- Oonjuqafra, Dir«nM nr\ tfothnri g 
The main handicap of the form of Steepest descent method we used 
are that no constraints can be imposed on the active parameters and i t 
is d i f f i c u l t to vary more than one set of parameters, say £ and H, at 
the same time. Further^one variable would be varied at a time i n 
seeking for minimum. 
As said i n chapter 4» since Powell - conjugate direction method can 
overcome a l l these problems, i t is widely used i n this study for inversion 
of surface wave data. 
At the beginning of the interpretation, using Powell - conjugate 
direction method, we used three upper mantle layers i n the depth range 
from Moho to about 216 km and found that either the velocity of the two 
neighbouring layers turns out to be almost the same or the thickness of one 
of the layers became too thin. Therefore two upper mantle layer model i n 
the depth range, from Moho to about 216 krn^is used to f i t the observed 
dispersion data. 
When using the Powell - conjugate direction method, the thickness of 
the sedimentary layer, the thickness and the shear velocity of the lower 
crustal layer and the f i r s t two upper mantle layers are a l l varied. 
Vfliere Love wave data is used (AAE - NAI) the shear velocity of the second 
crustal layer is also allowed to vary. 
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The shear velocity of the sedimentary layer i s assumed to be 2.0 
ka/seo and the t o t a l thickness of the f i r s t two upper mantle layers is 
kept fixed at 180 km. The upper and the lover l i m i t s used for the 
thickness of the sedimentary layer are 3.0 and 0.0 km (that i s , when 
looking for a best model thickness of the sedimentary layer would be 
varied only i n the range 0.0 to 3.0 km)j and for the lower crustal 
layer 25.0 and 10.0 km respectively. For the lim i t s of the shear 
velocities, extreme shield and tectonic values appropriate to the depth 
range are used. 
Theoretical studies using an above type of structure and Raylei gh -
and Love - phase and group velocities i n the period range 15 to 60 sec 
show that, i n fact, shear velocities can be recovered within 0.2 km/sec 
and the thickness of crustal layer within about 6 km. As said i n chapter 
4, the depth to interfaces betweenflayers (In our studies, between two 
uppermost upper mantle layers) where the change i n shear velocity is 
small could not accurately (within few km) be determined. Furthermore 
we have observed that the optimized model when using both phase and group 
velocity dispersion data i s much closer to the actual model than when using, 
only, phase velocity dispersion data (after same number of iterations). 
This finding clearly demonstrates the importance of group velocity data 
i n inverting surface wave dispersion data. 
Since the single station group velocity measurements are made i n 
the period range 12 to about 33 sec, i t i s suitable to study the shear 
velocities of last two crustal layers and the uppermost upper mantle 
layer. ^ Theoretical study using Rayleigh wave group velocities in the 
period range 12 - 33 sec show that we can, i n fact, recover the shear 
velocities of the lower crustal layer within 0.2 km/sec and i t s thickness 
within 8 km. The shear velocities of the second and the uppermost upper 
mantle layer can be recovered within 0„05 km/sec and 0.15 km/sec 
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The Crust and Upper Mantle Structure from Powell = Conjugate 
Direction Method 
1. - Ml 
H 
km 
06 
km/sec km/sec 
e 
gm/cc 
Crust s 0.86 * 0.7 3o50 2.00 2.77 
7.00 5.90 3.40 2.67 
100 50 6.15 3.55 4 0.15 2.77 
19.30 * 5o0 6.90 3.96 * 0.10 2.98 
Upper Mantle s 81.00 7.35 4.22 •* 0.07 3.24 
99,00 7.89 4.53 - 0.20 3.30 
100.00 8.30 4.65 3.53 
8.70 4.85 3.70 
P- delay with respect to AFRIC model = 1.53 sec. 
AAE - Ml (26 July 1967) 2. 
H 06 e 
km km/sec km/sec gm/cc 
Crust t 0.27 i 0.7 3.50 2.00 2.27 
7.00 5.90 3.40 2.67 
10.50 6.15 3.50 * 0.15 2.77 
10.67 * 6.0 6.90 3.98 * 0.15 2.98 
Upper Mantle s 101.92 7.42 4.24 - 0.05 3.24 
78.07 6.96 4.00 i 0.25 3.30 
100.00 8.30 4.65 3.53 
8.70 4.85 3.70 
P- delay with respect to AFRIC model =2.4 sec. 
Table 10 
BUL - NAI 
H 
km 
06 
km/eec km/sec 
e 
gm/cc 
Crust 8 0 . 1 1 - 0 . 7 3 c 50 2 . 0 0 2 . 2 7 
7 . 0 0 5 . 9 0 3»40 2 . 6 7 
1 0 . 5 0 6 0 1 5 3o50 i 0 . 1 5 2 . 7 7 
1 6 . 5 8 ± 5 o 0 6 . 5 8 3 o 7 8 i 0 . 1 1 2 . 9 8 
Upper Mantle 8 8 8 . 6 2 7 . 8 4 4.50 ^ 0 . 0 7 3 . 2 4 
9 1 o 3 7 7 . 4 5 4 . 3 3 - 0 . 2 0 3 . 3 0 
1 0 0 . 0 0 8 . 3 0 4.65 3.53 
8 . 7 0 4 . 8 5 3 . 7 0 
P- delay with respect to AFRIG model = 1 . 4 3 sec. 
4 . AAE - LWI 
H Jj e 
km km/sec km/sec gm/cc 
Crust 8 1 . 0 6 i 0 . 7 3 . 5 2 . 0 0 2 . 2 7 
7 . 0 0 5 . 9 3.40 2 . 6 7 
4 
1 0 . 5 0 6.15 3 . 5 5 * 0 . 1 5 2 . 7 7 
2 4 . 7 0 ± 5 . 0 7 . 1 1 4.09 - 0 . 0 8 2 . 9 8 
Upper Mantle 8 4 1 . 5 7 7 . 5 6 4 . 3 5 1 0 . 1 0 3 . 2 4 
1 3 8 . 4 3 7.90 4 . 5 4 - 0.15 3.30 
1 0 0 . 0 0 8 . 3 0 4.65 3 . 5 3 
8 . 7 0 4 . 8 5 3 . 7 0 
P- delay with respect to AFRIC model = 1 . 0 0 
Table 1 0 
5 . MAI - LWI 
H 
km 
Crust t 0 . 1 3 - 0 o 7 
7 o 0 0 
1 0 . 5 0 
1 8 . 7 0 - 5 . 0 6 . 5 9 
Upper Mantle r 1 2 0 . 0 8 
1 5 9 . 9 1 
1 0 0 , 0 0 
06 e 
km/sec km/sec gm/cc 
3.50 2 . 0 0 2 . 2 7 
5 . 9 0 3.40 2 . 6 7 
6 . 1 5 3 . 5 5 * 0 . 1 5 2 . 7 7 
6 . 5 9 3 . 7 9 4 0 . 1 0 2 . 9 8 
7 . 6 8 4.41 ± 0 . 1 5 3 . 3 0 
8 „ 1 7 4.69 - 0 . 1 5 3.40 
8.30 4 . 6 5 3 . 5 3 
8 . 7 0 4 . 8 5 3 . 7 0 
P- delay with respect to AFRIG model = 0 . 1 sec. 
6. BUL - LWI 
H 
km 
o6 . 
km/sec km/sec 
e 
gm/cc 
Crust t 7 . 0 5.90 3 . 3 5 2 . 6 7 
1 0 . 5 6 . 1 5 3.55 - 0 . 1 5 2 . 7 7 
1 8 . 7 6 . 7 0 3 . 6 6 i 0 . 1 D 2 . 9 8 
Upper Mantle « 8 0 . 0 8.05 4 . 6 7 * 0 . 0 7 3 . 3 3 
1 0 0 . 0 8 . 2 0 4 . 7 2 * 0 . 2 0 3.44 
1 0 0 . 0 8 . 3 0 4.65 3 . 5 3 
8 . 7 0 4 . 8 5 3 . 7 0 
(Similar to AFRIC model ) 
Table 1 0 
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respectively (The only mantle layer used is a h a l f - i n f i n i t e one). Further, 
i f a model with thicker (or thinner) crustal layerj thicker (or thinner) 
than the model to which dispersion curve computed, could satisfy the 
dispersion curve within the experimental errorj then the shear velocity 
of the lower crustal layer is found to be higher (or lower) than that 
for the original model. Therefore i t is unsatisfactory for the measure-
ment of Mono depth. 
(5.2.3) yhfl Models, 8 
The observed dispersion data points and the theoretically best 
f i t dispersion curves for the optimized model; for various interstation 
paths i n East Africa, are shown i n Fig. 26 - 31. The relevant optimized 
models are shown i n Fig. 32 and i n Table 10 with confidence l i m i t on each 
of the active parameters. 
A comparison of the structural models obtained for the paths BUL -
ML, AAE - NAI and AAE - LWI using the Powell - conjugate direction 
method with the models obtained for the corresponding paths using the 
Steepest descent method shows that the mean shear velocity - depth 
structures are., approximately, the same since these optimized models 
are the same whatever the starting structure may be $he structures 
obtained are unique; i n this context uniqueness i s taken to mean the 
existence of only one solution (a set of parameters satisfying the least 
squares condition) within the framework of layering provided i n the 
i n i t i a l case and within a considerable range of values of the parameters. 
In general the agreement between the observed dispersion data points 
and that for the optimized model is good, except few cases where the 
shape of the observed data points diff e r from that for the optimized 
model. I n such cases, phase velocity of NAI - LWI path; and phase -
and group velocity of AAE - NAI (LOVE) path, i f we increase the number 
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of layers we may be able to get a better f i t . Since the phase and group 
velocity values for the above paths come from only one event, the re-
l i a b i l i t y of the values require further check. In the case of BUL - LWI path, 
as observed In central United States and i n Japan (Aki, 1968), the Love 
wave velocities are too high for a model that can explain Rayleigh wave 
dispersion. This high Love wave velocity may be either due to anisotropy 
or due to higher mode interference (Thatcher and Brune, 1969). 
The large spread of Rayleigh wave group velocities along the path, AAE-
NAI, at long periods may be due to lateral variation i n the upper mantle 
i n East Africa. 
To estimate the r e l i a b i l i t y of the inversion results, i t i s a good 
practice to study the variation i n RMSD value while varying the value of 
each active parameter through«.geologically plausible region. One of such 
les 
stud,'^  is shown i n Fig. 33. I n Fig. 33 shear velocity of the f i r s t two 
uppermost upper mantle layer of the optimized model, AAE - NAI, is varied 
and the RMSD value i s contoured. We can see clearly that, i n general, 
the contour lines are parallel to the axis, BETA 5. Therefore, a change 
i n the BETA 4 value associated with a given change i n the RMSD value, say 
X, is very small when compared with a change i n the BETA 5 value associated 
with the same change (X) i n the RMSD value. Further, from the shape of 
the contour lines we can say that (Refer s Non-uniqueness) there is no 
interference between these two layers. 
In the case of event, 26 July 1967, from one-half to about two-third 
of the interstation, AAE - NAI, path runs almost along the centre of the 
r i f t valley system. A structural model obtained for this path by f i t t i n g 
phase - and group - velocity of Love wave i s shown i n Fig. 32. This 
model has much thinner crust and . loutfshear velocity i n the depth 
range from 130 - 200 km, than the structural model obtained for the same 
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pair of stations using Love - and Rayleigh wave velocity data from the 
event 20 A p r i l , 1966 (For this event interstation path^at an average 
distance of about 100 km from the r i f t valley system). In this case, 
the thickness of the crust i s almost as that for the AFRIC model, but 
have higher • -\m '^  . i - *1 shear velocity §0-f- 'W- cxualbojl SA^T* 
I t seems that the low velocity channel beneath AAE - NAI path is 
very close:" to the Moho, whereas that beneath BUL - N A I path probably 
below a depth of about 122 km. This would explain the reason for the 
attenuation^Sn- wave to the North of East Africa; and may be i n agree-
ment with the conclusion made from Sn- wave propagation studies that 
under the northern part of the r i f t zone there exists a gap in the mantle 
portion of the lithosphere and which closes asjnove towards the southern 
part of the zone. 
I t has been shown that the strueture&beneath PRE - BUL (Bloch, Hales 
and Landisman, 1969) and that beneath BUL - LWI (Pomeroy and Qumper, 1970) 
are of shield type. The structure beneath the LWI - AAE path show '.4mean 
low velocity value for the mantle beneath the crust (4.1 km thick) ^ and the 
velocity i s about U*U km/sec. 
The combination of structural models obtained for the paths BUL - LWI, 
LWI - AiiE with that along the paths BUL - NAI, NAI - AAE shows that, i n 
general, there is l a t e r a l variation i n the upper mantle shear velocity 
along the E - W direction, between these two profiles. The anomaly i s 
greater along the eastern profile. 
Let us f i r s t consider the triangular portion formed by BUL, LWI and 
NAI and study the variation i n structure within this and in terms of the 
mean shear velocity - depth structure observed along the paths BUL - NAI, 
NAI - LWI and LWI - BUL. The comparison of structural model obtained for 
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the path BUL - LWI with that of BUL - MAI and LWI - NAI shows that the 
mean crustal shear velocity - depth structure over this area is almost 
identical, except slightly low shear velocity for the lower crustal 
layer along the path BUL - LWI. The thickness of the crust is about 
the same as that for the AFRIC model (About 36 km). 
Between the structural models for paths BUL - LWI and BUL - M I , the 
difference i n the mean shear velocity for the layer beneath the Moho is 
about 0.17 km/sec and that for the layer i n the depth range 120 - 200 km 
is about 0.45 km/sec. 
But, i f we accept the fact that the path BUL - NAI is a mixed path, 
then the difference i n the upper mantle shear velocity becomes even 
greater for the portion of the BUL - NAI path, between NAI and northern 
part of Lake Nyasaj and becomes less for the portion from Lake Nyasa to 
BUL. I n any case, i f we combine this.finding with regional gravity 
anomaly over t h i s area, we can see clearly that there i s lateral variation 
i n the upper mantle velocity from west to east i n the southern part of 
East Africa. 
Now l e t us consider the triangular portion formed by NAI, LWI and 
AAE. We can see clearly that, especially along the paths AAE - NAI and 
AAE - LWI the shear velocity - depth structure for the crust is f a i r l y 
uniformj the shear velocity value for the lower crustal layer (3.96 i 
0.1 km/sec) i s l i t t l e higher than that for shield type area (3.66 km/sec). 
We believe that this higher shear velocity i s really representing shear 
velocity of the lower crustal layer and not influenced by the upper mantle 
velocity, because the thickness of the crustal layer obtained from t t a 
optimized model is of the same order as that obtained beneath NA I and AAE 
by the Spectral response rati o method. Since the eastern r i f t valley 
system is sub tended by these two paths and the crustal layer beneath 
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the centre of the Gregory r i f t i s found to be about 20 km (Gri f f i t h s , 
King, Khan and Blundall, 1971) we cannot assume that.crust i s uniform 
A 
i n this area, but may be uniform outside the floor of the r i f t valley. 
The mantle layer beneath the Mono hasndifference i n mean shear 
velocity of about 0.13 km/sec$ further^ beneath the path ME - NAI tV\e 
uppermost upper mantle low velocity layer^much thicker than that beneath 
the path ME - LWI. The mean shear velocity for the lower upper mantle 
layer i s f ound to be the same (4. 5 * Oo 2 km/sec)• For the path MSI -
LWI, the mean shear velocity - depth structure for the upper mantle i s 
different from other two paths, ME - NAI and ME - LWI. The shear 
velocity of the uppermost upper mantle layer i s 4»4 km/sec and for the 
second upper mantlets 4*^9 km/sec„ 
The shear velocity - depth structure obtained from the interpretation 
of singlB station group velocity measurements are shown i n Fig. 34.. 
The comparison of shear velocity - depth structureaobtained for 
the interstation path ME - NAI and ME - LWI with that obtained for 
single station group velocity measurement at NAI for the event from 
Gulf of Aden indicates that there is general decrease i n the crustal 
thickness from west to east (except i n the centre of the r i f t valley 
system). Further^ there i s some indication of non-symmetry i n the mean 
uppermost upper mantle shear velocity about the centre of the eastern 
r i f t , the anomalous uppermost upper mantle extending to a greater distance 
on the eastern side. 
The structural model obtained from Rayleigh wave group velocities for 
an event i n Zambia recorded at ME shows a shear velocity of 3*94 km/sec 
for the lower crustal layer and 4»5 km/sec for the h a l f - i n f i n i t e upper 
mantle layer. The thickness of the crust is about 39 km. For this event 
about one-half of the path to ME runs closer (within&few km) and on the 
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western side of the eastern r i f t valley system, and the other one-third 
through an area bounded by the eastern and the western r i f t valley 
system. Therefore comparison of this structural model with that Aone 
would expect by the combination of structures BUL ~ NAI and AAE - NAI 
indicates crust is uniform over this area and there may be some lateral 
variation i n the uppermost upper mantle from west to east direction,, 
Is 
An event i n Uganda recorded at NAI Ain agreement with shield type 
structure along the NAI - LW1 path; uppermost upper mantle shear 
Ls 
velocity about 4<>7 km/sec. 
The structural model obtained from Love and Rayleigh wave group 
velocities for an event from Red Sea recorded at AAE and about 300 
km away from the part of Red Sea r i f t cutting across the north of East 
Africa indicates a thicker crust (43<>8 km) and very high shear velocities 
for the second (3.80 km/sec) and the th i r d layers (4.02 km/sec). The 
uppermost upper mantle beneath the Moho has an anomalously low value 
(4-47 km/sec). Vie can see clearly that this structural model differs 
from that for AaE - NAI path i n particular i n the shear velocity of the 
second crustal layerj even though both profiles run closer to a r i f t 
system,, 
In conclusion, we can say that the t o t a l thickness of the crustal 
layers seem to be roughly the same throughout East Africa and i s 
between 34 to 42 km, except along the centre of the eastern r i f t valley 
system where crustal thinning is indicated by refraction and gravity 
studies. There is some indication of modification of the lower crustal 
layer, to higher shear velocity, along the flanks of the eastern r i f t 
valley system. Thinning of the crustal layer towards the coast of 
Indian Ocean i s also revealed, i n agreement with the gravity data 
(Khan and Mansfield, 1971). 
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The profiles (the red lines) along which we have information 
are 
about the upper mantle structure 1.; shown i n Fig. 36. The red-dashed 
portion of the profiles are the places beneath which we believe there 
is large anomaly in the upper mantlejttvsmean Bouguer - anomaly for this 
part of the profiles is about 160 mgal (The background anomaly is about 
100 mgal) and the undashed portion of the interstation paths are the 
places where the upper mantle structure i s l i k e l y to be similar to that 
for a shield type ares (for example, AFRIC model) o-
The red-hatched profiles are the places where anomalous uppermost 
upper mantle velocity is derived from single - station group velocity 
measurement o 
(5.2.4) Won - Uniqueness ° 
The existence of Non-uniqueness and the degree of Non-uniqueness 
can be clearly demonstrated by contouring the RMSD value i n a two 
dimensional space. The aces of the space can be any two of the active 
parameters. 
A theoretical study, using the structural model used to derive 
the p a r t i a l derivative is il l u s t r a t e d i n Figs. 23 and 24. In Fig. 23 
the shear velocities for the t h i r d and the fourth layers are varied and the 
RMSD value for Rayleigh wave phase and group} and phase are contoured. 
I n this case the change i n the HMSD value for a unit change i n the shear 
velocity i s the same for the t h i r d and the fourth layers (that i s , D(RMSDJ> 
/-op) same)0 Therefore one would expect that the contour lines should be 
more or less ciro*:j but i n actual fact the contoured lines are inclined 
\ 
to the axes. The inclination i s more or less the same for both casesj but 
in the case of phase the contours are much more elongated. 
The auto correlation (Dziewonski, 1970) between the shear velocity 
of the t h i r d and the fourth layers i s 57„9 % when using the Rayleigh 
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wave phase and group, and i s 7506 % when using Rayleigh wave phase only,, 
That i s , 57<>9# o f "the change i n the Rayleigh wave phase and group velocities 
over a period range associated with unit change i n the shear velocity of 
one layer, say thir d , can be compensated by a change i n the shear velocity 
of the fourth layer. We can see this very clearly by looking at the 
partial derivative curves, Fig. 12a and Fig. 12b, that by just shifting 
trig 
the one curve (say, 3) up and down, cor respond A t o different value of t>£ » 
one cannot bring the two curves (3 and 4) together (the higher the auto 
correlation functional valueJ;more closely the curves can be brought 
together). 
I n Fig. 24 shear velocities for the f i f t h and the sixth layers are 
varied and the RMSD value for the Rayleigh wave - phase and group*and 
phase are contoured. I n t h i s case the change i n the RMSD value for a 
unit increment in shear velocity of the sixth layer i s half as that for 
the same increment i n the shear velocity of f i f t h layer. We can see 
clearly that the inclination of the contour lines to the axes i s 
different i n each case and that the contour lines are very much elongated 
i n the case of Rayleigh wave phase. 
The auto correlation between the shear velocity of the f i f t h and the 
sixth layers is 17.8$ when using the Rayleigh wave - phase and group, and 
is 90.8% when using Rayleigh wave phase only. 
We believe that the inclination of the contour lines to the axes, 
together with the narrow elongated shape, is a characteristic of the 
Non-uniquenessj that i s , i t can be considered as a pi c t o r i a l repres-
entation of the auto-correlation function. Further, i t i s clear that 
when the auto-correlation function i s very high, a change i n shear 
velocity of one layer could be more or less completely compensated by 
a change i n the other layer; without altering the RMSD value. I n 
such cases the contour lines may not close at a l l . The angle of 
90 
inclination of the contour lines should be related to the r a t i o of the 
(BMSD) partial derivative with respect to shear wave velocity for the 
layers considered» 
We have shown that there i s only one minimum i n the shear velocity 
space we explored. The acceptable solutions within this minimum is 
dependent on the error of observation and i f the Brror of observation 
i s , say £ , then a l l the combination of values within the contour line 
whose value, E, are acceptable. But some of these models could be 
rejected on the basis that within a certain period range the difference 
i n velocity values between the observed and that for a model were very 
much greater than the error of observation. Further, we can see clearly 
that whenever, the auto-correlation function i s large, the contour lines 
are inclined to the axes and the variables may take a large range of 
acceptable combination of values (larger than when there is no correlation). 
Therefore, i n an ideal case, when there i s no error of observation and 
no correlation between the p a r t i a l derivatives, there can be one and only 
one solution which could satisfy a given dispersion curve. But, i n the 
above cases, i f there i s perfect correlation between the variables then 
a l l the acceptable set of values would f a l l on a straight line inclined 
to the axeSe 
Finally we can make the following conclusions 8 
(1) I f the thicknesssof the layers are chosen i n such a way that 
the change i n HMSD value i s the same for a unit change i n shear velocity 
and i f there is no correlation between the phase and group velocity 
p a r t i a l derivatives with respect to shear velocity, then the contour lines 
should be perfect circles. 
(2) I f the change i n the BMSD value for a given change i n the 
shear velocity is not the same for the layers considered and i f there 
is no correlation between the phase and group p a r t i a l derivatives 
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with respect to shear velocity for these two layers, then the contour 
lines should be more like an ellipsoid with i t s axes parallel to the 
axes of the co-ordinates. The major axis of the ellipsoid should be 
parallel to the shear velocity axis, which has smaller effect on the 
RMSD valueo 
(3) I f there i s a very good correlation between the two shear 
velocities, then the contour lines should be inclined to the axes of the 
co-ordinates and must be very elongated. 
I n general, Love wave seem to be inferior to Ra-yleigh wave i n the 
structural studies. In other words, they tend to have higher auto-
correlation function than that for Rayleigh wave for the same pair of 
layers. 
In order to demonstrate the presence of more than one structural 
Las 
model which satisf -the same dispersion curve, we have f i t t e d several 
models to Rayleigh wave - phase and group velocities from the event 
20 A p r i l 1966 for the interstation path AffiE - NAI. I n f i t t i n g the 
models we have made use of mapping techniques, Steepest descent method 
and Powell - conjugate direction method. The structural models obtained 
are shown i n Fig. 25. I t i s interesting to note that over a certain 
depth range, arithmatic mean of shear velocity value from one model i s 
not always equivalent to that from the other model. The difference 
depends on the thickness over which we calculate the mean velocity. This 
difference may be partly due to interference of parameters, but i t may 
also indicate the fact that when we say mean structure, i t does not simply 
mean an arithmatic mean of the shear velocities over a depth range. I t 
is the mean shear velocity over that depth range f e l t by the surface wave 1 
In practice, when there is smooth variation i n shear velocity with depth, 
the shear velocity - depth structure obtained from the surface wave studies 
very well approximate the real one. 
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Further we can see clearly that the uppermost upper mantle 
layers have different velocities. 
CHAPTER 6 
ADDITIONAL GEOPHYSICAL STUDIES 
The delay time, Ts, arising from the anomalous structure beneath 
the recording station, is incorporated i n the travel time residual, Rc 
We define the travel time residual as the difference between the 
observed and the expected travel times, that i s , 
R = Observed travel time - Expected travel time „(l) 
We may express the residual, R, i n more detail as the sum of fi v e terms8 
R = Ts + To + Te + Tt + E + Ti (2) 
where 
To, arises from errors i n the assumed focal data. Incorrect focal 
data, particularly incorrect epicentres, arise from a non-symmetrical 
distribution of the stations used i n the event location, combined with 
errors i n the travel time tables used i n the location. Further errors 
may arise from station delay times. These may both lead to systematic 
errors i n R since most earthquakes in a given distance range from any 
station tend to come from a single seismic region. The term To may 
differ for two earthquakes from the same epicentre i f they originate at 
different depths or i f they are of different magnitudes, since they may 
then be recorded by a different selection of stations. 
Te is the effect of anomalies i n the crust and upper mantle i n the 
region of the earthquake. 
Tt is the error i n the calculated travel times resulting from 
errors i n the travel time tables. 
E represents errors which may arise from poor timing and misreading 
of the seismogram. This error could be at least 0.1 sec. 
Ts - delay time at the station due to anomalies i n the crust and 
upper mantle beneath the station, 
and Ti = i s the instrumental delay for which correction may be made. 
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We make direct measurement of relative delay which is the difference 
between residuals for a given event at a station pair, and i s therefore 
the sum of sets of difference terms i n the above parameters expressing 
the difference in path from an event to the twp ..stations. 
Assuming that lateral velocity variations are not rapid, and the 
stations are close together compared with their distance from the epi-
centre, the two paths are sufficiently similar to conclude that the 
difference terms largely cancel with the exception of those arising from 
differences immediately below the stations (Is - Ts 1). Then the relative 
delay i s a true measure of the crust and upper mantle differences between 
the two stations but i s contaminated by a systematic error arising from 
the non zero value of the several difference terms. 
Long and Mitchell (1970) concluded that the direct measurement of 
the relative delay gives a reliable measure of the differences i n crust 
and upper mantle structure beneath the stations, with a systematic error 
arising principally from the uncertainty i n the focal positions, and 
probably not exceeding 0.4 sec (value for Iceland)» 
The average delay differences between station pairs were corrected, 
where necessary, for the effects of station elevation according to the 
equation8 
Where dt is the extra travel time due to the station elevation dh. 
Va is the apparent surface velocity of the ray and 
Vc is the crustal velocity. 
Since we interpret delay time i n terms of plane parallel layered 
structure, the delay time should be corrected for the angle of emergence. 
dt 6 Vo cos(i G) Tan (ic) (3) 
±Q is the angle made by the ray at the base of the crust. 
Delay time with respect to BUL 
Station F S 
5 e c S e c 
M E 2 . 7 * 0 o 3 3 » 8 - 5*8 
NAI 2o3 4 0 o 3 
LWI l . l 2 0 „ 3 l o 2 - 1 3 o 5 
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I f 9 i s the average angle of emergence of a l l the events we 
considered, then r e a l delay time i s equal to (Ts - Ts^"). cos 6 
( 6 . 1 0 1 ) SEMSSLMO^S « 
Delays r e l a t i v e to Bulawayo (BUL) were measured for stations a t 
Addis Ababa (AAE), Nairobi (NAI), and Lwiro (LWI). The data f o r these 
measurements were taken from the B u l l e t i n of the International 
Seismological Centre (Edinburgh) for the years 1964, - 1 9 6 7 . Only those 
earthquakes whose epicentral distance l i e s within 2 8 to 9 0 ° are con-
sidered. Because Earth 1 s structure i s complicated, and has large-
scale regional variations i n the crust and upper mantle, i t i s not 
p r a c t i c a l to estimate a world - mean t r a v e l time curve for distancesless 
than 2 0 ° and possibly even l e s s than 3 0 ° o 
Herrain 1s ( 1 9 6 8 ) t r a v e l time table i s used to calculate F - wave 
delay time and Jeffreys - Bullen ( 1 9 4 8 ) t r a v e l time table i s used to 
calculate S- wave delay. The r e s u l t of the calculation i s shown i n 
Table 1 1 . 
Number of events used to calculate P- delay i s 6 6 and of S- delay i s 
only 1 6 . A plot of delay time against azimuth (not shown) for a small 
range of epicentral distancesdo&not show any defi n i t e v a r i a t i o n of delay 
time with azimuth. This may be par t l y due to the f a c t that most of the 
events^concentrated within 1 7 0 - 1 8 0 ° and 2 1 5 - 2 3 0 ° azimuth (that i s , 
i n s u f f i c i e n t data points). 
I f we accept the c r u s t a l models suggested by Bonjer, Fuchs and Wohlenberg 
( 1 9 6 9 ) we would be i n a position to derive some information about the 
mantle beneath AAE, NAI and LWI. 
From the t r a v e l time through the c r u s t a l models for a P- wave incident 
Refracted Body Wtetve 
Date Or ig in Time Epicentre 
Epicent ra l 
Distance -
Degree 
Travel Time 
Sec 
Phase 
H M S BHA BUL BHA BUL 
19 Oct 67 01 22 42.4 8.35S 29.5E 6 . 1 11 o 8 92.6 166 06 Pn 
22 Sep 67 -10 Jfi 15r4 -5.I3S 35-oW 11.4 16.2 161.6- 226.6 Pn 
10 Jun 67 15 52 25.5 23.4S 26o7E 9.0 3.7 130.5 59.5 Pn 
27 Aug 65 18 40 1.0 10.03 32.OE 5.61 10.60 86„0 157.0 Pn 
19 Nov 64 16 34 36.0 7.0S 31.0E 7o8 13.27 115.0 
244.0 
191.0 
419.0 
Pn 
Sg 
! 12 May 64 8 50 56.9 4.7S 34.8E 11.50 16.43 163.1 226.1 Pn 
11 May 64 12 34 15.0 8.0S 31o0E 6.82 12.17 110.0 
189.0 
180.0 
394.0 
Pn 
Sg 
9 May 64 12 35 20.0 26.3S 27.33 11.84 6.25 I64.O 
389.0 
89.0 
196.0 
Pn 
Sg 
7 May 64 17 U 18.0 9.0S 28.01 2 5.34 11.15 84.O 
173.0 
160.0 
355.0 
Pn 
Sg 
3.May 64 2 59 31.0 5.9S 29.4E 8.54 14.18 125.0 197.0 Pn 
BUL . 20 08 36 S 28 36 48 E 
BRA . H 26 30 S 28 28 06 E 
BUL - BHA ; = 631.23 km, AZ = 358.58° 
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v e r t i c a l l y at the crust ~ mantle boundary, we f i n d t p = 6 024 sec i n 
AAE, t p = 6069 sec i n MAI and t p = 5<>6l seo i n LWI. The d i f fe rence 
i n c rus ta l t r a v e l times at AAE and LWI amounts to 0,14 s e c > a f t e r 
correct ing f o r d i f fe rence i n c rus ta l thicknesses. Therefore, the 
remaining 1.43 sec has to be a t t r i bu ted to the mantle and i n d i c a t i n g 
the presence of more material w i t h a lower v e l o c i t y i n the mantle 
beneath AaE as compared to LWI 0 
The same quant i ty calculated between the s tat ions MAI and LWI shows 
a.difference of l o l l sec i n the mantle t r ave l time and, therefore more 
mater ia l w i t h a lower v e l o c i t y i n the mantle beneath MAI as compared to 
LWI. 
I t i s very l i k e l y tha t mantle beneath AAE and MAI i s s i m i l a r . I t 
does not mean that the anomalous mantle i s uniform and continuous along 
the i n t e r s t a t i o n path AAE - NAI, because the regional gravi ty anomaly 
map of Khan and Mansfield (1971) shows^decrease i n the gravi ty anomaly 
value from N A I t o Lake Rudolf. 
I f we assume the s t ructure of the crust given i n AFRIG model 
((Jumper and Pomeroy, 1970) i s t ha t beneath BUL, then P- delay time 
a t t r i bu ted to upper mantle beneath LWI w i t h respect to BUL i s about 1.1 
sec. This assumption would be j u s t i f i e d i n view of surface wave dispersion 
reported along PRE - BUL path and some r e f r a c t i o n studies i n Transvaal. 
Further , from the r e f r ac t ed a r r i v a l s time of the Pn- and Sg- wave to the 
BUL and BHA stations -:<f f o r those events i n the A f r i c a n continent 
(Table 12) and closer to the great c i r c l e path containing BUL and BHA 
stat ions the f o l l o w i n g measurement has been made by us. 
Pn = 8.36 a 0.18 km/sec 
Sg = 3o28 - 0.25 km/sec 
(?5 percent confidence) 
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This i s i n agreement wi th shield type s t ructure around BUL station*, 
To determine the approximate thickness of the anomalous region, 
l e t us f i r s t assume tha t the anomalous mantle beneath each of these 
stations has a P- wave v e l o c i t y of 7<>4 km/sec (beneath western United 
States P = 7o2 km/sec, beneath Iceland P = 7.4 km/sec, beneath 
Rhine graben P 7.4 km/sec and beneath Baikal r i f t Pn = 7 .1 - 7.5 
km/sec). 
The mantle P- wave delay at AAE w i t h respect to BUL i s about 
2.53 sec. The surface wave studies and grav i ty studies shows that the 
low v e l o c i t y channel i s , i n f a c t , almost beneath the Mono at AAE and 
NAI. Therefore, i f we accept tha t the anomalous mantle extends from 
Moho t o a ce r ta in depth (w i th a thickness = H„) then the value of H 
below AAE i s about 204 km. The mantle P- wave delay at NAI wi th 
respect to BUL i s about 2.21 sec and therefore the value of H below 
NAI i s about 182 km. The rough order of the thickness of the low 
v e l o c i t y channel found beneath AAE & NAI i s same as that found beneath 
western United States ( N u t t l i and B o l t , 1969) or tha t heneath the axis 
of the Mid-At lan t ic r idge , near Iceland (Francis, 1969). 
TheP- delay f o r the optimized model, AAE = NAI, i s only 1.53 sec 
w i t h respect to AFRIC model. The d i f fe rence , about 1.0 sec, between the 
observed (Table 11) and tha t f o r the optimized model could be due to a 
number of reasons! 
( i ) La te ra l v a r i a t i o n i n the regional g rav i ty anomaly along the 
i n t e r s t a t i o n path AAE - NAIj the Bouguer grav i ty anomaly at NAI i s 
about - 180 mgal and at AAE i s about - 200 mgal, i n between the value 
dropsto about - 140 mgal near Lake Rudolf. Therefore the extent of 
the mantle anomaly beneath the s tat ions NAI or AAE dosnot represent the 
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mean mantle anomaly beneath the path AAE - M I . The mean mantle anomaly 
must be less than the mean mantle anomaly beneath AAE and Ml0 
( i i ) Surface wave data doanot extend to s u f f i c i e n t l y long periods 
to study the shear ve loc i t y - depth structure to an accuracy less than 
0 .1 km/sec, f o r layers deeper than about 108 km^ Whereas par t of the delay 
time could be due t o mantle beneath t h i s depth, 108 km. 
( i i i ) We have assumed constant r a t i o , 1.74, between the P- and S- wave 
v e l o c i t i e s . This assumption may not hold f o r the en t i r e depth s t ructure 
we studied using surface wave dispersion data. For the crust , (P/S) r a t i o 
i s , normally, found t o be l e 7 3 and f o r the upper mantle i t varies f rom 
1.74. beneath the Moho t o about 1*9 at a depth of about 200 km. I f we 
increase the value of (P/S) r a t i o from 1.74- to some higher value, we would 
be increasing the value of P (keeping the shear v e l o c i t y - depth s t ructure 
obtained from the surface wave studies the same)j therefore decreasing 
the P- delay t ime. This makes the di f ference i n P- delay time between 
the observed case and tha t f o r the optimized model greater than 1.0 sec. 
The mantle P- delay at LWI wi th respect to BUL i s 1.1 sec. At LWI 
i t i s very d i f f i c u l t t o say where the low ve loc i ty channel begins. I f i t 
begins near Moho, then the value of i t s thickness i s about 97 km. 
Now, l e t us consider the path AAE - LWI. The P- delay f o r the 
optimized model AAE - LWI i s 1.0 sec wi th respect to AFRIC model. The 
observed mean P- delay i s 1.9 sec. The di f ference (0.9 sec) i s almost 
ce r t a in ly due t o s t ruc tu ra l v a r i a t i o n along t h i s path. 
I f we look i n to t h i s problem i n terms of mixed path, then as we have 
already said, about 45£ of the path AAE - LWI equ iva len t t o AAE - NAI and 
the res t to AFRIC. The calculated P- delay on t h i s assumption.using mean 
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delay from AAE and NAI, i s about 1.1 sec which i s closer to that for'fcYte 
optimized mean models 
The P- delay time f o r the optimized model, NAl - LWI, i s 0 .1 sec 
w i t h respect to AFRIC model whereas observed mean P- delay time between 
the stations NAI and LWI i s 1.7 sec. The d i f f e rence , 1.6 sec, between 
the observed P- delay and that f o r the optimized model cannot be 
accountedpby allowing the layers beneath, say, 108 km depth to have 
low P- wave v e l o c i t y value known f o r other tectonic regions. I t i s 
ce r ta in tha t t h i s d i f fe rence i s mainly due to l a t e r a l v a r i a t i o n i n the 
structure between the two stat ions and that anomaly does not extend very 
f a r from the stat ions along t h i s p r o f i l e (especial ly at LWI s t a t ion 
r e f e r s F i g . 5 ) . 
The P- delay time f o r the optimized model, NAI - BUL, i s 1.43 sec 
w i t h respect t o AFRIC model, whereas observed mean P- delay time i s 
1.15 sec. I f we assume that 45% of the path 1UL - NAI i s equivalent 
t o AaE - NAI and the res t equivalent t o PRE - BUL type, the P- delay 
works out to be 1.12 sec. Therefore, the d i f fe rence between the observed 
mean P- delay along the path BUL - NAI and tha t f o r the optimized model, BUL 
- NAI, i s 0.31 sec, which i s about the same value as the confidence l i m i t s . 
The ove ra l l p i c tu re emerged from the P- delay time measurement i s 
i n agreement w i t h tha t from surface wave dispersion. 
Not much weight i s given to S= delay, because of large confidence 
l i m i t s . The (P/S) delay do not show such high value as 3.72 observed 
i n the western United States. 
We have said tha t there i s d e f i n i t e l y low v e l o c i t y mantle beneath 
the Eastern r i f t and i n few places along the western r i f t . The general 
explanation f o r the anomalous mantle beneath various tectonic regions i s 
the r i s i n g isothermals and p a r t i a l f u s i o n . I f tha t i s the case i n East 
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A f r i c a , as i n Iceland, then Rayleigh and Love waveashould be attenuated 
by a f a c t o r greater than tha t f o r a shield area. The measure of 
attenuation i s ca l led Q» 
(6.2) Q - Maasuremftnt 
The c l a s s i ca l seismological approach i s to measure and correlate 
amplitudes of body waves from place t o place on the earth 's surface, 
a notoriously d i f f i c u l t task involving corrections f o r source, 
r e f l e c t i o n and r e f r a c t i o n and, since measurements are r e s t r i c t e d to 
the surface o f the earth, the decrease i n amplitude along a given ray 
generally cannot be measured. The presence of a low - ve loc i ty region 
also complicated the extractions of u s e f u l amplitude informat ion from 
the a f fec ted rays. 
The most of the d i f f i c u l t i e s mentioned i n the above paragraph could 
be overcome by using both Love and Rayleigh waves. 
The equation used f o r the ca lcu la t ion of i n t e r s t a t i o n Q- spectrum 
i s as followss 
<AT = 
£ 1 ( ( Sin Al)~ 1 
Log A2 + \hog ( Sin A2) 
where r i and r2 are the epioentral distances i n km-, 
^ 1 and A 2 are the epicentra l distances i n radians. 
^ 1 and ^2 are the amplitude values at T sec. period 3 
U the i n t e r s t a t i o n group v e l o c i t y at T sec period. 
The advantages of surface wave method are (Anderson, 1967)i 
(a) The long period waves su f fe r less degradation due t o 
inhomogeneities, tha t i s , Rayleigh - type scattering,, 
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(b) A given bundle of energy can be sampled at several points 
along i t s own ray, tha t iSj^the surface of the ear th . 
(c) The geometric spreading f a c t o r can be calculated more 
accurately or cancelled out completely. 
(d) Veloci ty reversals and hor izonta l d i scon t inu i t i es lead 
to no pa r t i cu la r d i f f i c u l t y . 
(e) Successive passages of lower - period surface waves from 
large earthquakes past a given instrument can be analysed, removing 
completely the e f f ec t s of source asymmetry, instrument, l o c a l geology 
and geometric spreading. 
( f ) A single seismogram contains s u f f i c i e n t informat ion f o r a 
f a i r l y deta i led i n t e rp re t a t i on . 
The disadvantages of t h i s method are the l i m i t e d depth reso lu t ion , 
the r e s t r i c t i o n to large earthquakes, and the masking of any i n t r i n s i c 
frequency dependence by the v a r i a t i o n of ane l a s t i c i t y w i t h depth. 
Results t o date show tha t the upper mantle i s more attenuating 
than the lower mantle, the maximum attenuation i s i n the v i c i n i t y of 
the low - v e l o c i t y zone. 
A frequency dependence of Q has not yet been discovered. The 
Rayleigh wave Q i s systematically higher than the Love wave Q. Rayleigh 
wave Q f o r the upper mantle i s about 350 - 500. Since Rayleigh wave 
motion involves both compression and shear, and Love wave involves only 
shear motion, t h i s immediately suggests tha t losses i n shear are greater 
tnan losses i n compression. This s i t ua t ion i s complicated by the f a c t that 
Rayleigh - and Love wavessample the earth d i f f e r e n t l y and to d i f f e r e n t 
e f f e c t i v e depths. The observed Q values of Love - and Rayleigh waves as 
i i i 1 — 7 1 ! 1 r 
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a f u n c t i o n o f period can be converted t o the i n t r i n s i c Q and Q-
d i s t r i b u t i o n as a f u n c t i o n of depth by using Anderson1 s method 
(Anderson and Arohambeau, 1964) i f the i n t r i n s i c Q s^ are assumed 
t o be frequency independent. 
The error involved i n the ca lcu la t ion of Q. i s very high, as muoh 
as 30%, and the values are usual ly scattered i n Q against period space, 
Q values are calculated for the paths AAE - NAI and NAI - BUL, and 
are shown i n F i g . 35. The events used i n t h i s study are same as those 
f o r i n t e r s t a t i o n surface wave dispersion studies. 
I n a few cases, especial ly when the event i s from south, the 
amplitude at the f a r t he r s t a t ion (AAE) was found to be greater than 
that f o r the near s ta t ion ( N H I ^ . Therefore, the Q - value becomes 
negative. This may ei ther be due t o interference or focusing (McGarr, 
1969 a ,b) . Since there was no v i sua l modulation i n the amplitude 
envelope of the wave t r a i n , i t seems t h i s e f f e c t i s due to focusing rather 
than in te r fe rence . The term , r focus ing n means the convergence or con-
centra t ion of waves tha t have t r ave l l ed nearly the same path from e p i -
centre t o s t a t i on (and therefore do not a f f e c t phase ve loc i t y va lue) . 
Focusing resu l t s i n an increase of amplitude but has almost no e f f e c t on 
the wave form. Interference, on the otber hand, i s the e f f e c t of 
simultaneous a r r i v a l of waves that t r a v e l two or more d i s t i n c t paths 
from epicentre to s t a t i on . Interference generally a l t e r s the amplitude 
modulation of the dispersed wave t r a i n considerably because the phase 
re la t ionships between waves tha t have t r a v e l l e d d i f f e r e n t paths vary 
w i t h period; t h i s produces "beats" on the seismogram. 
The i n t e r s t a t i o n Q values f o r the stat ion. , pa i r BUL, NAI.. has a. 
maximum value of about 900 i n the period range 25 - A® sec and minimum 
value of about 100 - 200 i n the period ranges 15 - 20 sec and 40 = 55 sec. 
The comparison of i n t e r s t a t i o n Q= values f o r the path AAE - NAI w i t h tha t 
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of NAI - BUL path shows generally the former has low values. The 
Love wave Q- values f o r the path AAE - NAI, also show very low values 
throughout the en t i re period range 15 - 4-5 see. 
This low value, less than about 200, may be taken as ind ica t ing 
attenuation i s greater beneath AAE - NAI path than tha t f o r an 
ordinary upper mantle, f o r which Q %» 350 - 500,otf or the BUL - NAI path. 
Since the at tenuation i s greater haneath AAE - NAI path, shear ve loc i t y i s 
expected to be lower than that j'-: - • a normal mantle. This f i n d i n g i s 
i n agreement w i t h the r e s u l t from surface wave dispersion studies and 
delay t ime. 
No attempt has been made to i nve r t the Q against period values 
to Q against depth values, because of large scatter of the observed 
values. 
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CHAPTER 7 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
I n f i t t i n g a t heo re t i c a l model to the observed ve loc i ty data, we 
have assumed a r e l a t i o n P = 1.74 s* This r e l a t ionsh ip observed f o r 
the crust i s , generally, 1.73 and f o r the upper mantle varies f rom 
1.74 near the Moho to a higher value, about 1.9, at deeper mantle. 
We have i n f a c t var ied the P v e l o c i t y of the optimized model according 
to t h i s new value and found tha t i t s e f f e c t on the phase and group 
v e l o c i t y values i s usual ly w e l l below the observation error , of the 
order of 0.001 km/sec. But i t has greater e f f e c t on the P- delay t ime. 
Therefore shear v e l o c i t y - depth structuresremain the same. 
I n using newly developed opt imizat ion program, w i t h the new 
c r i t e r i o n used t o determine the order of thickness of the layers , 
the thickness of the layers becomes large as one goes deep in to the 
mantle. Therefore one c r i t i c i s m i s tha t we are averaging e las t ic 
ve loc i t i e s over greater depth and thereby los ing the geological s i g n i f -
icance of the model. Theoret ical studies show c l ea r ly that t h i s i s a 
w e l l known problem i n surface wave studies, one cannot study f i n e 
structure of tiie earth and can only study mean s t ructure using dispersion 
data only. But - ( l ) I f there i s any special character is t ic on the 
dispersion curves, such as a maximum and/or minimum i n the Rayleigh wave 
phase v e l o c i t y $hen of oourse we should postulate a model wi th t h i n s o f t 
layer or layers wi th the neighbouring layers, as usual, t h i c k . (2) I f 
we have geophysical informat ion about the s t ructure from other studies, 
then t h i s informat ion should be included when searching f o r a model t o 
s a t i s f y the observed dispersion curve. 
I n the case of group v e l o c i t y invers ion, although solutions may be 
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mathematically non-unique the differences between them may be t r i v i a l o 
For example, i f we select the thickness of the layers according to the 
p a r t i a l der ivat ive to have d i s t i n c t e f f e c t on the dispersion curve and 
i f we impose proper upper and lower bounds on the ve loc i ty values, then 
there i s only one model which could s a t i s f y the observed dispersion 
curve 0 
Even though group ve loc i t y can be derived from the phase v e l o c i t y , 
however, i n pract ice the group v e l o c i t i e s are very u s e f u l . Since the 
phase v e l o c i t y w i l l always be subject to experimental error and the 
observations w i l l not be equally w e l l determined at a l l periods. Small 
differences between theo re t i ca l and observational dispersion of the phase 
ve loc i ty may show up as larger and perhaps more easi ly noticeable 
differences i n the group v e l o c i t y . 
We th ink array of stat ions over number of parts of East A f r i c a , 
because of the presence of large l a t e r a l v a r i a n t ^ i s most suitable t o 
study i n d e t a i l the crust and upper mantle s t ruc ture . Because a large 
number of small regions w i l l give better reso lu t ion of the dispersive 
character o f each region than a small number of large areas where 
r e l a t i v e l y small but possibly s i g n i f i c a n t l a t e r a l c rus t a l var ia t ions 
are averaged out. Natura l ly the reduct ion i n region size must end when 
the wavelength of the surface wave component becomes comparable to the 
dimension of the sub regions. 
I n ce r ta in graben areas, such as Rhine graben, i t has been found 
tha t a low v e l o c i t y layer could ex is t i n the c rus t . I f such a layer exists 
i n Bast A f r i c a and since we d i d not take t h i s i n to account the app l ica t ion 
of surface wave method would resu l t i n e i ther a lower average shear 
v e l o c i t y f o r the crust or an improbably t h i c k layer of sediments. 
We have said tha t the thickness of the anomalous upper mantle beneath 
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NAI must be about 180 km and that beneath LWI about 90 km, but we can 
see from the s t r u c t u r a l model obtained f o r the path NAI - LWI that the mean 
thickness of the anomalous upper mantle i s only about 20 km. The Bouguer -
isanomaly map of East A f r i c a (Fig.5) showsAE - W extension of the mantle 
anomaly beneath the LWI s t a t ion must be to a short distance, whereas 
beneath the NAI i t can be up t o the margin of Lake V i c t o r i a . Therefore, 
i n terms of mixed path the s t ructure beneath Lake V i c t o r i a must be 
s imilar t o tha t f o r a sh ie ld area. We have already shown i n chapter 5 
that the path AAE - LWI can be s p l i t i n t o three par ts , two of these parts , 
one near tWI and the other near AAE, equivalent t o AAE - NAI and the t h i r d 
part equivalent to AFRIC. Therefore i t seems ce r t a in tha t the eastern 
and the western r i f t va l l ey systems are separated by a shield type structure, 
I t i s very clear that none of the dispersion curves derived by us 
can be f i t t e d w i t h the sort of crust and upper mantle structure suggested 
f o r the f l o o r of the Gregory r i f t by G r i f f i t h s et a l ( F i g . 4 ) . I t i s on 
the contrary h ighly s i g n i f i c a n t tha t a l l dispersion data i s consistent 
wi th a shield type c rus t . Therefore i t seems the structure suggested by 
G r i f f i t h s et a l i s l o c a l , may be i n t r u s i o n , and cannot be taken represent-
ing the whole length of the r i f t system. 
The d i f fe rence i n the petro-chemistry of the lava f low over East 
A f r i c a , from that over mid-ocean ridges may be due to d i f f e r ences in the 
thickness of the crust , and i n the depth and state of the anomalous 
upper mantle ( tha t i s , pos i t ion of the magma chamber). I n East A f r i c a , 
v a r i a t i o n i n lava f l o w between the eastern and the western r i f t v a l l e y 
systemamust be mainly a t t r ibu ted to the d i f fe rence i n the upper mantle 
s t ructure . The l a t e r a l v a r i a t i o n i n the petro-chemistry of the lava f l o w 
along the eastern r i f t may be due t o , the f a c t that each por t ion Afar 
t r i a n g l e , Ethiopian r i f t and Gregory r i f t are separate u n i t s . The A f a r 
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t r i ang le i s kncwn to have an oceanic crust and i s found to be a part 
of Red Sea (liarous Taz ie f f , 1970) „ The Ethiopian r i f t , even though 
i t i s connected t o the oceanic ridges of the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden 
i s found t o have shield type crust out^the centre of the r i f t va l l ey <> 
The Gregory r i f t , whioh i s shown to be a separate u n i t , separated from 
the Ethiopian r i f t by Lake Rudolf (Baker and Wohlenberg, 1971) may have 
the same c rus t a l s t ructure as tha t beneath Ethiopian r i f t , but does not 
have any in t e r ac t i on e f f e c t from the mantle process taking place beneath 
the oceanic ridges* 
The comparisons that can be made between the s tructure of East 
A f r i c a and the structure f o r the cont inental grabens over other parts 
of the world i s shown i n Table 13 and the comparison of the s t ructure of 
East A f r i c a w i t h that of western United States and Iceland i s shown i n 
Table 14. Beneath East - Pac i f i c r i s e about 46 km of ^ = 3.50 km/sec 
s o f t layer at a depth of 95 km i s observed, even though the presence of 
such a layer beneath East A f r i c a (especial ly eastern r i f t ) i s not proved 
i n our studies, we cannot completely deny the p o s s i b i l i t y of presence 
of such a l ayer . This i 3 due to two reasons s (a) the u n a v a i l a b i l i t y of 
very long period surface wave data, (b) the problem of Uniqueness. 
As a consequence of the above comparison one can say tha t the 
s t ruc tu ra l v a r i a t i o n over East A f r i c a i s to a great extent s imi lar t o 
tha t over North America, although one i s r i f t system and the other 
transform f a u l t ( G i l l u l y i n 1969, said tha t large parts of the Basin 
and Range province great ly resemble s t r u c t u r a l l y many segments of the 
East A f r i c a n r i f t systems i n Ethiopia, Uganda and Tanzania). The 
eastern r i f t -'- par t icu lar l / s imi lar to other cont inental grabens and 
also to Icelandic upper mantle. I f we accept the c rus t a l s t ructure 
suggested f o r the f l o o r of the Gregory r i f t by G r i f f i t h s et a l (1971), 
then i t looks as i f the eastern r i f t i s s imi la r i n s t ructure to the 
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mid-ocean ridge system, but whether i t i s i n the i n i t i a l stage of ocean 
formation or not cannot be answered yet, because of the fact that 
eastern r i f t as a whole has not equally developed throughout i t s length. 
(7.2) fiflncjjjatan 
To study the crust and upper mantle structure over various paths 
i n East Africa, and to understand the process going on beneath th^eae 
pathsby comparing i t s structure with other tectonic regions, we have 
calculated phase - and group velocity dispersion curve for Love and Ray-
leigh waves. The interstation phase and group velocities run i n the 
period range 15 to 60 sec and the single station group velocities i n 
the period range 12 to 37 sece 
The most characteristic feature of the set of interstation Rayleigh 
wave phase velocity curves obtained over East Africa is that there i s a 
definite merging of phase velocity values from longer to shorter periods. 
The spread at 60 sec period i s 0.33 km/sec whereas at 20 sec period this 
i s reduced to 0„1 km/seo. A comparison of phase and group velocity disper-
sion obtained i n this study with the dispersion for other areas of the 
world confirm that the upper mantle velocities beneath East Africa vary 
from that for a shield area to that for a tectonic region. The lowest 
velocity values ' •- for the path AAE - NAI„ 
To invert the observed dispersion data into shear velocity - depth 
structure we have developed a number of non-linear optimization techniques. 
Fair 
.. a l l thfesenew techniquea one needs to derive phase and group velocity 
partial derivative curves for both Rayleigh and Love waves. Such a 
derivation shows that i n the period range 15 - 62 sec Love wave is much 
more suitable to study the crustal structure and Rayleigh wave for upper 
mantle structure. Further^the effective depth of penetration for Love 
waves is about 0o3>\ and for Rayleigh wave i t i s about O.4.5 J\ (where ?\ 
is the wave length). We then investigated the problem of Non-uniqueness 
I l l 
and the capability of the new optimization techniques, (a) I t i s found 
that Non-uniqueness arises mainly due to interference of one parameter 
with the other, that i s change i n the phase and group velocity spectrum 
caused by a change in the value of one active parameter is to a great 
extent compensated by a change i n the value of some other active para-
meter or parameters. For example, i n the two dimensional shear velocity 
space (say, and ^g) t h e contour of the HMSD value would be inclined 
to the axes of co-ordinates i f there i s interference between the two, 
and£>2« So that a set of combination of shear v e l o c i t i e s , ^ ! and^g* 
would have the same HMSD value (At the minimum). (b) I t is found that 
Powell - conjugate direction method and the Steepest descent method are 
the two useful optimization techniques which can be used to derive shear 
velocity - depth structure from dispersion data. Further 3 Powell - conjugate 
direction method has a number of advantages over Steepest descent method. 
Theoretical studies show that provided we select the thicknesses of the 
layers i n such a way that the active parameters have distinct effect on 
the dispersion curve (i n other words Auto or cross-correlation function 
of phase and group velocity partial derivative with respect to active 
parameters i s small) then we can recover the value of the active para-
meters to a very great accuracy depending on the accuracy of the observed 
data. I t is also found that using phase - and group velocities, instead 
of phase velocities only, improve the f i n a l model (that i s , inclusion of 
group velocities i n most cases decrease the correlation function) • 
In this study the Powell conjugate direction method is mainly used 
to derive shear velocity - depth structure. The derived structures show 
that the t o t a l thickness of the crustal layers is roughly the same 
throughout East Africa, and is between 34 "to 42 km; except along the 
centre of the eastern r i f t valley system where crustal thinning is 
indicated by refraction and gravity studies. There is some indication 
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of modification of the lower crustal layer, to higher shear velocity, 
along the flanks of the eastern r i f t valley system. Thinning of the 
crustal layer towards the coast of Indian Ocean is also revealed, i n 
agreement with gravity data (Khan and Mansfield, 1971)c 
The profiles (the red lines) along which we have information about 
the upper mantle structure • :• shown i n Fig. 36. The red-dashed portion 
A 
of the profiles are the places beneath which we believe there i s large 
anomaly i n the upper mantle, mean Bouguer anomaly for this part of the 
profiles is about 160 mgal (The background anomaly is about 100 mgal) and 
the undashed portion of the interstation paths are the plaoes where the 
upper mantle structure is l i k e l y to be similar to that for a shield type 
area. The red-hatched profiles are the places where anomalous uppermost 
upper mantle velocity is derived from single-station group velocity 
measurement. 
The observed F- and S- delay times at AAE, NAI and LWI with respect 
to BUL : given i n table 11. 
The comparison of the derived structural models for East Africa with 
t h ^ f o r other similar areas i n the world, show that the structural variation 
over Bast Africa i s to a great extent similar to that over North America, 
although one is r i f t system and the other transform f a u l t . The eastern 
r i f t i n particular is similar to other continental grabens, such as Baikal 
r i f t , Rhine graben, and also to Icelandic upper mantle. Even though the 
crust and upper mantle structure suggested for the floor of the Gregory 
r i f t by Khan and Mansfield (1971) is similar to that found beneath mid-ocean 
ridge i n Iceland, the fact that crustal extension decreases from the centre 
sector of the Gregory r i f t to i t s extremities and the large variation i n 
petro-chemistry of the lava flow along the eastern r i f t valley system 
indicate that the eastern r i f t valley has not yet developed to a stage as 
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comparable to mid-ocean ridge„ Each part of the r i f t system is probably 
associated with separate thermal processataking place beneath them 
(because they are not equally developed right throughout i t s length). 
COMPUTER PROGRAM 1 
STEEPEST DESCENT METHOD 
SSTEP 
Acc 
Step-length taken by each variable 
Accuracy of the observed data points 
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IMPLICIT REAL*8( A-H.G-Z ), INTEGER* 4{ I-N) 
D I MENS ION A{ 100, 4, 4 ) , C( 50, 5 )., E( 4, 4) , Q ( 100, 4,4) , R (100, 4,4) , S (50 ,5 ) 
1T(50),U(50)»V( 100,4 ), ACCEL (100),FA(4,4),PV(5C) ,GV(50) , 
2 0(100,2),D(250,2),THVAL( 500),DVEL(250),RVEL(250) , VA(100 ,4) ,DD (2 5C 
32),ORMSC(50) 
COMMON A,C,E,K,M,Q,R,S,T,U,V»ACCEL»Cl,C2»C3,CS0,DELTA!,D E L T A 2, 
IDT, F A,KLAST,KMAX,NL AY,NTRL S» WVNO,P V,G V,B , D , TH VA L , D VE L., R VE L ,MUMPTS 
2 NCBPT S,LOV E » MODENn,NTRLMX,KWRITE » VA,DC » DD,CRMSD,GRMSD,M08PTS 
OIMENSI ON STEP(20) 
ABS(X)=CA3S(X) 
MYRAS 1 = 0 
REA0(5,603) SSTEP,ACC 
WRITE(6,603) SSTEP.ACC 
603 FORMAT(2F10.5 ) 
9999 READ(5,190) NOBPTS 
190 FORMAT (13) 
READ{5,201)((D(M,N),N=1,2),M=1,MOBPTS ) 
201 FORMAT (2F8.4) 
WRITE(6, 201 ) ( ( D( M, N ),N = l i 2 ),M = 1, NOBPTS) 
READ(5,1190)M08PTS 
1190 FORMAT(13) 
READ(5,1201)((DD(M,N),M=1,2),M=1,MOBPTS) 
1201 FORMAT(2F8.4) 
WRITE {6,1201)((DD(M,N},N = 1,2)» M = 1,MOBP TS) 
500 READ(5, 502)NL AY 
502 FORMAT( 13 ) 
800 RE AD( 5, 503)( ( V A(M,N),N =1,4),M = 1,NL AY) 
503 FORMAT (4F8.5) 
28 WRITE (6,511)( (V A{M,N),N=1,4),M = 1,NLAY) 
511 FORMAT (46H0 THICKNESS ALPHA BETA RHCV/dH ,4 
112.5) ) 
READ(5,504)T(1),OT,C1,DC,KMAX,LOVE,MODENO,NTRLMX,KWRITE 
504 FORMAT(10X,4F8.5,8X, 13, IX, 11, 1X, I 1,1X,I 2,1X,I 1) 
WRIFE(6,504)T(1),DT,CI,DC,KMAX,LOVE,MODENO,NTRLMX,KWR I TE 
LMN=3 
901 CONTINUE 
305 CALL PV7(RMSD,MYRAS I ) 
PRMSD=RMSD 
MLAY=NLAY-2 
DO 300 IJK=4,6 
VA{IJK,LMN)=VA( UK,LMNJ-SSTEP 
CALL PV7(RMSD,MYRAS I ) 
VA( UK, LMN)=VA( UK, LMN ) +SSTEP 
666 ORMSD( IJK)=RMSD 
STEP(IJK)=-SSTEP 
IF( PRMSD.GT.ORMSDt UK) ) GO TO 310 
V A { UK , LMN ) = V A( UK , LMN ) +SSTEP 
CALL PV7(RMSD,MYRAS I ) 
ORMSD( UK ) = RMSD 
VA( IJK,LMN)=VA( UK,LMN )-SSTEP 
STEP(IJK)=SSTEP 
310 HRITE(6,601) VA( UK,LMN ),ORMSD( IJK ) 
601 FORMAT(2F10.5) 
ORMSD( UK) = ( PRMSD-ORMSD{ UK ) ) 
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300 CCNTINUE 
GUMS 0 = 0 . 0 
DO 301 IJK=3,MLAY 
I F( GRMSD.GT .ORMSDt UK) ) GO TO 301 
GRMSD=CRMSD( UK ) 
JKLM= UK 
301 CONTINUE 
IF{GRMSD.EQ.O) GO TO 900 
IJK= JKLM 
309 V A( I JK, LMN)=v A( UK, LMN ) +STEPI UK ) 
CALL PV7(KrtSD.MYRAS I ) 
W JUTE(6,602) RMSD 
602 FORMAT(F10.5) 
IF(PRMSD-RM5 D ) 304,30A, 303 
304 VA( UK , L i1N)=VA{ UK.LMN )-STEP( UK) 
GO TO 30b 
303 PRMS 0=RMSD 
GO TO 309 
900 CONTINUE 
WRITE ( 6 , 606) { ( VA( I , J ) , J = 1, 4 ), I = 1, N LA Y ) 
606 FORMAT(4F10.4) 
DO 605 UK=1, ML AY 
0RMSD(IJK) = [SSTEP/ORMSD{ UK ) )*{ACC-PRMSD ) 
WRITE(6,604) UK,0RMS0(IJK) 
604 FORMAT( 15,FIG. 5) 
605 CONTINUE 
MYRASI=1 
CALL PV7(RMS0,MYRASI) 
DEBUG UN IT ( 6 ) ,SUBCHK 
END 
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SUB IN OUT INE PV 7 { RMS D, MYK AS I ) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A- I I,U-Z),INTEGER*4(I-N) 
C 
DIMENSION A( 100, 4, 4 ),C( 50, 5) , E( 4,4),Q( 1.00,4,4) ,R(100,4,4) ,5(50,5) , 
IT(50 ) ,U(30 ) ,V( 100,4),ACCEL(100),FA(4,4),PV(5C),GV(50), 
2fl( 100, 2 ) , D{ 250, 2 ), THVAL ( 5C0 ) , DVEL ( 2'50 ) , R VEL ( 2 50 > , VA (1 OC , 4 ) ,Di) (250, 
32 ) 
r 
COMMON A,C,E,K,M,Q,R,S,T,U,V,ACCEL,Cl,C2,C3,CSQ,DELTAl,CELTA2, 
1OT , F A , KL AS T , KM AX , ML AY, N TRL S, WVNO , P V , G V ; B , U , TH VA L, D VE L , R VE L , NU MPT S , 
2NC3PTS,LOVE,MODENO,NTRLMX,KWRITE,VA,0C,DD,CRMSD, GRMSD,M0I3PTS 
C 
ARS(X) = GABS(X) 
AMAX1(X,Y)=DMAX1{X,Y) 
SCRT(X)=DSQRT{X) 
C 
602 DO 2 K=l,4 
K1=K+1 
DO 1 L=K1,5 
S(K fL)=0.0 
C(K,L)=0.0 
1 CONTINUE 
2 CONTINUE 
DO 4 1=1,4 
DO 3 J=1,4 
E ( I , J ) = 0.0 
3 CONTINUE 
4 CONTINUE 
C 
Cl=2.2 
801 RADIUS = 6371 .0 
DO 901 M=1,NL AY 
V(M,1)=VA(M,1) 
V(M,3)=VA(M,3) 
V(M,2)=1.74*V(M,3) 
V (M,-4)=VA(M,4) 
901 CONTINUE 
IF(LOVE.GT.0) GO TO 701 
Z=0.0 
NLAY1=NLAY-1 
DO 702 M=1,NLAY1 
Z = Z+V[N, 1 )/2.0 
V tM, 3)=V(M, 3>*RADIUS/IRADIUS-Z). 
702 Z = Z+V(M, D/2.0 
V{NLAY,3)=V(NLAY,3)*RADI US/(RAD IUS-Z) 
701 t)TAMX=ABS(V( 1, 3) ) 
DO 6 M=2,NLAY 
BTAMX= AMAX 1(8TAMX , A8S ( V ( M , 3 ) ) ) 
6 CONTINUE 
ACCEL(3)=KWRITE 
ACCEL(2)=60.0 
9 DC 10 K=2,KMAX 
T{K)=T(K-l)+DT 
10 CONTINUE 
MODE= MODENO-1 
803 K=l 
ACCEL(1)=LOVE 
IF( ACCEH 1 ) ) l i t 12, 11 
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11 DELrAl=DLTAR3(Cl,T( 1 ) ) 
GG TO 15 
12 DELTA1=CLTAL1(C1,T( 1 ) ) 
GC! TO 15 
14 CL = C2 
DELTA1=CELTA2 
15 C2=Ci+CC 
I F! AliS ( C2-0 • 5*BTAMX )-0. 5*STAMX ) 17, 17, 16 
16 WSITE(6i51C) 
GO TO 34 
17 IF(ACCEL( 1 ) ) 18, 19, 18 
18 DELTA2=OLTAR3( C2,T{ 1 ) ) 
GO TO 20 
19 DELTA2=Cl_TA|_l(C2,T( 1) ) 
20 CONTINUE 
307 IF(ABS ( DELTA2-0tLTAl)-ABS ( DEL TA 2 + OE L TA1) ) 14 , 14 , 2'3 
23 CALL F0LCV4 
C COMPUTATION SUBROUTINE CALLED. 
C 
504 IF(KLAST-5)24,27,27 
2 4 I F(KLAST)90G, 900, 2 5 
25 DO 26 K=l,KLAST 
U(K)=0.0 
2 6 CONTINUE 
GO TO 900 
27 CALL GPVEL2 
C GPVEL2 SUBROUTINE CALLED 
C 
IF(LOVE.LT.l) GO TO 900 
502 00 505 K=l,KLAST 
U ( K ) = U { K ) * { 1 . 0 + ( 0 . 0 0 0 1 6 * T ( K ) ) * ( 1 . 0 - U ( K ) / C ( K f l ) ) J 
C{K,1)=C(K,1)*(1 .0 + 0.00016*T(K ) ) 
505 CONTINUE 
900 CONTINUE 
C 
251 DO 254 K=1,KMAX 
THV AL( (2 *K)-1)=T{K ) 
254 CONTINUE 
DO 255 K=1,KMAX 
THVAL(2*K)=C(K,1) 
255 CONTINUE 
C . 
260 M=l 
PC0R1=D(1,1) 
0BVEL1 = D( 1,2) 
CALL L AGRAM (THVAL,KMAX,POOR 1,ANS) 
RVEL[1)=ANS 
DVEL(1)=OBVEL1-ANS 
SDVEL=0.0 
SCVEL = SDVEL+DVEL ( 1 )**2 
261 M=M+1 
IF(M-MOBPTS)262,262,263 
262 P00R2=D(M,1) 
0BVEL2 = D( M, 2) 
CALL LAGRAN(THVAL,KMAX,P00R2,ANS) 
RVEL{M) = ANS 
DVEL(M)=0BVEL2-ANS 
SDVEL=SDVEL + ( DVELIM )**2 ) 
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GG TO 2 61 
263 SCVEL = SGVEL/.NOBPTS 
CRMSU=S«i<T ( SLiVEL ) 
DO 12 54 K=1,KMAX 
T HVAL( (2»K)-l )=T(K J 
12 54 COMTIN'UE 
DO 125 5 K=1,KMAX 
T (IV A L ( 2»K) =U ( K ) 
1255 CONTINUE 
1260 M=l 
PC0R1=DC( 1,1) 
3 BV £ L 1 = C U ( 1, 2 ) 
CALL L G R A N ( T HV AL , KM AX, POOR 1, AN S ) 
R V E L ( 1)=ANS 
0VEL(1)=GBVEL1-ANS 
SDVEL=O.G 
SCVEL = SDVEL+DVEL( 1)*#2 
1261 M=M+1 
IF(M-MOBPTS)1262, 1262, 1263 
1262 PC0R2=CD(M, 1 ) 
0BVEL2 = CD(M,2 ) 
CALL L AGPvAN ( THV AL , KMAX , POOR 2, AN S ) 
RV EL(M) = ANS 
OVELIM)=0BVEL2-ANS 
SOV EL=S DVEL + (DV EL(M)**2) 
GO TO 1261 
1263 SDVEL=SDVEL/MOBPTS 
GRMSD=SQRT ( SDVEL ) 
R MS D= C RMS D + GRMS D 
IF(MYRASI.EQ.O) GO TO 34 
WRITE(6,600) (T(K ) iC(K,1),U(K),K=l,KLAST) 
600 FORMAT(3F10.5 ) 
510 FORMAT (42H0C IS GREATER THAN BTAMX OR LESS THAN ZERO) 
34 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
COMPUTER PROGRAM 2 
POWELL CONJUGATE DIRECTION METHOD 
LOBPTS No of Love wave data points (phase or group)j 
PP(M,l) Period of Love wave dataj 
D(M,l) Love wave phase velocity at PP(1S,1); 
DD(M,l) Love wave group velocity at PP(M,l)j 
MOBPTS No of Rayleigh wave data pointS| 
PP(M,2) Period of Rayleigh wave data; 
D(M,2) Rayleigh wave phase velocity at PP(M,2)} 
DD(M,2) Rayleigh wave group velocity at PP(M,2). 
NLAY No of layersj 
VA(J,J) A Thickness, Alpha, Beta and Rho for a l l the layers} 
THICK Total depth up to which delay time would be 
attributed; 
TIME 1 (1) Travel time up to a depth THICK by P wave for a 
shield type structure; 
TIME 1 (2) Travel time up to a depth THICK by S wave for a 
shield type structure; 
D TIME 1 (1) P - delay time after corrected for angle of 
emergence and height correction; 
D TIME 1 (2) S - delay time after corrected for angle of 
emergence and height correction; 
T ( l ) Period of f i r s t point on the curve; 
DT Interval between point on the period axis; 
CI Phase velocity at which the search for the 
dispersion curve i s begun. 
DC Phase velocity interval between t r i a l points. 
KMA X Number of points required on dispersion curve. 
LOVE Love = 1, causes the program to compute a Rayleigh 
mode. I f LOVE = 0, a Love mode. 
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MODE NO 
NTRLMX 
KWRITE 
NX 
MAXIT 
XXX(I) 
XLO ( I ) 
XUP ( I ) 
FF 
EE (I) 
ESCALE 
IPRINT 
A d i g i t 1 to 9 cause the program to follow the 
dispersion curve corresponding to the f i r s t to 
ninth root crossed after the beginning of the 
i n i t i a l search,, 
Maximum number of t r i a l s for each point 
(= 60 i f NTRLMX = 0). 
KWRITE = 1, causes the results of every t r i a l 
solution to be printed with the output. 
KWRITE = 0, eliminate the printing of t r i a l 
solutions. 
Number of unknowns. 
Number of iterations. 
Starting value for each of the variables 
Lower bound . 
Upper bound. 
Function t o be minimized. 
Absolute accuracy to which i t s optimum value 
i s required. EE ( I ) are approximately proportional 
to the magnitude of the corresponding variables 
XXX ( I ) . 
ESGALE lim i t s the maximum change i n the variables 
at a single step. XXX(I) w i l l not be changed by 
more than ESGALE, EE ( I ) . 
IPRINT controls printing. I f i t i s set to zero there 
w i l l be no printing. I f i t i s set to one the variables 
and the function w i l l be printed after every search 
along a line (Approx. every other function value). 
I f i t is set to two then w i l l be printed after each 
iterations, that i s (N + 1) searches along a li n e . 
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ICON must be set to 1 or 2. I t controls the ultimate 
convergence criterion. The routine w i l l be l e f t 
regardless after MAXIT iterations have been 
completed. 
The minimum w i l l practically never be found i n less than N 
iterations. The function is calculated at least 2 n times per iterations. 
The method is such that each iteration causes the function to decrease, 
except when the ultimate convergence criterion i s being applied with 
ICON = 2. 
The Ultimate.ilongflrgftnc'.ft Oritflrinn 
This w i l l normally be satisfactory i f ICON is set t o one. However, 
i f low accuracy is required or i f i t is suspected that the required 
accuracy is not being achieved. ICON should be set to two and a more 
thorough check on the ultimate convergence w i l l be made at the expense 
of increasing the execution time by may be as much as 30% with ICON = 1 
convergence w i l l be assumed when iteration changes each variables by 
less than 10% of the required accuracy, with ICON = 2 such a point i s 
found and i t i s then displaced by ten times the required accuracy i n 
each variable. Minimisation is continued from the new point u n t i l a 
change of less than 10% is again made by an iteration. 
The two estimates of the minimum are then compared. 
Recommendations 
( i ) Set ESCALE as large as i s reasonable remembering that i t 
should be such that the resultant maximum step i s most 
unlikely to be from one "Valley" to another. 
( i i ) Set the required accuracy so that ESCALE is at least one 
hundred. 
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( i i i ) I f the answers appear to be unreasonable t r y different 
i n i t i a l values of the variables (XXX ( I ) 
The function FF, to be minimized, would be made up of RMSD value 
between the observed dispersion data points and the one for a t r i a l 
model. When using more than one set of curves, such as phase ~ and 
group ~ velocities of Love and Rayleigh wave; RMSD values from each 
curve would be weighted according to the observational error for those 
T 
velocities; and then added together„ 
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I MPLICIT R EAL *8(A-H, 0-Z), INTEGER**!I-N) 
DI MENS ION A(100 , 4 , 4 ) , C ( 5 0 , 5 } , E ( 4 , 4 ) , Q{100,4,4),R(100,4,4) , S(5 0,5) , 
I T ( 5 0 ) t U ( 5 0 ),V( 100,4),ACCEL(100),FA(4,4),PV(50),GV(50), 
2B(100,2),01250, 2),THVAL(500),DVEL{250),RVEL(250),VA(100,4) ,DD(250, 
32),XXX(62),EE(62) 
DIMENSION PP(50,2),TIME2(2),TIME1{2),RMSD(2,2),DTIME1(2),DTIME2(2) 
DIMENSION XLO(62),XUP{62) 
COMMON A,C,E,K,M,Q,R,S,T,U,V,ACCEL,Cl,C2,C3,CSQ,DELTA1,DELTA2 , 
IDT,FA,KLAST,KMAX,NLAY,NTRLS,WVNO,PV,GV,B,D,THVAL,DVEL,RVEL ,NUMPTS, 
2M0DEN0,VA,DC,NTRLMX,KWRITE,NOBPTS,LOVE,DD,PP,TI ME 1,THICK,LOBPTS, 
3M0BPTS,RMSD, DTIME1, OT IM E2, XLO, XUP 
READ(5,190) LOBPTS 
READ(5,201) (PP(M,1),DIM,1),DD(M,1),M=1,LOBPTS) 
WRITE(6,201)(PP(M,l),D(M,l),DD(M,I),M=l,LOBPTS) 
READ(5,190) MOBPTS 
READ(5,201) (PP(M,2),D(M 92),DD(M,2),M=1,M0BPTS) 
WRITE(6,201)(PP(M,2),D(M,2),DD{M,2),M=l,M08PTS) 
190 FORMAT(13) 
201 FORMAT(3F10 o 5) 
500 READ(5,502) NLAY 
502 FORMAT (13) 
WRITE (6,502) NL AY 
READ{5,300) ( V A( 1, 1 ), VA ( 1, 2 ) , VA ( 1, 4) , I =1, NLA Y) 
WRITE(6,300) (VA(I,1),VA(I,2),VA(1,4),I=1,NLAY) 
300 F0RMAT13F10.5) 
READ(5,202) THICK,TIME1{1),TIME1(2),DTIME1(i),DTIMEi t2} 
WRITE(6,202)THICK,T IMEK l ) i T I M E K 2 ) tDTIMEl ( 1 ) f DT IME1 ( 2 ) • 
202 F0RMAT(5F10.5) 
READ(5,504) C1,DC,LOVE,MODENO,NTRLMX,KWRITE 
504 FORMAT (2F8 .4,8X,11,IX,11,IX,I 2,IX,11) 
WRITE (6,504) CI,DC,LOVE,MODEMO,NTRLMX,KWRITE 
READ(5,777) T(1),DT,KMAX 
WRITE(6,777) T(1),DT,KMAX 
777 FORMAT (2F10.5,15) 
READ (5,998) NX,ESCALE.MAXIT 
998 FORMAT ( 15,F15.5,15) 
WRITE (6,998) NX,ESCALE,MAX IT 
READ (5,999) (XXX( I ),EE( I ) , I = 1,NX) 
999 FORMAT (2F15.5) 
WRITE(6,999) (XXX( I ),EE(I),I=1,NX) 
READ(5,999) (XLO(I),XUP(I),I=1,NX) 
WRITE(6,999)(XLO( I ),XUP( I ),1 = 1,NX) 
CALL VA04A(XXX,EE,NX,FF,ESCALE,2,l.MAXIT) 
STOP 
END 
< 
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SUBROUTINE VA04A {X,E,N,F,ESCALE,I PR INT,ICON,MAXIT) 
IMPLICIT REAL«8{A-H,0-Z),INTEGER* 4 ( I - N ) 
DIMENSION W(4030),X{62),E(62) 
A BS { X ) = DABS ( X ) 
SQRT(X)=DSQRT(X) 
AMIN1(X,Y)=DMIN1(X,Y) 
AMAXKX,Y)=DMAX1(X,Y) 
DDMAG=0.1»ESCALE 
SCER=0.05/ESCALE 
INDRA=1 
JJ=N*N+N 
JJJ=JJ+N 
K=N + 1 
NFCC=1 
1ND=1 
INN=1 
DO 1 1=1, N 
DO 2 J=1,N 
W(K)=0. 
IF{ I - J ) 4 , 3 , 4 
3 W (K) = ABS ( E( I ) ) 
W(I)=ESCALE 
4 K=K+1 
2 CONTINUE 
1 CONTINUE 
ITERC=1 
ISGRAD=2 
CALL CALCFX(N,X,F,INDRA) 
FKEEP=ABS (FJ+ABS ( F ) 
5 IT0NE=1 
FP=F 
SUM=0. 
IXP=JJ 
DO 6 1 = 1,N 
IXP=IXP+1 
WUXP) = X ( I ) 
6 CONTINUE 
IDIRN=N+1 
ILINE=1 
7 DMAX=W(IL1NE) 
DACC=DMAX*SCER 
DMAG=AMIN1 (DDMAG,0.1*DMAX) 
DMAG= AMAX1(DMAG,20•*DACC) 
DDMAX=10 o*DMAG 
GO TO (70,70,71),ITONE 
70 DL=0. 
D= DMAG 
FPREV=F 
IS = 5 
FA=F 
DA=DL 
8 DD= D-DL 
DL=D 
58 K=IDIRN 
DO 9 1=1,N 
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X { I ) = X ( I ) + C D * W ( K ) 
K = K + 1 
9 C O N T I N U E 
FSTOf<E=f 
C A L L C A L C F X ( N , X , F , I N D R A ) 
N F C C = N F C C + 1 
G O T O ( 1 0 , 1 1 , 1 2 , 1 3 , 1 4 , 9 6 ) , I S 
1 4 I F ( F - F A ) 1 5 , 1 6 , 2 4 
16 I F ( A 3 S ( D ) - D M A X ) 1 7 , 1 7 , 1 8 
17 0 = 0 + 0 
GO TO 8 
18 W R I T E ( 6 , 1 9 ) 
1 9 F O R M A T ( 5 X , 4 4 H V A 0 4 A MAXIMUM CHANGE DOES MOT ALTER F U N C T I O N ) 
GO TO 20 
1 5 FB=F 
DB=D 
GO TO 2 1 
2 4 FB= FA 
DB=DA" 
F A = F 
DA= D 
2 1 GO TO ( 8 3 , 2 3 ) , I S G R A D 
2 3 D= D8 + D B - D A 
I S = 1 
GO TO B 
83 D = 0 . 5 * { D A + D B - ( F A - F B ) / { D A - D B ) ) 
I S = 4 
I F ( { D A - D ) * { D - D B ) ) 2 5 , 8 , 8 
2 5 I S = 1 
I F ( A B S ( D - D B ) - D D M A X ) 8 , 8 , 2 6 
2 6 D = D B + D S I G N { D D M A X , D B - D A ) 
I S = 1 
D DM AX = D DM AX + DOM AX 
DDMAG=DDMAG+DDMAG 
I F [ D D M A X - D M A X ) 8 , 8 , 2 7 
2 7 DDMAX 3 DMAX 
GO TO 8 
13 I F ( F - F A ) 2 8 , 2 3 , 2 3 
2 8 FC= FB 
DC=D8 
2 9 FB= F 
DB=D 
GO TO 3 0 
12 I F [ F - F B J 2 8 , 2 8 , 3 1 
3 1 F A = F 
DA= D 
GO TO 30 
1 1 I F ( F - F B ) 3 2 , 1 0 , 1 0 
3 2 F A = r B 
DA=DB 
GO TO 29 
7 1 D L = 1 . 
D D M A X = 5 . 
FA=FP 
D A = - 1 . 
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F 8= FHOLD 
D B = 0 . 
0 = 1 . 
10 FC=F 
DC=D 
3 0 A = ( D B - D C ) * ( F A - F C ) 
6 = { D C - D A ) » ( F B - F C ) 
I F t ( A + B ) * ( D A - D C ) ) 3 3 , 3 3 , 3 4 
33 F A = F B 
DA=DB 
F 8 = F C 
0 8 = DC 
GO TO 2 6 
3 4 0 = 0 . 5 * 1 A M DB + D O + B M DA+DC) ) / ( A + B ) 
D I = D B 
F 1= FB 
I F ( F B - F C ) 4 4 , 4 4 , 4 3 
43 D I = D C 
F I - F C 
4 4 GO TO ( 8 6 , 8 6 , 8 5 ) , ITONE 
85 I T 0 N E = 2 
GO TO 4 5 
86 I F ( A 3 S ( D - D I ) - D A C C ) 4 1 , 4 1 , 9 3 
9 3 I F ( A B S { D - D I ) - 0 . 0 3 * A B S ( 0 ) ) 4 1 , 4 1 , 9 9 9 
9 9 9 I F ( A B S ( F - F S T 0 R E ) - 0 . 0 1 » A B S ( F ) ) 4 1 , 4 1 , 4 5 
4 5 I F ( ( D A - D C ) * ( D C - D ) ) 4 7 , 4 6 , 4 6 
4 6 F A = F B 
DA=DB 
FB=FC 
DB=DC 
GO TO 2 5 
4 7 I S = 2 
I F ( ( D B - D ) * { D - D C ) ) 4 8 , 8 , 8 
4 8 I S = 3 
GO TO 8 
4 1 F = F I 
D = D I - D L 
DD=S QRT { ( D C - D B ) * ( D C - D A ) * ( D A - D B ) / ( A + B ) ) 
DO 4 9 1 = 1 , N 
X ( I j = X ( I ) + D * W ( I D I R N ) 
W ( I O I R N ) = D D » W ( I D I R N ) 
I D I R N = I D I R N + 1 
4 9 C O N T I N U E 
W { I L I N E ) = W ( I L I N E J / D D 
I L I N E = I L I N E + 1 
I F( I P R I N T - D 5 1 , 5 0 , 5 1 
50 W R I T E ( 6 , 5 2 ) I T E R C , N F C C , F , ( X ( I ) , I = 1 , N ) 
5 2 FORMAT ( / I X , 9 H I T E R A T I O N , I 5 , 1 1 5 , 1 6 H F U N C T I O N V A L U E S , 
1 1 0 X , 3 H F = , E 2 1 . 1 4 / { 5 E 2 4 - 1 4 ) ) 
I N D R A = 0 
C A L L C A L C F X { N , X , F , I N D R A ) 
I N D R A = 1 
GO T 0 ( 5 1 , 5 3 ) , I P R I N T 
5 1 GO TO ( 5 5 , 3 8 ) , I T O N E 
5 5 I F ( F P R E V - F - S U M ) 9 4 , 9 5 , 9 5 
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9 5 S U M = F P R E V - F 
J l L = I L I N E 
9 4 I F ( I O I R N - J J ) 7 , 7 , 8 4 
8 4 GO TO ( 9 2 , 7 2 ) , I N O 
9 2 FHOL0= F 
I S = 6 
I X P = J J 
DQ 59 1 = 1 , N 
I X P = I X P + 1 
W( I X P ) = X ( I ) - W ( I X P ) 
5 9 C O N T I N U E 
DD=1 . 
GQ TO 58 
9 6 GO TO ( 1 1 2 , 8 7 ) , I N D 
1 1 2 I F ( F P - F ) 3 7 , 3 7 , 9 1 
9 1 D=2 o * ( F P + F - 2 o *FHOL D ) / ( F P - F ) * * 2 
I F ( 0 « ( F P - F H O L D - S U M ) « » 2 - S U M ) 8 7 , 3 7 , 3 7 
8 7 J = J I L * N + 1 
I F ( J - J J ) 6 0 , 6 0 , 6 1 
6 0 DO 6 2 I = J , J J 
K = I - N 
W [ K ) = W ( I ) 
62 C O N T I N U E 
DO 9 7 I = J I L , N 
W ( 1 - 1 ) = W ( I ) 
9 7 C O N T I N U E 
6 1 I D I R N = I D I R N - N 
I T 0 N E = 3 
K = I D I R N 
I X P = J J 
A A A = 0 <> 
DO 6 5 1 = 1 , N 
I X P = I X P + 1 
W ( K ) = W ( I X P ) 
I F ( A A A - A B S ( W ( K ) / E ( I ) ) ) 6 6 , 6 7 , 6 7 
6 6 AAA=ABS ( W ( K ) / E ( I ) ) 
6 7 K = K + 1 
6 5 C O N T I N U E 
D D M A G = 1 . 
W ( N ) = E S C A L E / A A A 
I L I NE=N 
GO TO 7 
3 7 I X P = J J 
A A A = 0 . 
F = F H O L D 
DO 9 9 1 = 1 , N 
I X P = I X P + 1 
X ( I ) = X { I ) - W ( I X P ) 
I F ( A A A » A B S ( E ( I ) ) - A B S ( W ( I X P ) ) ) 9 8 , 9 9 , 9 9 
9 8 AAA= ABS ( W { I X P ) / E ( I ) ) 
9 9 C O N T I N U E 
GO TO 7 2 
3 8 A A A = A A A » { l . + D I ) 
GO TO { 7 2 , 1 0 6 ) , I N D 
7 2 I F ( I P R I N T - 2 ) 5 3 , 5 0 , 5 0 
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53 GO TO ( 1 0 9 , 8 8 ) , I N D 
1 0 9 I F ( A A A - 0 . 1 ) 8 9 , 8 9 , 7 6 
8 9 GO TO ( 2 0 , 1 1 6 ) , I C O N 
1 1 6 I N D = 2 
GO TO ( 1 0 0 , 1 0 1 ) , I N N 
1 0 0 I N N = 2 
K= J J J 
DO 1 0 2 1 = 1 , N 
K = K + 1 
W ( K ) = X ( I ) 
X ( I ) = X ( I ) + 1 0 . * E l I ) 
102 C O N T I N U E 
F K E E P = F 
W R I T E ( 6 , 7 0 2 ) 
7 0 2 F O R M A T ( 1 S H T H I S CALL NO 3 ) 
C A L L C A L C F X ( N , X , F , I N O R A ) 
N F C C = N F C C + 1 
D D M A G = 0 . 
GO TO 1 0 8 
7 6 I F ( F - F P ) 3 5 , 7 8 , 7 8 
78 W R I T E ( 6 , 8 0 ) 
8 0 FORMAT ( 5 X , 3 7 H V A 0 4 A ACCURACY L I M I T E D BY ERRORS I N F ) 
GO TO 2 0 
8 8 I N D = 1 
3 5 D D M A G = 0 . 4 * S Q R T ( F P - F ) 
I S G R A D = 1 
1 0 8 I T E R C = I T E R C + 1 
I F ( I T ERC-MAX I T ) 5 , 5 , 8 1 
8 1 W R I T E ( 6 , 8 2 ) MAX I T 
82 F O R M A T ( 1 5 , 3 0 H I T E R A T I O N S COMPLETED BY V A 0 4 A ) 
I F ( F - F K E E P ) 2 0 , 2 0 , 1 1 0 
1 1 0 F= FKEEP 
DO 1 1 1 1 = 1 , N 
J J J = J J J + 1 
X ( I ) = W ( J J J ) 
1 1 1 C O N T I N U E 
GO TO 2 0 
1 0 1 J I L = 1 
F P = F K E E P 
I F ( F - F K E E P ) 1 0 5 , 7 8 , 1 0 4 
1 0 4 J I L = 2 
F P = F 
F = F K E E P 
1 0 5 I X P = J J 
DO 1 1 3 1 = 1 , N 
I X P = I X P + 1 
K = I X P + N 
GO TO ( 1 1 4 , 1 1 5 ) , J I L 
1 1 4 W ( I X P ) = W ( K ) 
GO TO 1 1 3 
1 1 5 W( I X P ) = X ( I ) 
X ( I ) = W ( K ) 
1 1 3 C O N T I N U E 
J I L = 2 
GO TO 9 2 
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1 0 6 I F ( A A A - 0 . 1 ) 2 0 , 2 0 , 1 0 7 
2 0 RETURN 
1 0 7 I N N = 1 
GO TO 35 
END 
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SUBROUTINE C A L C F X { N X , X X X , F F , I N D R A ) 
I M P L I C I T R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z ) , I N T E G E R * 4 { I - N ) 
D I M E N S I O N A ( 1 0 0 , 4 , 4 ) , C ( 5 0 , 5 ) , E ( 4 , 4 ) , U ( 1 0 0 , 4 , 4 ) , R ( 1 0 0 , 4 , 4 ) , S ( 5 0 , 5 ) , 
I T ( 5 0 ) , U ( 50 ) , V ( 1 0 0 , 4 ) , ACCEL ( 1 0 0 ) , F A ( 4 , 4 ) , PV( 5 0 ) , G V ( 5 0 ) , 
2 B ( 1 0 0 , 2 ) , 0 ( 2 5 0 , 2 ) , T H V A L ( 5 0 0 ) , D V E L ( 2 5 0 ) , * V E L ( 2 5 0 ) , V A ( 1 0 0 , 4 ) , D D ( 2 5 0 , 
3 2 ) , X X X ( 6 2 ) , P P ( 5 0 , 2 ) , T I M E 2 ( 2 ) , D T 1 M E 1 ( 2 ) , D T I ME 2 ( 2 ) , R M S D ( 2 , 2 ) , T I M E 1 ( 2 
4 ) 
D I M E N S I O N X L O ( 6 2 ) , X U P ( 6 2 ) 
COMMON A , C , E , K , M , Q , R , S , T , U , V , A C C E L , C I , C 2 , C 3 , C S Q , D E L T A ! , D E L T A 2 , 
I D T , F A , K L A S T , K M A X , N L A Y , N T R L S , WViMO, P V , G V , B , D , THVAL , D V E L , R V E L ,NUMPTS , 
2 M O D E N 0 , V A , D C , N T R L M X , K W R I T E , N I 0 B P T S , L 0 V E , 0 D , P P , T I M E i , T H I C K , L 0 3 P T S , 
3 M 0 B P T S , R M S D , D T I M E 1 , D T I M E 2 , X L O , X U P 
A B S ( X ) = D A B S ( X ) 
A M A X 1 ( X , Y ) = D M A X 1 ( X , Y ) 
S Q R T ( X ) = D S Q R T ( X ) 
V A ( 1 , 3 ) = 2 . 0 
V A ( 2 , 3 ) = 3 . 4 
V A ( 3 , 3 ) = 3 . 5 
V A ( 4 , 3 ) = 3 . 9 
V A ( 7 , 3 ) = 4 . 5 
V A ( N L A Y , 3 ) = 4 . 8 5 
F F = 0 . 0 
DO 3 4 5 K A M A L A = 1 , 2 
C l = 2 - 5 
6 0 2 DO 2 K = l , 4 
K 1 = K + 1 
DO 1 L = K 1 , 5 
S ( K , L ) = 0 . 0 
C ( K , L ) = 0 . 0 
1 C O N T I N U E 
2 C O N T I N U E • 
DO 4 1 = 1 , 4 
DO 3 J = l , 4 
E d , J ) = 0 . 0 
3 C O N T I N U E 
4 C O N T I N U E 
LOV E= K A M A L A - l 
V ( 1 , 3 ) = V A { 1 , 3 ) 
V ( 2 , 3 ) = V A ( 2 , 3 ) 
V ( 3 , 3 ) = V A ( 3 , 3 ) 
V ( 4 , 3 ) = V A ( 4 , 3 ) 
V ( 7 , 3 ) = V A ( 7 , 3 ) 
V ( N L A Y , 3 ) = V A ( N L A Y , 3 ) 
DO 3 0 3 I = 1 , N L A Y 
V ( I , 1 ) = V A ( 1 , 1 ) 
V ( 1 ,2 ) = V A ( 1 , 2 ) 
V ( I , 4 ) = V A { 1 , 4 ) 
3 0 3 C O N T I N U E 
DO 3 0 2 1 = 5 , 6 
N = I - 4 
V ( I , 3 ) = X L 0 ( N ) + ( X U P ( N ) - X L 0 ( N ) ) » ( ( D S I N ( X X X ( N ) ) ) « * 2 ) 
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V ( I , 2 ) = V ( I , 3 ) » 1 . 7 4 
3 0 2 CONTINUE 
V ( 1 , 1 J = X L O ( 3 ) + ( X U P ( 3 ) - X L 0 ( 3 ) ) » ( ( D S I N { X X X ( 3 ) ) ) » » 2 ) 
V { 4 , 1 ) = X L O ( 4 ) + ( X U P ( 4 ) - X L 0 C 4 ) ) * ( ( D S I N ( X X X ( 4 ) ) ) « » 2 ) 
V ( 5 , 1 ) = X L 0 ( 5 ) + ( X U P ( 5 ) - X L O ( 5 ) ) * ( ( 0 S I N ( X X X ( 5 ) ) ) * * 2 ) 
V ( 6 , 1 ) = 1 8 0 . 0 - V { 5 f 1 ) 
I F ( K A M A L A . G T . 1 ) GO TO 8 0 1 
DO 9 0 5 J = l , 2 
T I M E 2 ( J ) = 0 . 0 
H = 0 . 0 
DO 9 0 1 1 = 1 , N L A Y 
H = H + V ( I , l ) 
J J = J + l 
I F t H . G T . T H I C K ) GO TO 9 0 2 
I F ( I . E C . N L A Y ) GO TO 9 0 4 
T I M E 2 ( J ) = T I M E 2 ( J ) + V ( I , 1 ) / V ( I , J J ) 
GO TO 9 0 1 
9 0 4 H=T H I C K - H 
T I M E 2 ( J ) = T I M E 2 ( J ) + H / V ( N L A Y , J J ) 
GO TO 9 0 3 
9 0 2 H = H - V ( 1 , 1 ) 
H=T H I C K - H 
T I M E 2 ( J ) = H / V ( I , J J ) + T I M E 2 ( J ) 
GO J O 9 0 3 
9 0 1 C O N T I N U E 
9 0 3 D T I M E 2 ( J ) = T I M E 2 ( J ) - T I M E 1 ( J ) 
DT I ME2 ( J ) = ABS { DT I M E K J ) - D T I M E 2 ( J ) ) 
9 0 5 C O N T I N U E 
8 0 1 R A D I U S = 6 3 7 1 . 0 
I F ( L O V E o G T o O ) GO TO 7 0 1 
Z = 0 . 0 
N L A Y 1 = N L A Y - 1 
DO 7 0 2 M = 1 , N L A Y 1 
Z = Z + V ( M , l ) / 2 . 0 
V ( M , 3 ) = V { M , 3 ) » R A D I U S / ( R A D I U S - Z ) 
7 0 2 Z = Z + V ( M , l ) / 2 . 0 
V ( N L A Y , 3 ) = V ( N L A Y , 3 ) * R A D I U S / ( R A D I U S - Z ) 
7 0 1 B T A M X = A 8 S ( V ( 1 , 3 ) ) 
DO 6 M = 2 i N L A Y 
8TAMX= A M A X 1 ( B T A M X , A B S ( V ( M , 3 ) ) ) 
6 C O N T I N U E 
A C C E L ( 3 ) = K W R I T E 
A C C E L ( 2 ) = 6 0 . 0 
9 DO 10 K = 2 , K M A X 
T ( K ) = T { K - l ) + D T 
10 C O N T I N U E 
MODE= MODENO-1 
8 0 3 K = l 
A C C E L ( 1 ) = L O V E 
I F ( A C C E L ( 1 1 2 , 1 1 
1 1 D E L T A 1 = D L T A R 3 < C 1 , T { 1 ) ) 
GO TO 15 
12 D E L T A 1 = D L T A L 1 ( C l » T ( 1 ) ) 
GO TO 15 
1 4 C1=C2 
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O E L T A 1 = D E L T A 2 
15 C 2 = C 1 + D C 
I F ( A B S ( C 2 - 0 . 5 * B T A M X ) - 0 o 5 * B T A M X ) 1 7 , 1 7 , 1 6 
1 6 W R I T E I 6 , 5 1 0 ) 
GO TO 3 4 
17 I F ( A C C E K 1 ) ) 1 8 , 1 9 , 18 
18 D E L T A 2 = D L T A R 3 { C 2 , T ( 1 ) ) 
GO TO 2 0 
19 0 E L T A 2 = D L T A L 1 ( C 2 , T ( 1 ) ) 
2 0 C O N T I N U E 
8 0 7 I F ( A B S ( D E L T A 2 - D E L T A D - A B S ( D E L T A 2 + D E L T A 1 ) ) 1 4 , 1 4 , 2 3 
2 3 C A L L F 0 L C V 4 
C COMPUTATION S U B R O U T I N E C A L L E D . 
7 5 4 I F ( K L A S T - 5 ) 2 4 , 2 7 , 2 7 
C 
2 4 I F ( K L A S T ) 9 0 0 , 9 0 0 , 2 5 
2 5 DO 26 K = 1 » K L A S T 
U ( K ) = O o O 
2 6 C O N T I N U E 
GO TO 9 0 0 
2 7 C A L L GPVEL2 
C GPVEL2 S U B R O U T I N E C A L L E D 
I F ( L O V E . L T . l ) GO TO 9 0 0 
7 5 3 DO 7 5 0 K = l , K L A S T 
U ( K ) = U ( K ) » ( 1 . 0 + ( 0 . 0 0 0 1 6 » T ( K ) ) * ( I o 0 - U { K ) / C ( K , 1 ) ) ) 
C ( K , 1 ) = C ( K , 1 ) * ( 1 . 0 + 0 o 0 0 0 1 6 » T ( K ) ) 
7 5 0 C O N T I N U E 
C 
9 0 0 C O N T I N U E 
I F I K A M A L A . L T . 2 ) GO TO 2 5 1 0 
NOBPTS=MOBPTS 
GO TO 2 5 1 
2 5 1 0 N 0 B P T S = L O B P T S 
C 
2 5 1 DO 2 5 4 K = 1 , K M A X 
T H V A L ( < 2 * K ) - 1 ) = T { K ) 
2 5 4 C O N T I N U E 
DO 2 5 5 K = 1 , K M A X 
T H V A L ( 2 » K ) = C ( K , 1 ) 
2 5 5 C O N T I N U E 
C 
2 6 0 M = l 
P 0 0 R 1 = P P ( 1 , K A M A L A ) 
0 B V E L 1 = D ( 1 , K A M A L A ) 
C A L L LAGRAN { T H V A L , K M A X , P O O R 1 , A N S ) 
R V E L ( 1 ) = A N S 
D V E L ( 1 ) = 0 B V E L 1 - A N S 
S D V E L = 0 . 0 
S D V E L = S D V E L + D V E L ( 1 ) * * 2 
2 6 1 M=M+1 
I F ( M - N O B P T S ) 2 6 2 , 2 6 2 , 2 6 3 
2 6 2 P O O R 2 = P P ( M , K A M A L A ) ' 
0 B V E L 2 = D ( M , K A M A L A ) 
C A L L L A G R A N ( T H V A L , K M A X , P O O R 2 , A N S ) 
R V E L ( M ) = ANS 
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0 V E L I M ) = 0 B V E L 2 - A N S 
S D V E L = S D V E L + ( D V E L ( M l * * 2 ) 
GO TO 2 6 1 
2 6 3 S D V E L = S D V E L / N O B P T S 
R M S D l 1 , K A M A L A ) = S Q R T ( S D V E L ) 
I F ( I N O R A ) 1 2 5 1 , 2 6 4 , 1 2 5 1 
2 6 4 W R I T E ( 6 , 6 0 3 ) { P P ( M , K A M A L A ) , D ( M , K A M A L A } , R V E L ( M ) , D V E L ( M ) , M = l , N O B 
1 P T S ) 
6 0 3 F 0 R M A T ( 4 F 1 5 » 5 ) 
W R I T E ( 6 , 3 5 0 ) U V ( I , J ) , J = 1 , 4 ) , I = 1 , N L A Y ) 
3 5 0 F 0 R M A T ( 4 F 1 0 . 5 ) 
1 2 5 1 DO 1 2 5 4 K = 1 , K M A X 
T H V A L I ( 2 * K ) - 1 ) = T ( K ) 
1 2 5 4 C O N T I N U E 
DO 1 2 5 5 K = 1 , K M A X 
T H V A L ( 2 » K ) = U ( K ) 
1 2 5 5 C O N T I N U E 
1 2 6 0 M = l 
P 0 0 R 1 = P P ( 1 , K A M A L A ) 
0 B V E L 1 = DD( 1 , K A M A L A ) 
• C A L L LAGRAN { T H v A L , K M A X , P O O R 1 , A N S ) 
R V E L ( 1 ) = A N S 
D V E L ( 1 ) = 0 B V E L 1 - A N S 
SDVEL = 0 » 0 
S D V E L = S D V E L + D V E L ( 1 ) » » 2 
1 2 6 1 M=M + 1 
I F ( M - N 0 B P T S ) 1 2 6 2 , 1 2 6 2 , 1 2 6 3 
1 2 6 2 P 0 0 R 2 = P P ' ( M , K A M A L A ) 
0 B V E L 2 = D D ( M , K A M A L A ) 
C A L L LAGRAN ( T H V A L , K M A X , P O O R 2 , A N S ) 
R V E L { M ) = ANS 
D V E L ( M ) = 0 B V E L 2 - A N S 
S D V E L = S D V E L + ( D V E L ( M ) * » 2 ) 
GO TO 1 2 6 1 
1 2 6 3 S D V E L = S D V E L / N O B P T S 
RMS D( 2 , KAMALA ),= SQRT{ SDVEL ) 
I F ( I N D R A ) 5 1 1 , 1 2 6 4 , 5 1 1 
1 2 6 4 W R I T E ( 6 , 6 0 4 ) ( P P ( M , K A M A L A ) , D D { M , K A M A L A ) , R V E L ( M ) , D V E L ( M ) g M = l , N O B 
1 P T S ) 
6 0 4 F 0 R M A T 1 4 F 1 5 . 5 ) 
W R I T E ( 6 , 3 5 3 ) R M S D t 1 , K A M A L A ) , R M S D ( 2 , K A M A L A ) 
3 5 3 F 0 R M A T ( 2 F 1 5 . 5 ) 
W R I T E ( 6 , 3 5 1 ) DT I M E 2 ( 1 ) , DT I M E 2 ( 2 ) 
3 5 1 F 0 R M A T ( 2 F 1 5 . 5 ) 
5 1 1 C O N T I N U E 
5 1 0 FORMAT ( 4 2 H 0 C I S GREATER THAN BTAMX OR L E S S THAN ZERO) 
3 4 5 C O N T I N U E 
FF= F F + R M S D ( 1 , 1 ) / 2 . 0 + R M S D { 2 , 1 ) / 2 . 0 + R M S D ( 1 , 2 ) + R M S D ( 2 , 2 ) / 2 . O + D T I M E 2 ( 1 
1 1 / 2 0 . 0 
3 4 C O N T I N U E 
RETURN 
END 
COMPUTER PROGRAM 3 
MAPPING IK HYPERSPaCE 
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I M P L I C I T R E A L * 8 { A - H , 0 - Z ) , I N T E G E R » 4 ( I - N ) 
D I MENS ION A ( 1 0 0 , 4 , 4 ) , C ( 5 0 , 5 ) , E ( 4 , 4 ) , Q ( 1 0 0 , 4 , 4 ) , R ( 1 0 0 , 4 , 4 ) , S ( 5 0 , 5 ) , 
I T ( 5 0 ) , U ( 5 0 ) , V ( 1 0 0 , 4 ) , A C C E L { 1 0 0 ) , F A { 4 , 4 ) , P V { 5 0 ) , G V ( 5 0 ) , 
2 B ( 1 0 0 , 2 J , D { 2 5 0 , 2 ) , T H V A L ( 5 0 0 ) , D V E L ( 2 5 0 ) , R V E L ( 2 5 0 ) , D D ( 2 5 0 , 2 ) , 
3 X X X ( 6 2 ) , V V A ( 1 0 0 , 4 ) 
COMMON A , C , E , K , M , Q , R , S , T , U , V , A C C E L , C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C S Q , D E L T A 1 , D E L T A 2 , 
I D T , F A , K L A S T , K M A X , N L A Y , N T R L S , W V N O , P V , G V , B , D , T H V A L , D V E L , R V E L , N U M P T S , 
2 M 0 D E N 0 , D C , N T R L M X , K W R I T E , N O B P T S , L O V E , D D , V V A , M O B P T S 
READ ( 5 , 1 ) N O B P T S , I N , J N . J Y M N 
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 ) N O B P T S , I N , J N , J Y M N 
. F O R M A T ( 4 1 3 ) 
R E A D ( 5 , 2 ) MOBPTS 
! F O R M A T { 1 3 ) 
N X = I N + J N 
I N NO OF PARAMETERS CHANGING I N D I R E C T I O N I 
J N NO OF PARAMETERS CHANGING I N D I R E C T I O N J 
NX NO OF PARAMETERS B E I N G MAPPED 
N X = I N + J N 
JYMN NO OF P O I N T S ON G R I D I N EACH D I R E C T I O N 
I V AN ARRAY OF INTEGER VALUES D E N O T I N G THE S E R I A L NUMBERS OF 
V A R I A B L E S V A R Y I N G I N D I R E C T I O N I 
J V AN ARRAY OF INTEGER V A L U E S D E N O T I N G THE S E R I A L NUMBERS OF 
V A R I A B L E S V A R Y I N G I N D I R E C T I O N J 
X I COORDINATES I N THE HYPERSPACE OF F I R S T P O I N T 
X2 COORDINATES I N THE HYPERSPACE OF SECOND P O I N T 
K I I - C O O R D I N A T E S OF F I R S T P O I N T 
K J J - C O O R D I N A T E S OF F I R S T P O I N T 
I N T I NO OF G R I D P O I N T S TO SECOND P O I N T I N I D I R E C T I O N FROM 
F I R S T P O I N T 
I N T J NO OF G R I D P O I N T S TO SECOND P O I N T I N J D I R E C T I O N FROM 
F I R S T P O I N T 
C A L L M A P ( N X , I N , J N , J Y M N ) 
STOP 
END 
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S U B R O U T I N E M A P ( N X , I N , J N , J Y M N ) 
I M P L I C I T REAL * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z ) , I N T E G E R * 4 ( I - N ) 
0 1 MENS ION I V ( 4 0 ) , J V ( 4 0 ) , X 1 ( 3 0 ) , X 2 ( 3 0 ) , C T ( 4 0 , 4 0 ) , Z Z ( 2 4 ) , V A ( 4 0 , 4 0 ) , 
1 K V A { 4 0 , 4 0 ) , X B ( 4 0 , 3 0 ) , X A ( 3 0 ) 
D I MENS I ON A( 1 0 0 , 4 , 4 ) , C( 5 0 , 5 ) ,EC 4 , 4 ) , Q ( 1 0 0 , 4 , 4 ) , R ( 1 0 0 , 4 , 4 ) , S ( 5 0 , 5 ) , 
I T ( 5 0 ) , U ( 5 0 ) , V ( 1 0 0 , 4 ) , A C C E L ( 1 0 0 ) , F A ( 4 , 4 ) , P V ( 5 0 ) , G V ( 5 0 ) , 
2 B ( 1 0 0 , 2 ) , 0 ( 2 5 0 , 2 ) , T H V A L { 5 0 0 ) , D V E L ( 2 5 0 ) , R V E L ( 2 5 0 ) , 0 0 ( 2 5 0 , 2 ) , 
3 X X X ( 6 2 ) , V V A ( 1 0 0 , 4 ) 
COMMON A , C , E , K , M , Q , R , S , T , U , V , A C C E L , C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C S Q , D E L T A 1 . D E L T A 2 , 
I D T , F A , K L A S T , K M A X , N L A Y , N T R L S , W V N O , P V , G V , B , D , T H V A L , D V E L , R V E L , N U M P T S , 
2 M 0 D E N 0 , D C , N T R L M X , K W R I T E , N O B P T S , L O V E , D D , V V A , M O B P T S 
DATA S T A R / 1 „ * ' / 
DATA 0 H / « . O V 
DATA Z Z / ' . A ' , ' . B ' . ' . C , ' . O S ' . F 1 , ' . G S ' . H S ' . I ' . ' . J ' . ' . K S ' . L S 
1 • .M» , « . i V , « , P ' , • «Q« , « .R • , ' . S ' , « o T * , « . U ' , ' . V , • . W » X « , ' . Y 1 , 
2 ' . £ • / 
READ ( 5 , 1 1 ) ( X l ( I ) , 1 = 1 , N X ) 
READ ( 5 , 1 1 ) ( X 2 ( I ) , 1 = 1 , N X ) 
1 1 FORMAT ( F 1 5 . 5 ) 
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 1 ) ( X l ( I ) , X 2 ( I ) , 1 = 1 , N X ) 
R E A D ( 5 , 1 2 ) ( I V ( I ) , 1 = 1 , I N ) 
R E A D ( 5 , 1 2 ) ( J V ( J ) , J = 1 , J N ) 
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 2 ) ( I V ( I ) , 1 = 1 , I N ) 
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 2 ) ( J V ( J ) , J = 1 , J N ) 
12 F O R M A T ( 1 5 ) 
R E A D ( 5 , 1 3 ) K I . K J , I N T I , I N T J 
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 3 ) K I f K J t I N T I , I N T J 
13 F 0 R M A T ( 4 I 5 ) 
R E A D ( 5 , 1 0 0 ) ( ( D ( I , J ) , J = l , 2 ) , 1 = 1 * N O B P T S ) 
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 0 0 ) ( ( D ( I , J ) , J = 1 , 2 ) , 1 = 1 , NOBP TS) 
R E A D ( 5 , 1 0 0 ) ( ( D D I I , J ) , J = l , 2 ) , I = 1 , M O B P T S ) 
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 0 0 ) ( ( D D ( I , J ) , J = 1 , 2 ) » I = 1 » MOBPTS) 
1 0 0 F 0 R M A T ( 2 F 8 . 3 ) 
R E A D ( 5 , 3 0 0 ) N L A Y 
3 0 0 F O R M A T ( 1 3 ) 
R E A D ( 5 , 3 0 1 ) ( ( V V A ( I , J ) , J = 1 , 4 ) , I = 1 , N L A Y ) 
W R I T E ( 6 , 3 0 1 ) ( ( V V A ( I , J ) , J = 1 , 4 ) , I = 1 , N L A Y ) 
3 0 1 F 0 R M A T ( 4 F 8 . 3 ) 
R E A D ( 5 , 1 0 1 ) T ( 1 ) , D T , C I , D C , K M A X , L O V E . M O D E N O , N T R L M X , K W R I T E 
1 0 1 F O R M A T ( 4 F 8 . 5 , 8 X , 1 3 , I X , 1 1 , I X , 1 1 , I X , I 2 , 1 X , 1 1 ) 
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 0 1 ) T ( 1 ) , D T , C I , D C , K M A X , L O V E , M O D E N O , N T R L M X , K W R I T E 
T 1 = I N T I 
AK=K I 
AK= A K - 1 • 
DO 3 1 1 = 1 , I N ' 
L= I V ( I ) 
P I N = ( X 2 ( L ) - X 1 ( L ) ) / T I 
X B ( 1 , L ) = X 1 ( L ) - A K » P I N 
DO 3 1 M G = 1 , J Y M N 
AMG=MG 
A M G = A M G - 1 . 
X B ( M G , L ) = X B ( 1 , L ) + A M G * P I N 
3 1 C O N T I N U E 
T J = I N T J 
AK=K J 
AK= A K - 1 o 
DO 32 J = 1 , J N 
L = J V ( J ) 
P I N = ( X 2 ( L ) - X 1 ( L ) ) / T J 
X B ( 1 , L ) = X 1 ( L ) - A K * P I N 
0 0 32 M G = 1 , J Y M N 
AMG=MG 
AMG= A M G - 1 o 
X D ( M G , L ) = X B ( 1 , L ) + A M G * P I N 
32 C O N T I N U E 
C D I S T R I B U T I O N PARAMETERS AND C A L C U L A T I N G G R I D F U N C T I O N S 
DO 6 6 3 8 1 1 = 1 , J Y M N 
DC 6 6 3 8 J J = 1 , J Y M N 
DO 3 6 I M = 1 , I N 
L= IV ( IM J 
X A ( L J = X B ( I I , L ) 
3 6 CONTINUE 
DO 37 J M = 1 , J N 
L = J V ( J M ) 
X A ( L ) = X B ( J J , L ) 
3 7 C O N T I N U E 
C THE V A R I A B L E S ARE NOW D I S T R I B U T E D I N EACH OF THE XA I N A P P R O P R I A 
C TE S E R I E S , E X A C T L Y AS I N X I , X 2 . HENCE 
C T l X l ( l ) X 2 ( l ) £ X A { 1 ) 
C A L P H A 1 X I ( 2 ) X 2 ( 2 ) £ X A { 2 ) 
C AND SO ON 
C A L P H A 3 X l ( , 9 ) X 2 ( 9 ) £ X A { 9 ) 
C DENS 13 X l ( l l ) X 2 ( l l > £ X A ( 1 1 ) 
C THE CURRENT V A L U E S OF THE V A R I A B L E S I S STORED I N THE A P P R O P R I A T E 
C X A . W E MAY TRANSFORM THEM I N T O WHATEVER FORM S U I T A B L E 
W R I T E ( 6 , 2 0 1 ) I I , J J 
2 0 1 F 0 R M A T ( 2 I 5 ) 
W R I T E ( 6 , 2 0 2 ) ( X A ( K A ) , K A = l , N X ) 
2 0 2 F O R M A T ( 1 Q F 1 0 . 5 ) 
C A L L C A L C F X ( N X , X A , F F ) 
V A ( I I , J J ) = F F 
C O N T I N U E 
WORKING OUT M I N I . V A L U E AND GENERAL E D I T I N G 
I K = K I + I N T I 
J K = K J + I N T J 
W R I T E ( 6 , 4 1 ) V A ( K I , K J ) 
4 1 F O R M A T { 3 0 H F U N C T I O N V A L U E OF F I R S T P O I N T = , F l 5 . 5 ) 
W R I T E ( 6 , 4 3 ) .VA( I K , JK ) 
4 3 F O R M A T ( 3 2 H F U N C T I O N V A L U E OF SECOND P O I N T = , F 1 5 . 5 ) 
B M = V A ( 1 , 1 ) 
A M = V A ( 1 , 2 ) 
DO 5 1 1 = 1 , J Y M N 
DO 5 1 J = 1 , J Y M N 
I F ( V A ( I , J ) - B M ) 5 2 , 5 1 , 5 1 
52 BM=VA( I , J ) 
5 1 C O N T I N U E 
DO 53 1 = 1 , J Y M N 
DO 53 J = 1 , J Y M N 
K T H = 0 
L T H = 0 
I F l V A t I , J ) o L T . A M ) K T H = 1 
1 F { V A { I , J ) .GT • BM ) L T H = 1 
M I N = K T H * L T H 
I F ( M I N - 1 ) 5 3 , 5 4 , 5 3 
5 4 A M = V A ( I , J ) 
5 3 C O N T I N U E 
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W R I T E ( 6 , 5 5 ) DM,AM 
5 5 F O R M A T ( 1 5 H M I N I M U M V A L U E = , F 1 5 . 5 , 5 X , 5 H A M = , F 1 5 . 5 ) 
W R I T E ( 6 , 5 6 ) K I , K J , I K , J K 
5 6 F O R M A T ( 1 H O , 1 5 H F I R S T P O I N T AT , 2 1 5 , 1 6 H S E C 0 N D P O I N T AT , 2 1 5 ) 
E V A L U A T I N G AND M A P P I N G OUT 
W R I T E ( 6 , 6 7 ) 
DO 2 0 I = 1 , J Y M N 
DO 2 0 J = 1 , J Y M N 
I F ( A M c L T . 0 . 0 1 ) GO TO 14 
A V = ( V A ( I , J ) / AM ) * 10 <>0 
GO TO 15 
1 4 A V = V A ( I , J ) / A M 
1 5 K V A ( I , J ) = AV 
I F ( A V - 9 9 . 0 ) 2 8 , 2 8 , 2 7 
2 7 K V A ( I , J ) = 9 9 
2 8 I F ( A V - 1 0 . 0 ) 2 1 , 2 2 , 2 3 
2 1 G T ( I , J ) = S T A R 
GO TO 20 
2 2 C T { I , J ) = 0 H 
GO TO 2 0 
2 3 A L = D L O G ( A V ) 
L A R = A L 
1 F I L A R - 2 4 ) 2 4 , 2 5 , 2 5 
2 5 L A R = 2 4 
2 4 C T ( I , J ) = Z Z ( L A R ) 
2 0 C O N T I N U E 
DO 2 6 I = 1 , J Y M N 
W R I T E ( 6 , 6 0 ) 
6 0 F O R M A T ( 1 H ) 
W R I T E ( 6 , 6 1 ) ( C T ( I , J ) , J = l , J Y M N ) 
6 1 F O R M A T ( I X , 4 0 A 3 ) 
2 6 C O N T I N U E 
W R I T E ( 6 , 6 7 ) 
6 7 F O R M A T ( 1 H I ) 
DO 2 9 I = i , J Y M N 
W R I T E ( 6 , 6 2 ) 
6 2 F O R M A T ( 1 H ) 
W R I T E ( 6 , 6 3 ) ( K V A l I , J ) , J = 1 , J Y M N ) 
6 3 F O R M A T ( I X , 4 0 1 3 ) 
2 9 C O N T I N U E 
RETURN 
END 
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S U B R O U T I N E C A L C F X ( N X , X X X , F F ) 
I M P L I C I T R E A L » 8 ( A - H . O - Z ) , I N T E G E R » 4 ( I - N ) 
D I M E N S I O N A ( 1 0 0 , 4 , 4 ) , C ( 5 0 , 5 ) , E ( 4 , 4 ) , Q ( 1 0 0 , 4 , 4 ) , R ( 1 0 0 , 4 , 4 ) , S ( 5 0 , 5 ) 
I T ( 5 0 ) , U ( 5 0 ) , V ( 1 0 0 , 4 ) , A C C E L ( 1 0 0 ) , F A ( 4 , 4 ) , P V ( 5 0 ) , G V 1 5 0 ) , 
2 B ( 1 0 0 , 2 ) , D ( 2 5 0 , 2 ) , T H V A L ( 5 0 0 ) , D V E L ( 2 5 0 ) , R V E L ( 2 5 0 ) , V A ( 1 0 0 , 4 ) ,DD ( 2 5 0 
3 2 ) , X X X ( 6 2 ) , V V A ( 1 0 0 , 4 ) 
COMMON A , C , E , K , M , Q , R , S , T , U , V , A C C E L , C l , C 2 , C 3 , C S Q , D E L T A 1 , D E L T A 2 , 
I D T , F A , K L A S T , K M A X , N L A Y , N T R L S , W V N O , P V , G V , B , D , T H V A L , D V E L , R V E L , N U M P T S 
2 M 0 D E N 0 , D C , N T R L M X , K W R I T E , N O B P T S » L O V E » D D , V V A , M O B P T S 
A B S ( X ) = DABS(X ) 
A M A X 1 ( X , Y ) = D M A X 1 ( X , Y ) 
S Q R T ( X ) = DSQRT(X ) 
6 0 2 DO 2 K = l , 4 
K 1 = K + 1 
DO 1 L = K 1 , 5 
S ( K , L ) = 0 . 0 
C ( K , L ) = 0 . 0 
1 C O N T I N U E 
2 C O N T I N U E 
DO 4 1 = 1 , 4 
DO 3 J = i , 4 
E d , J ) = 0 . 0 
3 C O N T I N U E 
4 C O N T I N U E 
DO- 3 0 1 1 = 1 , NLAY 
V ( 1 , 1 ) = V V A( 1 , 1 ) 
V ( I , 2 ) = V V A ( 1 , 2 ) 
V ( I , 3 ) = V V A ( 1 , 3 ) 
. V ( I , 4 ) = V V A ( 1 , 4 ) 
3 0 1 C O N T I N U E 
DO 3 0 0 1 = 4 , 6 
N= 1-3 
V ( I , 3 ) = X X X ( N ) 
V V A l I , 3 ) = V ( 1 , 3 ) 
V ( I , 2 ) = 1 . 7 4 » V ( 1 , 3 ) 
V V A ( I , 2 ) = V ( 1 , 2 ) 
3 0 0 C O N T I N U E 
V ( 4 , 1 ) = X X X ( 4 ' ) 
V ( 5 , 1 ) = X X X ( 5 ) 
V ( 6 , 1 ) = X X X ( 6 ) 
8 0 1 R A D I U S = 6 3 7 1 . 0 
I F ( L O V E . G T . O ) GO TO 7 0 1 
Z = 0 . 0 
N L A Y 1 = N L A Y - 1 
DO 7 0 2 M = 1 , N L AY 1 
Z = Z + V ( M , l ) / 2 . 0 
V ( M , 3 ) = V ( M , 3 ) * R A 0 I U S / ( R A D I U S - Z ) 
7 0 2 Z = Z + V ( M , D / 2 . 0 
V ( N L A Y , 3 ) = V ( N L A Y , 3 ) * R A D I U S / ( R A D I U S - Z ) 
7 0 1 B T A M X = A B S ( V ( 1 , 3 ) ) 
DO 6 M = 2 , NL AY 
B T A M X = A M A X 1 ( B T A M X , A B S ( V ( M , 3 ) ) ) 
6 C O N T I N U E 
A C C E L ( 3 ) = K W R I T E 
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A C C E L ( 2 ) = 6 0 . 0 
9 DC 10 K = 2 , K M A X 
T ( K ) = T ( K - 1 ) + 0 T 
10 C O N T I N U E 
MODE=MODENO-1 
8 0 3 K = l 
A C C E L ( 1 ) = L O V E 
I F ( A C C E L t 1 ) 1 1 1 , 1 2 , 1 1 
1 1 D E L T A 1 = D L T A R 3 ( C 1 , T ( 1 ) ) 
GO TO 15 
12 D E L T A 1 = D L T A L 1 ( C 1 , T ( 1 ) ) 
GO TO 15 
14 C1=C2 
D E L T A 1 = D E L T A 2 
15 C 2 = C 1 + D C 
I F { A B S ( C 2 - 0 . 5 * B T A M X ) - 0 . 5 » B T A M X ) 1 7 , 1 7 , 1 6 
16 W R 1 T E ( 6 , 5 1 0 ) 
GO TO 3 4 
17 I F ( A C C E L ( 1 ) ) 1 8 , 1 9 , 18 
18 D E L T A 2 = D L T A R 3 ( C 2 , T ( 1 ) ) 
GO TO 2 0 
19 D E L T A 2 = D L T A L 1 ( C 2 , T ( 1 ) ) 
2 0 C O N T I N U E 
8 0 7 I F ( A B S ( D E L T A 2 - D E L T A 1 ) - A 6 S ( D E L T A 2 + D E L T A 1 ) ) 1 4 , 1 4 , 2 3 
2 3 CALL F 0 L C V 4 
C COMPUTATION S U B R O U T I N E C A L L E D . 
r 
I F ( K L A S T - 5 ) 2 4 , 2 7 , 2 7 
2 4 I F ( K L A S T ) 9 0 0 , 9 0 0 , 2 5 
25 DO 2 6 K = 1 , K L A S T 
U ( K ) = 0 . 0 
2 6 C O N T I N U E 
GO TO 9 0 0 
2 7 C A L L GPVEL2 
C GPVEL2 S U B R O U T I N E C A L L E D 
C 
I F ( L O V E . L T . l ) GO TO 9 0 0 
5 0 2 DO 5 0 5 K = 1 , K L AST 
U ( K ) = U ( K ) * { 1 . 0 + ( 0 . 0 0 0 1 6 * T { K ) ) » ( l . O - U ( K ) / C ( K , 1 J ) ) 
C t K , l ) = C ( K , l ) * ( 1 . 0 + 0 . 0 0 0 1 6 * T ( K ) ) 
5 0 5 C O N T I N U E 
9 0 0 C O N T I N U E 
C 
2 5 1 DO 2 5 4 K = 1 , K M A X 
T H V A L ( ( 2 * K ) - 1 ) = T { K ) 
2 5 4 C O N T I N U E 
DO 2 5 5 K = 1 , K M A X 
T H V A L ( 2 * K ) = C ( K , 1 ) 
2 5 5 C O N T I N U E 
C 
2 6 0 M = l 
P 0 0 R 1 = D { 1 , 1 ) 
0 B V E L 1 = D ( 1 , 2 ) 
C A L L LAGRAN ( T H V A L , K M A X , P O O R 1 , A N S ) 
R V E L ( 1 ) = A N S 
D V E L ( 1 ) = O B V E L 1 - A N S 
S O V E L = 0 , 0 
S D V E L = S D V E L + D V E L ( 1 ) * * 2 
H5 
2 6 1 M=M+1 
I F ( M - N 0 6 P T S ) 2 6 2 , 2 6 2 , 2 6 3 
2 6 2 P 0 C R 2 = D ( M , 1 ) 
0 B V E L 2 = D ( M , 2 ) 
C A L L L A G R A N U H V A L , K M A X , P 0 0 R 2 , A N S ) 
RV E L ( M ) = ANS 
D V E L ( M ) = 0 B V E L 2 - A N S 
S D V E L = S D V E L + ( D V E L ( M ) * « 2 ) 
GO TO 261 
2 6 3 S D V E L = S D V E L / N 0 8 P T S 
PRMSD=SQRT{ S D V E L ) 
DO 1 2 5 4 K = 1 , K M A X 
T H V A L t ( 2 » K ) - 1 ) = T ( K ) 
1 2 5 4 C O N T I N U E 
DO 1 2 5 5 K = 1 , K M A X 
T H V A L ( 2 » K ) = U ( K ) 
1 2 5 5 C O N T I N U E 
1 2 6 0 M=l 
P G 0 R 1 = D D ( 1 , 1 ) 
0 B V E L 1 = D D ( 1 , 2 ) 
C A L L LAGRAN ( T H V A L , K M A X , P O O R 1 , A N S ) 
R V E L ( 1 ) = A N S 
D V E H 1 ) = 0 B V E L 1 - A N S 
S D V E L = 0 . 0 
S D V E L = S D V E L + D V E L ( 1 ) » * 2 
1 2 6 1 M=M+1 
I F ( M - M O B P T S ) 1 2 6 2 , 1 2 6 2 , 1 2 6 3 
1 2 6 2 P 0 0 R 2 = D D ( M , 1 ) 
0 B V E L 2 = D D ( M , 2 ) 
C A L L LAGRAN(THVAL,KMAX,POOR2» A N S ) 
R V E L ( M ) = A N S 
D V E L ( M ) = 0 B V E L 2 - A N S 
S D V E L = S D V E L + ( D V E L ( M ) * * 2 ) 
GO TO 1 2 6 1 
1 2 6 3 S C V E L = S D V E L / M O B P T S 
G R M S D = S Q R T ( S D V E L J 
FF=PRMSD+GRMSD 
5 1 0 FORMAT ( 4 2 H Q C I S G R E A T E R THAN BTAMX OR L E S S THAN Z E R O ) 
C l = 2 . 2 
3 4 C O N T I N U E 
END 
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